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Studer Audio: Digital Playback Systems

A Sensible Solution to Your CD Dilemma.
Should you try getting by with a CD player
made for home hi-fi use? Or should you
invest heavily in a multi -thousand -dollar
pro CD system? Fortunately, there is an-
other alternative.

A Practical Professional. The new A725
CD player from Studer makes sense, for
the present as well as the future. It gives
you a modestly priced yet fully profes-
sional CD player for the present -a time
when you'll be using CD's alongside other
sources. And it also serves as the first
building block in a larger, multi -unit, com-
puter -controlled system for the future.

Right On Cue. The Studer A725 has
special control software for precise, ac-
curate, and consistently repeatable cueing.
Start accuracy is ± 1 frame (13.3 milli-
seconds), and start from pause takes less
than 0.6 seconds. The cueing controls
(upper right) are large, so you can't miss
them even in a dimly lit studio. No more
false starts or dead air. And no more op-
erator errors from hitting the wrong mini -
button. Multiple cueing modes and a fader
start option provide extra versatility.

More Pro Features. The A725 has three
pairs of outputs: balanced XLR ("+4"),
fixed level unbalanced, and unbalanced
with front panel level control. The A725's
disc transport is built on a die-cast chassis
for long-term stability, and the rack mount
flange is standard.

A Display of Intelligence. The A725's
four mode liquid crystal display shows
elapsed time of track, elapsed time of disc,

remaining time on track, or remaining time
on disc. A bar graph gives additional in-
formation on tracks remaining or approx-
imate elapsed time, depending on display
mode. When indexes are accessed, index
numbers are also displayed.

The Programming Department. Pro-
gramming controls (lower left) may be used
to pre -select up to 19 separate steps, in-
cluding nearly every conceivable combi-
nation of repeat, skip, loop, and autostop
functions. A protective cover is provided
to prevent unauthorized use of these con-
trols. A serial data port allows linkage to
external computer control systems.

Critics Choice. The A725 utilizes
oversampling (176.4 kHz) and digital fil
tering as well as proprietary analog filter-
ing circuits. This same combination in our

Track Time Remaining

Track Time Elapsed

Revox B225 consumer version has earned
unanimous praise from audio critics. Be-
cause it simply sounds better.

Price Surprise. The A725's profes-
sional features and superior performance
come with a price you might not expect:
$1550.* This is the sensible professional
CD player broadcasters have been asking
for, and it's available now from your Studer
dealer. For more information or dealer re-
ferral, please contact: Studer Revox Amer-
ica, 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210;
(615) 254-5651.

'Manufacturers suggested retail price.

STUDER

Disc Time Remaining

Cirde 100 on Reader Service Card



SOLID DEVELOPMENTS WITH PICTUREMAKERy
SIGGRAPH UPDATE

Cubicomp's PictureMaker 3D Video Animation
System was a star attraction at the National Association
of Broadcasters Conference this year. Since NAB, our
sales are positive proof that video producers have found
in PictureMaker all the features needed to generate
and animate 3D scenes.

PictureMaker is easy to use, with many capabilities:
 Modeling-Build sophisticated 3D objects

quickly and easily.
 Animation -Automatic interpolation between

key frames.
 Sequencing - Composes and shoots sequences

automatically

cYBKIPTIT

 Titling -8 standard fonts included and more
available as options, plus the ability to create your
own fonts.

 Paint-A built-in paint program enables you to
create 2D backgrounds and special effects.

If you missed PictureMaker at NAB, or would like
a refresher demo of this affordable, practical 3D
animation system, come see us in San Francisco at
Siggraph, Booth #654, July 23rd to 25th at the
Moscone Center.

You'll find out why PictureMaker has become the
video producer's choice.

3165 Adeline Street, Berkeley, California 94703 (415( 540-5733 TELEX: 294295

East Coast Regional Office
945 Concord St., Framingham, MA 01701
1617) 875-5214

Circle 101 on Reader Service Card

West Coast Regional Office
Pruneyard Towers II
1999 S. Bascom Ave.. Suite 709, Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 559-7711

©1985 Cubicomp Corporation
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INTRODUCING THE
SONY BVP-360. ON MAY 1,1985,

THE REMARKABLE
BECOMES AVAILABLE.
When we previewed this

camera at NAB, the response was
tremendous. Which, considering
Sony's considerable reputation
for high performance broad-
cast portables, wouldn't normally
seem so surprising. Except for
one detail.

The BVP-360 isn't a broad-
cast portable. (Although at 50
pounds it's certainly the most por-
table camera in its class.)

What the BVP-360 repre-
sents, however, is the culmination
of Sony's work in tube technology,
in innovative mechanical design
and in High Definition Video
Systems. A highly sophisticated,
automated camera that promises
to usher in a new era in price/per-
formance for cameras in the Field/
Studio category.

Sony -developed 2/3 -inch Mixed Field Saticoe
(Plumbicon" tubes also available.)

THE 2/3 -INCH IMAGE
FORMAT COMES OF AGE.

For those of you unable to
get through the crowds for a close
look at the BVP-360, there are
two explanations for the excep-
tional image quality you saw on
the monitors overhead.

First, the BVP-360 employs
the remarkable, Sony -developed
2/3" Mixed Field* tubes. The first
real challenge to big tube per-
formance. Because they deliver
twice the registration and geo-
metric accuracy of conventional
2/3" tubes. Plus greater depth
of modulation. And thanks to
the special Sony -developed FET
that is built into the tube and
yoke, an extraordinary signal-to-
noise ratio. (MF PlumbiconTM or
MF SaticonTM tubes are available.)

Secondly, the Sony BVP-360
is equipped with a breakthrough
F1.2 prism design that single-
handedly results in sensitivity and
depth -of -field comparable with

25mm image formats. And vastly
superior to any current 2/3"
Field/Studio camera at any price.

And, naturally, when you
combine these factors with the
extensive signal processing
technology Sony has engineered
into the BVP-360, you get specs
which could only be described as
spectacular.

A SUPERHUMAN FEAT
OF HUMAN ENGINEERING.

Many of the experts who
were able to get their hands on
the camera at NAB were even
more impressed by how it per-
forms from a human standpoint.

Some were moved to com-
ment by how easy the BVP-360 is
to move around. Its smoothly
integrated handles. Low weight.
The highly maneuverable view-
finder. And the shortest lens -
front -to -viewfinder distance in
the industry.

Others cited the
uniquely pragmatic approach

to automation. An ap-
proach that concentrates

the camera's considerable
microprocessor -based intelli-

gence on the most difficult setup
operations; functions such as
digital registration, B/W balance,
flare and gamma.

And still others referred to
the BVP-360's extensive camera
head memory, which can store
up to sixty-four scene files, eight
setup files, sixteen lens files and
three reference files.

Plus the advantages of being
able to choose from three remote
operational panels.

NOT JUST A CAMERA.
A CAMERA SYSTEM.

But perhaps the most
striking
aspect of
the BVP-
360 is its
"building
block" de-
sign concept.
An arrangement
that makes it particularly
easy to customize the cam-
era for various production
situations.

It starts with a
'Sony Mixed Field tubes use electrostatic detection and magnetic focus. ©1984 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a
registered trademark of Sony Corp. Sony Broadcast Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666.

BVP-360 Remote Control Panels: (left to right) a
flexible Field unit, a highly sophisticated Creative
Production panel and a simple Studio unit.

camera head able to transmit
component signals via Triax or
Multicore. Or function as a
stand-alone camera.

Then, on the technical front,
alignments are handled at the
Camera Control Unit. With each
camera able to be tweaked indi-
vidually. Or addressed as part
of up to an eight -camera chain
linked to one Master Setup Unit.

And finally, on the opera-
tional front, all control during
production may be directed from
one of three types of Remote
Control Panels-a simple Studio
model, a flexible Field unit,
or a highly evolved Creative
panel with extensive memory and
scene -painting facilities.

ADOPT A
WAIT -AND -SEE ATTITUDE.

Of course, as we said at the
outset, the BVP-360 isn't ready
for delivery tomorrow. But that
doesn't mean you have to wait
until May to see it. There are
units here right now for demon-

strations and evaluations.
3- And of course,

by the time you're
finished testing it,
raving about it
and getting a budget
for it (although
that last part may go
faster than you're

used to thanks to the
BVP-360's incredi-
ble price/performance),

it won't be tomor-
row. It'll be closer

to May 1.

SONY
Broadcast



AUDIOCOM"
"The Intercom System"
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Now with
two channel
capability

Ws"
Intercom technology takes a giant step forward as Telex advances to PHASE 2
of its popular Audiocom Intercom System. What's more, two channel capability
and a full duplex audio system for both monaural
and binaural systems is only a small part of the
story! The new master station/power supply
shown above features built-in IFB (interrupt
feedback) and easy -to -use color coded line/
channel buttons that can correspond with
the same color of optional extension cables
for convenient visual reference. The master
station also features a brand new 20 kHz
light signaling system, interlocking push-
button channel switches, a listen/volume
control, a mike on/off/signal control and a
power on/off LED indicator.
Belt -pack headset station has special features
The new two -channel belt -pack intercom station allows the operator to selectively
monitor one channel or both simultaneously. It has a mike on/off switch and
separate listen/volume controls for each channel as well as a special carbon
headset input and separate sidetone adjustments. There is also a rack mountable
version of this unit available with all the same features. Additionally, Telex has
developed an entirely new line of intercom headsets to accompany these exciting
Phase 2 changes. And, they are lighter and more comfortable than ever before!
The new offering consists of single/dual side units, monaural and binaural units,
a super lightweight and a new headset.
ANNOUNCING complete compatibility!
Telex introduces the CCB-1 Clearcom/Telex interface unit. This new interface and
others already in the line ends forever any problems in field compatibility between
Telex and Clearcom, RTS or Telco.
For complete technical information and specifications write or call Telex today.
Write Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420.
For quick information call toll free 800-328-3771. In Minnesota call 612-887-5550.

TELEX®
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
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ON'T GET LOST IN THE FOREST,
GET TOUGH .

ISTANDING LIVEAR.ITY
ANA FREQUENCY STABILITY
ULNA LOW NOISE AND
DISTORTION
if4F.torBtE4F, ONOWIDTH
EXTELLENT'SELECT4ITY

DIAGNOSTW.
METERING

4
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There's a jungle in he Angeles National Forest. Most of the
broadcast transmitters for the greater Les Angeles area are at
this single sire on Mcunt Wilson. That means intense
competition for both bandwidth and audience. The vast
majority of Mount Wilson -based btoadcasters choose
Moseley because the PCL-606 and PCL-606/C Studio -
Transmitter Links are tough, proven winners in both
respects.

To keep the signal strong and distortion -free, the monaural
PCL-606 and composite stereo PCL-606/C use PIN diode
atter uEtors tomairtain maximum signal level and dynamic
range while p -everting -overload front out-af-band noise.
The receiver is \.er/ ;elective, and the bandwidth is

adjusta )le so that if ;elec ivity is not critical, distortion can be
further reduced.

To keep the signal bright and clear, careful IF modulation
technic ues are employed. Digital cemolulat on and a series
of ultra -phase liner IF ilters split the baseband frequency
from the twc sub:arrier frequencies without noticeable
noise or disto /ion. The subcarriers can be used for SCA or
remote control data carriage.

The PCL-S06 end FCL-606/C are conS-ructed for years of
service in rugged envtronmen:s yef designed for easy
maintenance. They feature bui t -in ir.ternal system per-
formance me-2ring for both transmitter and receiver. All
service adjustments can be made through thetop cover, and
modJlar cortruction makes repair easy. Continious

r0 3cast is aasured even in case of failure or abnormality
ovvn because the receiver automatically lwrches to a

by unit.

AURAL TRX VSM TTEF

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
A Flow General Company . Santa Barbara Research Park

111 Castilian Drive . . . Goleta, California 93117
i805) 968-9621 Telex: 658-448 . Cable: MOSELEY

I I

MOOF.L PCL-606

AURAL
STL PE IISIVEP

"CEL pCLc:16

O
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Pnotographed at WNET-TV. New York.
1985 3M Co "Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M.
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. record again. Signal after
signal. Day after day on the

same roll of tape. And with mil-
lions watching, every second of

every show has to look perfect.
fr But you know you're covered...

because you know your tape.
We know you need a versatile vid-

eotape that you can work on for weeks
and still maintain your original picture

quality That's why we created Scotch
480, with a uniquely smooth surface

technology. Resulting in extremely low
color noise VIDEO NOISE SPECTRUM

and dropout
levels-and ex-

ceedingly high L>I6
picture quality. -,-

Luc,s

Making 480 the one
videotape that can

guarantee even the 05 1 15 2most demanding VIDEO FREQUENCY r MHZ)
CRITICAL RANGE 0 1 to 1 MHZbroadcaster superior

versatility and image durability. Plus, Scotch engi-
neers are always just a call away. Scotch 480. One

tough tape that makes us number one in the world
of the pro.

Typical 1" tape

OUR TAPE

Scotch 480



PROCESSING FOR 45
MULTICHANNEL TV
SOUND: HOW MUCH DO
YOU NEED?
Engineers whose stations have gone stereo must
now address both the issue of audio processing
for multichannel sound, and the expectations of
audio fidelity that MTS creates... by William A.
Resch and Gary A. Breed

THE FUTURE OF TAPE 58
TECHNOLOGY
In this Special Report leading tape
manufacturers describe their latest
developments:

DuPont: Polyester Films for Video
Fuji: The Making of Videotape
3M: Laser Detection Improves Process

Control
Fidelipac: Designing a Broadcast Tape Plant
Sony: The Increasing Density of Magnetic

Recording Tape
Ampex: Incoming Raw Material Control for

Magnetic Tape Manufacturing
Kodak: Quality Control Vital to Top

Performance
Maxell: Improved Binding Process

Dramatically Enhances Tape Durability
Agfa: Noise Improvement in Magnetic

Recording Tape

RADIO TUNES IN TO
LOCAL COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION
In-house radio commercial production is
flourishing, with the creative union of new
equipment and local talent establishing new
station revenue centers... byJudith Gross,
Associate Editor

THE SOURCE:
1985 BUYER'S GUIDE
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It takes a unique graphics look
to stand out from today's look -
alike news productions. So

we've built some unique graphics
tools into our new ESS-3 Still Store
that you won't find anywhere else.

The ESS-3 lets you compose an
unlimited number of elements, all
with the fidelity of first generation
video. You can cut and paste, key
and drop shadow irregular shapes,
and program your own dissolves,
cuts and wipes. And with its var-

iable compression you can insert
over -the -shoulder stills-without
a digital video effects unit.

If you're bored with your titles
simply scan in your own typefaces;
then resize, compress, color and
dropshadow to achieve your own
new look.

And, to make your news prepar-
ation fast and effortless, the ESS-3
displays 12 stills at one time for you
to browse through and edit. Com-
pare that to any description -only

index system.
So if you want to jazz up your

news, and get the signal quality that
comes only from Ampex, get the
complete story on the new ESS-3.

Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (818) 240-5000

New York/New Jersey (201) 825.9600
San Francisco (415) 367-2296

Washington, D.C. (3m) 530-8800

AM PEX
Ampex Corporation  One of The Signal Companies 6



EDITORIOL

AM Appeasement Committee
When the NAB's Engineering Advisory Committee decided, in the fall
of 1983, to examine the technical plight of AM radio, it was a cause
for radio broadcasters, specifically those in the AM band, to at last
feel optimistic. No one knew better than they how the decline of AM
listening had reached alarming proportions. For once, AM station
owners and engineers could rest assured that the NAB had their best
interests at heart and would come up with some practical approaches
for warding off the oft -uttered predictions of disaster about the future
of AM radio.

But now, more than a year later, the AM Technical Improvement
Committee has made its report, and AM broadcasters cannot be faulted
for feeling once again that they have been dismissed with a mere token
appeasement.

The committee's stated purpose was to analyze current problems and
reach a "consensus" on ways to improve AM. But that consensus is
not evident in the committee's report. Nor is there any indication that
the report gives more than a perfunctory glance toward any of AM's
real and pressing problems.

The most glaring example of the committee's failure to respond to
the industry's needs is on the question of AM stereo. Stereo
transmission remains AM's most heated controversy --but also its
greatest hope for the future. With the excuse that its controversial
nature precluded a consensus, the committee wrote off the AM stereo
question entirely, saying it was not in the scope of the committee's
work.

The committee's work on other crucial issues was hardly more
encouraging. It recommended that AM listening be promoted, but
admitted that it didn't know how such a suggestion could be
implemented. It put off any substantive discussion of alternate antenna
designs, pending further research. It failed to reach a consensus
establishing a standard preemphasis curve, throwing a suggested
ceiling of 12 kHz back onto individual stations on a "voluntary"
basis. The question of TTD (transmitter transient distortion) was barely
addressed. And at the same time that it urged the development of a
high -quality IC for AM receivers, the report admitted that the premise
on which the suggestion was based was "arguable."

Very few radio broadcasters operate under the illusion that the NAB
is a technically oriented group. Still, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to believe the sincerity of the NAB when its technical
committee pays only lip service to the critical issues facing the
industry today.

Despite the NAB's recently expressed concern for its radio
members, and despite such gestures as recommending that radio be
separated out in its own exhibit hall at NAB '86, radio broadcasters in
general, and specifically AM broadcasters, must be asking themselves
just whose best interests the NAB has at heart. Unfortunately, such a
feeble effort as the report of the AM Technical Committee gives them
even more reason to suspect that the NAB may be in danger of
becoming instead the NA(TV)B.

10 BM E JULY, 1985
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broadcast industry 11 EWS
Changes Proposed in
AM Technical Rules
The FCC is seeking comments on the
proposed revision or deletion of certain
AM transmission technical rules that
"may no longer serve their original
regulatory purposes," according to the
Commission. Actions under considera-
tion include:
 Deletion of program signal quality
requirements for AM stereo transmis-
sion systems.
 Deletion of requirements for com-
prehensive reports on measurements of
antenna resistances.
 Deletion of transmission system
safety requirements that may duplicate
regulations of other government
agencies.
 Revision of the requirements for in-
dicating instruments.
 Deletion of rules which provide en-
gineering advice.

NARTE Expands
Certification
Though the FCC has dropped its own
engineering certification program, in-
terest has remained strong within the
engineering community for finding
some way to determine the level of an
engineer's training and knowledge.
Like the Society of Broadcast Engi-
neers, NARTE (National Association
of Radio and Telecommunications En-
gineers), based in Salem, OR, is mak-
ing a push to establish its certificate as
an industry standard.

To do this, NARTE is expanding its
certification and endorsement program
for radio and telecommunications tech-
nicians and engineers. NARTE says it
expects its certification tests to set a
new standard for thoroughness and
range. Endorsement for technical areas
which the association says have not
been covered previously in FCC or in-
dustry tests will be available.

Engineers already holding an FCC
license can have their license grandfa-
thered through the end of this year.
Those who did not have a license but
can prove enough experience, such as
persons who have worked for the gov-
ernment, are also covered by the grand-
father period, as are those who want to
upgrade due to experience gained on
the job. A first-class engineer requires

When There's Only
One Direction to Go
Yosemite National Park may be a
rock climber's and photographer's
dream, but live coverage from one of
its valley floors does pose a transmis-
sion problem. Thus, when ABC
Sports wanted to give its viewers
the hair-raising thrill of watching,
live, a 3000 -foot free -climb up Lost
Arrow Spire, one of the park's verti-
cal rock faces, it had Netcom bring in
a portable C -band uplink to get the
story to New York. Netcom, a pro-
duction facility/equipment rental/
satellite broker based in San
Francisco, says it is providing 10 or
more such links for ABC this year.

one of the following: a minimum of 15
years experience in engineering; a BS
(or BA in a technical program) plus 11
years experience; a professional engi-
neering registration certificate plus 11
years experience; or an engineering
registration from a country other than
the U.S. plus 11 years experience.

Criteria are similar for a first-class
technician, and second- and third-class
engineering and technician certifica-
tions are also available.

Additionally, NARTE is arranging
for its tests to be administered both at
institutions across the country and for
graduates of certain technical schools
to be certified.

Complete details are available from
NARTE, Box 15029, Salem, OR
97309. (503) 581-3336.

Radio Survey Shows
AM Stereo to Grow
The NRBA has released the results of
its 1984 National Radio Programming
Survey, which indicates that a substan-
tial increase can be expected in the
number of AM stations broadcasting in
stereo. The results of the NRBA's third
annual survey are based on a reported
response rate of 46 percent of all com-
mercial radio stations, the highest num-
ber of returns the survey has ever
achieved.

Among the AM stations responding,
13 percent say they are currently broad-

casting in stereo, compared with four
percent in 1983. An additional 11 per-
cent plan to go stereo this year. Of
those, the formats most interested in
stereo are easy listening, soft rock, and
adult contemporary; besides news/talk,
the least interested were CHR, reli-
gious, and big band. Among AM/FM
simulcasters, AOR and adult contem-
porary have the biggest plans for
stereo.

Many of the remaining stations that
have not yet gone to satellite plan to do
so this year. With the 14 percent of
AMers that plan on either satellite ser-
vice or a dish, virtually all AM stations
will be tied to satellite. The nine per-
cent of FMers intending to start satellite
use will join the 72 percent that already
do so.

Newscasts did not decline in average
length, despite FCC deregulation, the
NRBA notes. The AM average for last
year went from 5:15 for the previous
year to 5:48; FM increased from 4:00 to
4:05.

Average commercials per hour on
FM increased from 9:25 to 9:54 and av-
erage spots per hour from 11.9 to 12.4.
AMers reported 10:52 of commercials
per hour on average, down from 11:35,
and 14.2 spots per hour, down from
15.5 in the previous year.

As for the programming itself, adult
contemporary still leads for FM and
full-time AM, and country for AM
daytimers.
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MEWS

Eight Local Stations
Win ACT Awards
Eight local stations, including two ra-
dio broadcasters, have picked up
Achievement in Children's Television
Awards, presented each year by advo-
cacy group Action for Children's Tele-
vision (ACT). Two stations were
recognized for their PSAs.

Local commercial broadcast televi-
sion winners were WCCO-TV,
Minneapolis, for "High School Year-

book Special" and WNEV-TV, Bos-
ton, for "The Story Lady."

Public broadcast winners included
KTCA-TV, Minneapolis, for "New-
ton's Apple," and "Wonderworks" by
WQED, Pittsburgh.

Radio stations that received an ACT
Award were WNYC-AM, New York
City, for Small Things Considered as
well as WUNC-FM, Chapel Hill, and
the Southern Educational Communica-
tions Association for "East of the
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TZ-30 Stereo Generator for TV
With SAP and PRO Generators

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS' ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY MEANS:

Extended Frequency Response (±0.5 dB) to 15 kHz Utilizing
Superior Audio Filtering.

Unique Digital Modulator and Digital Pilot Generator for Optimum
Protection of SAP and PRO.

Crystal Controlled Sync Lock Assures Pilot Stability.
Utilizes Genuine dbx Encoder Card to Assure Correct
Encoding of L-R.
Baseband Amplitude and Delay Equalization to Compensate
for Transmitter System Deficiencies.

Flat Composite Baseline Mode for Easy System Optimization.

Built-in Precision Aural Deviation Calibration System.

Built-in Peak Reading Modulation Display of L, R, L+ R, L - R,
and Composite Baseband.

Installation Flexibility with Separate 1-3/4 inch Rack Mount
SAP and PRO Generators.

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

fey

4100 N. 24th ST., P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305.3606, (217) 224-9600, TELEX: 250142

Sun-West of the Moon."
PSAs were also recognized, and

KTVU, San Francisco, won for its
"Child Safety Spots." WBZ-TV, Bos-
ton, got an award for "It's Okay to Tell
Secrets" and WNEV-TV picked up an-
other award for "Build Happiness at
Home."

Television Stereo:
The Beat Goes On
The movement to stereo among televi-
sion stations is picking up speed as
broadcasters across the country race to
be the first in their area to convert. Here
are some stations that have recently
made the change:
 WYES-TV, the public television
station in New Orleans, has finished its
gradual conversion over the past three
years and is now on -air in stereo-the
first in that market, it says. Last fall the
station installed two new Harris TV 35
H transmitters and now has installed a
tcreo generator.

 WCLQ-TV, Cleveland, is broad-
casting synthesized stereo full-time,
making it the first commercial station to
do so in the state, it believes. It
modified an FM generator with
processor cards purchased directly
from dbx.
 WAPB in Annapolis, another public
broadcasting station, reports that its
DATE presentation of West Side Story
inaugurated stereo broadcasting in
Maryland. All Maryland public sta-
tions are scheduled to go stereo within
two years, and Maryland public televi-
sion programming is now being synthe-
sized for stereo.
 WTBS, Ted Turner's superstation
out of Atlanta, has gone stereo and is
being distributed that way to cable op-
erators by Satellite Syndicated Systems
using Wegener's 1600 Series Trans-
mission gear.

1001 EBS Alerts, Or,
"This Is Not A Test
Broadcast stations activated the Emer-
gency Broadcast System at least 995
times in 1984, according to an FCC
tally of reports it received last year. The
most common causes were tornadoes
and severe thunderstorms.

Since 1976, when the state and local
sections of the EBS program were
started, many broadcasters have kept in
close touch with designated local offi-
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A Wizard's Dilemma.  
Creativity vs. Technology
Today, creative video communication requires a
production switching system capable of integrating
graphics, digital effects, computer editing and audio.
Trouble is, the technical demands of operating most large
production switchers get in the way of creativity.

Intergroup Video Systems has a solution for this dilemma
that will bring out the video wizard in you.

The Intergroup 904-20E: Affordable
Production Power That's Not An Illusion.
The 904-20E is a production tool designed to enhance
creativity, not filter it out. We combine traditional ease of
operation and a full complement of standard features.
We give you two fully independent mix/effects systems
with cascading re-entries into a flip-flop mixer;
a downstream key edger for full featured character
generators; master fade -to -black with a blanking processor;
and a standard serial interface for most editing systems.

With the optional 9026 Autotransition/Event Storage
Unit you add frame accurate autotransitions and the

ability to store 99 complete switcher events. There's also
an audic-follow-video system to complete your
post -production package.

"Creativity You Can Depend On"
We're so confident in the reuability of our systems, we
back them with a five-year limited warranty.
Call 1-800-874-7590 today and let an Intergroup
sales representative solve your dilemma with a
904 switching system.

VIDEO SYSTEM',

"Creativity You Can Depend On"

INTERGROUP VIDEO SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 1495/GAINESVILLE, FL 32602 U.S.A.

SALES: (800) 874-7590/IN FLORIDA (904) 373-6783
TWX 810-825-2307
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Now . . . remote, automatic control
of your entire transmitting facility . . .
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Harris 9100 Intelligent
Remote Control System

In its various configurations, the Harris 9100
provides intelligent remote control; automatic
transmitter control; automatic logging; plant
protection through intrusion and fire alarms;
and automatic control of tower lights and build-
ing temperature. It can even exercise your
standby equipment...and operate up to three
remote sites from a single location!

The Harris 9100 watches over your transmis-
sion system and physical plant. It makes deci-
sions automatically, based on pre-programmed
limits...with a minimum of operator interven-
tion. Quite simply, it is the most intelligent re-

mote control system on the market.

Improve your manpower allocation. Increase
plant protection. Maximize equipment life. The
Harris 9100's automatic features are unmatched.

Whether you're AM, FM, TV or Satellite (or any
combination), the Harris 9100 Intelligent Re-
mote Control System is designed for you-for
your security, efficiency and savings. For more
information, contact Harris Corporation, Studio
Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305-
4290.217-222-8200.

11-1,426.1RFZIS
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MEWS
cials, who keep watch over storms
along with local citizens. In the mid -
west, where most of the activations oc-
cur, those peculiar green and yellow
skies preceding a bad thunderstorm
can, without warning, sprout a funnel
cloud lasting for seconds or minutes
and travelling at will across the coun-
tryside or through towns.

Man-made disasters, including a
toxic spill, also account for some of the
1000 EBS alerts last year.

The National Weather Service itself
accounts for about 90 percent of the
alerts, according to Ray Seddon, chief
of the FCC's Emergency Communica-
tions Division. Seddon reports that the
service attaches requests for an alert to
its weather reports for any of the 585
EBS operational areas that will be sub-
jected to dangerous weather. Stations
choose whether they want to notify
their listeners with the EBS alert tone or
just by an announcement.

In Carbondale, IL, WCIL-AM/FM
used the EBS 40 times in the second
half of last year. News director Joey
Helleny says the station's alerts have
received a good response from listen-
ers, who depend on the EBS tone to sig-
nal them when the radio is playing in
the background. Several other stations
in the area also monitor WCIL, he re-
ports, because they can be sure to find
out if severe conditions exist that their
listeners should know about.

WCIL, in fact, distinguishes differ-
ent levels of an EBS alert. For a storm
or tornado watch, the weatherman or
DJ repeats a message between each
program element. When tracking a tor-
nado during a tornado warning, howev-
er, they stay on the air continuously.
Also, WCIL has rigged itself to start
simulcasting on both AM and FM just
before announcing a warning. Helleny
says this is not done for watches, which
merely cite the possibility of a tornado.
When a tornado has been sighted and is
being tracked, however, a few minutes
can make a crucial difference. In 1982,
a tornado killed 11 people in the nearby
town of Marion.

For that reason, WCIL and its neigh-
boring stations cooperate closely, call-
ing each other if it seems likely a
tornado is headed at one of them. This
neighborliness extends across state
lines to nearby Missouri since storms
tend to come from the southwest.

About 200 miles west and a little
south of WCIL is KITS-AM/FM of
Springfield, MO, which sounded 80

EBS alerts from September to Decem-
ber of last year, almost all for thunder-
storms and tornadoes. News director
Dan Shelley says the alerts are always
based on National Weather Service
advisories for the 35 counties in the lis-
tening area, and that the stations have
built up a reputation as the source for
weather information.

Audience reaction, Shelley finds, is
"extremely good," and in fact some
listeners buy special receivers that au-
tomatically turn on the amplifier when

activated by the EBS tone, KTTS,
which has donated some of these re-
ceivers to local hospitals, shopping and
civil defense centers, has won at least
one regional news award based on its
severe weather coverage, Shelley adds
proudly.

As for any adverse reactions to the
frequency of stations' EBS use, Seddon
of the FCC says the only letters of com-
plaint he has received concern stations
that precede ads with the emergency
tone.

SPECIAL FACTORY

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Elecon's battery packs are
known for their consistent
dependability, durable construc-
tion, long life and outstanding
electrical characteristics. We're
the fastest growing manufacturer
in Japan and now becoming the
professional's first choice in the
U.S. Once you've experienced
our packs, you'll understand why.
In fact, we are so sure that we're
willing to offer them to you at this
incredible, one -time -only
introductory price.

SPECIAL OFFER
ELEPAK 90-Heavy

duty, rechargeable bat-
tery pack for ENG
equipment. Perfect
replacement for Sony
BP -90. Includes heavy
duty carrying case.
ONLY $199

ELEPAK NP-1-Com-
pact, high performance
rechargeable battery
pack for video cameras/
recorders, especially Sony
Betacam".- Includes soft
carrying case.
ONLY $43

This incredible offer expires
August 31, 1985.

Maximum of 20 of each size
per customer.

Call for dealer nearest you.
(818) 846-6220.
'"Betacam is a registered trademark of

Sony Corporation.

Replacement
Battery Packs

ELEPACK 90 Battery pack
with carrying case

ELEPACK NP -1
Battery pack
(case not shown)

NIVERSAL

lecon INC.
Manufacturer of
Professional Broadcasting Equipment

903 S. Lake St., No. 102  Burbank, CA 91502* (818) 846-6220
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NEWS
New Push Behind
WST Teletext
A new agricultural information teletext
service, using the World System
standard (WST), has been launched on
Wisconsin public television stations.
Zenith, which manufactures WST de-
coders, is helping to promote the serv-
ice, called Infotext, by demonstrating it
on Zenith sets at 90 retail outlets
throughout Wisconsin.

Infotext provides up-to-date market

reports, commodity prices, weather
data, agricultural bulletins and other in-
formation of interest to farmers and
agribusinesses on the VBI of eight pub-
lic stations.

Zenith estimates that some 85,000
Zenith color TVs in homes throughout
Wisconsin are adaptable to WST de-
coders by installing the Zenith
Redi-Plug.

Another push for WST teletext has
been launched by Taft Broadcasting,
which has been offering its Electra

"FOR THE GENERAL
BROADCASTER
THERE'S NO CHOICE.
THE AN -2 STEREO
SIMULATOR IS
COMPLETELY MONO
COMPATIBLE,
SOUNDS GREAT
AND IS PRICED
RIGHT" Jim Swick

Assistant Chief Engineer
Maintenance and Design

WTTW Chicago

"We were the very first TV
station to broadcast full-time in
stereo and Studio Technologies'
Stereo Simulator was with us
from the start. As we began ex-
perimenting with on -air stereo I
was told about the unit. Being an
old radio type I was skeptical .

make stereo out of a mono sig-
nal? Sure. But when I plugged it
in I was surprised. It gives you
really nice room ambience and
sounds great. We've been using
it ever since. What's terrific
about the AN -2 is that it is fully
mono compatible-absolutely

no artifact left when you mix the
two channels back together.

We use another AN -2 in our
audio studio for 'stereoizing'
movie clips for our Sneak Pre-
views series .. . it's excellent for
that.

We get a lot of feedback
from our 'golden ears' listeners
and all comments have been
positive about our stereo sound
. . . they really like it!"

For more information on the
AN -2 call Studio Technologies,
Inc. at 312/676-9177.

4111111.11111.11111111111111111.111111111111111111111Mimamm,

STUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES

INC.
7250 NORTH CICERO AVENUE  LINCOLNWOOD. ILLINOIS 60646

Teletext service for several years. Cur-
rently, Electra can be picked up from
the VBI of superstation WTBS.

Now Taft news director Terry
Connelly says Electra has become a na-
tional service, to be offered free to any
station that wants it. Connelly said the
national Electra service has 50 pages of
world and national news, plus busi-
ness, weather and sports information.
To take advantage of the free service,
which is being offered by Taft along
with Syndicated Satellite Systems of
Tulsa, OK, a broadcaster has only to
sign a one-year affiliation agreement,
downlink the WTBS signal, and install
a data bridge to strip the teletext infor-
mation from the WTBS VBI and insert
it into their own.

With the controversy over teletext
standards fizzling out, now that NBC
has abandoned its competing NABTS
teletext service and CBS is not as eager
to push their NABTS service, the only
stumbling block remaining to wide-
spread acceptance of WST teletext is
the lack of decoders or receivers find-
ing their way into consumers homes.
That problem may be lessened later this
year, however, with the first showing
of digital TVs on the market. Accord-
ing to the WST people, the ITT digital
chip in the sets allows for built-in re-
ception of WST teletext without a sepa-
rate decoder.

Radio Station Takes
Nets Via Satellite
KHVH-AM, an all -news station in
Honolulu, has begun receiving its five
news and information networks by sat-
ellite, using three earth stations on
Oahu. Of the five news nets, three will
he converted to digital for transmis-
sion, and two will be fed by standard
analog systems.

Prior to its satellite conversion, all
KHVH's network programming was
accessed by way of a truly long line,
full-time, from Hawaii to California.
Some sports programming will still be
received this way until capability is
available.

"We are very excited about the latest
technological improvements," said
KHVH president Lawrence S. Berger
when the change was made, "not only
because Newsradio 99 will sound bet-
ter, but also because satellite communi-
cations will give us greater and more
complete access to our mainland
networks."
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Scientific
Atlanta

THE ONLY FULL LINEUP THAT
COVERS ALL THE BASES.

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
MAKES COMMUNICATION

SYSTEMS TURNKEY
AND TROUBLE FREE.

The need for reliable and trouble free
systems for video, audio and data sat-
ellite transmission'increases everyday.
To meet this need, Scientific-Atlanta
offers the most comprehensive line
and has become one of the largest sup-
pliers of high quality satellite products
in the world.

Whether uplink or downlink, our
earth stations are complete, offering:
antennas, exciters, receivers, low -noise
amplifiers, switching equipment, power
amplifiers, plus every accessory.

Ku -Band electronics are now avail-
able with the same standard of perfor-
mance that Scientific-Atlanta has set in
its C -Band electronics. And, data com-
munication is available from 56 Kb/s
to T-1 .

TURNKEY SYSTEM APPROACH.
Scientific-Atlanta can design and

install a complete system. Or, we can
provide specific components to stand
alone or integrate perfectly with an
existing system. Such flexibility results
in cost-effectiveness because you
choose only the features you need.
And, once specified, you receive
prompt system assembly and shipment.
SINGLE -SOURCE MANUFACTURER.

Scientific-Atlanta is in a unique
position to offer responsive and con-
timous after -sales support. From com-
prehensive training programs to the
fastest possible turnaround for mainte-
nance, replacement parts and repairs.

Our full line of trouble -free prod-
ucts, turnkey system approach, flexibil-
ity and responsive customer service
have gained the confidence of opera-
tors worldwide. That's the reason we've
supplied more large earth stations than
any other manufacturer in the world.

Scientific-Atlar ta has been the
leader in earth station technology sales
and performance from the beginning.
For more information call Dan Landreth
at (404) 449-2844 Or, send in :he cou-
pon below.

I want to know moreabout tne St:lentil is
Atlanta full lineup of produc:s.

Name

Company

Tale_ __

Addrass

City

Zip ?hazel

Have a sales representative contest me

hate

Mail ter Scientific-Atlanta. Department AR
P.O.Box 105027 Atlanta. GA 30340
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NEWS BRIEFS
The European Broadcasting Union has
chucked the 80 Hz HDTV standard it
had suggested, but officially stated its
reluctance for 60 Hz, favored by the
U.S. and Japan, despite NHK's con-
version studies. However, the EBU
says it will continue to work towards a
worldwide 60 Hz standard.

Those interested in specifics on the
ANSI safety guidelines for exposure to
RF radiation, which the FCC has
adopted, can obtain a copy by asking
for Standard C95.1-1982 from the
American National Standards Institute,
Fifteenth Floor-Sales Dept., 1430
Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
Cost is $7 . . . . The NAB has asked
the FCC to set up a "government -
industry" advisory committee to study
land mobile interference with UHF
signals . . . . The FCC has proposed
amending its remote pickup and low -
power auxiliary service regulations.

Short-term operation" would allow
lull -time local operation of broadcast
remote pickup stations with the basic
broadcast license. The 950 MHz broad-
cast wireless band would include 944 to
952 MHz.

According to a Wold Communica-

tions survey, over 700 commercial tele-
vision stations, 88 percent of the U.S.
total, can receive C -band satellite
transmission . . . . Hubbard
Broadcasting's Conus Communica-
tions says it has added seven new
member stations to its satellite news -
gathering group.

NPR members adopted a new fund-
ing plan which distributes federal mon-
ey directly to the stations instead of
through NPR.

As expected (see last month's BM/E
News section), the All -Industry Radio
Music License Committee has asked a
U.S. District Court to set ASCAP's
fees for radio stations . . . . The NAB
has filed with the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal for more money for televi-
sion stations and a first-time share for
radio stations.

The annual Roper poll conducted for
the NAB shows television news ranks
tops again in believability and as a pri-
mary source of news. Local stations
lead over other media for "good per-
formance in their communities" . . . .

A Television Bureau of Advertising -
sponsored study shows increased tele-
vision reach into almost all age,

income, education, and occupation
brackets.

The NRBA and NAB have told the
FCC that they oppose its proposal to
eliminate regulations concerning com-
bination advertising rates and joint
sales practices. The NRBA supports,
and the NAB takes no position on, the
elimination of fraudulent billing and
clipping regulations.

The National Computer Graphics
Association is holding a regional con-
ference in Atlanta on October 21 to 24.
Ted Turner will be the featured speak-
er, and hardware and software exhibits
will be present . . . . Forox Corp. is
taking entries for its sixth annual Crea-
tive Slide -Making Contest. Entry
deadline is July 31; call (203) 324-7400.

The Libel Defense Resource Center
has published an updated edition of its
50 -State Survey, which includes 1984
developments in libel and invasion of
privacy law. Cost is $75; call (212)
687-4745.

The Association of Independent
Television Stations (INTV) has elected
a new president, Preston R. Padden,
formerly associate general counsel for
Metromedia Broadcasting.

TV STEREO
BTSC SYSTEM AURAL MODULATION MONITORS

MODEL TVM-100
Wide Band Aural Baseband
Demodulator/Monitor
 Measures total modulation

characteristics of mono and
multi -channel sound
transmitters

 Split -sound and quasi -
parallel detection modes

 Internal 0.1% accuracy
automatic deviation
calibrator for mono and
multi -channel modes

 Digital frequency deviation
display with ± 100 Hz
resolution

 Digitally selectable peak
modulation indicator

 Ultra -linear digital
discriminator

MODEL TVM-200
BTSC Stereo
Decoder/Monitor
 Complete BTSC stereo

signal monitoring

 Two auto -ranging volt meters
for automatic measurement
of separation, crosstalk,
signal-to-noise and
intercarrier noise due
to ICPM

 Full-time metering of L + R
and composite modulation
with simultaneous metering
of left & right channels

 Professional DBX decoder
to assure proper BTSC
stereo tracking

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PA 19333  BOX 826  (215) 687-5550

Where Accuracy Counts... Count on Belar
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Can the Panasonic AK -30 stand head to head with
the bestselling broadcast camera in the world?

Auto
centering

Auto -black
balance

Presettable
gain boost

You bet it can. In fact, when you compare picture
quality, automatic features and price, you'll discover the
Panasonic AK -30 is far and away your best bet.

Compare pictures. You'll notice the AK -30 produces a
superrefined video image. The kind of image broad-
casters love to see. But that's not surprising with these
kinds of specifications: Horizontal resolution is 650 lines
center. S/N is a very quiet 62dB ( - 6dB gain), the
highest ratio in the industry. Digital registration is 0.05%,
0.1% and 0.25%. And illumination is a mere 24 lux at f1.4
(+18dB gain).

This high level of performance is achieved with a
unique combination of image -enhancing circuitry and
high -focus -field Plumbicon* tubes.

You'll also appreciate the AK -30's automatic circuits.
Like auto -white balance with memory for setting 2 color
temperatures. Presettable black stretcher. Auto -black
balance, and a knee circuit for variable dynamic range.

Brack
stretch

Two color
whie balance
with memory

Color negative
picture circuit
for telecine use

SCH phase
adjust

Digital
registration
with memory

Together, they let you customize the image you're
shooting for.

Still, the AK -30 has plenty more going for it. Consider
its dual outputs. One works with standard NTSC. The
other lets you set new standards because it's compat-
ible with component recording. That means you can
use it as part of our famous M -format Recam system.

The Panasonic AK -30. Compare it to the world's
bestselling broadcast camera. And see why it stands
out far ahead.

For more information call your nearest Panasonic
regional office: Northeast: (201) 348-7336.
Southeast: (404) 925-6772. Central: (317) 852-5973.
West: (619) 941-3387 In Canada call: (416) 624-5010.
*Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips for TV camera tubes.

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH 1019.
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LETTER
AM STEREO

To the Editor:
When I read your April story "AM
Stereo Battle Continues Unabated" (p.
26), I was shocked by Motorola's latest
statement concerning "The Secret."
And at this point, it takes quite a bit for
Motorola to shock me!

The Secret, as those involved in the
AM stereo competition know, is a trade
secret designed to allow Motorola -only
radios to provide stereo reception for
the large -audience Kahn/Hazeltine sta-
tions. It does this without in any way
degrading the receiver's normal stereo
performance for Motorola stations.

Thus, Motorola's statement that The
Secret "to a degree degrades the per-
formance of the Motorola system" is
false, and denigrates this device. To
say it more emphatically, The Secret is
transparent as far as Motorola's stereo
performance is concerned. Of course,
the receiver will, when tuned to

Motorola stations, still jump in and out
of stereo under heavy noise and/or
"platform motion." But this is a flaw
in Motorola's system and is not attribu-
table to The Secret. Platform motion is
a matter of physics and a basic problem
with quadrature modulation.

A Delco representative was also
quoted in this story, claiming that the
Sony chips, even if they "cost under $5
would probably double the cost of the
finished radio receiver."

There are two disturbing points in
this statement. (1) Delco well knows
that the Sony devices are well under
$5-more like $2 in the quantities
Delco would normally purchase. And
(2), we have a question of mark-ups.
Why would something that sells for ap-
proximately $2 double the price of a ra-
dio that retails for approximately $350?
It is most noteworthy that the new Sony
car radio (XR-A33) that offers four -
system, fully automatic switching AM
stereo, is priced at approximately $25

more than its AM mono counterpart.
Delco is only considering converting an
AM stereo single -mode stereo to
multimode, and yet this would require a
difference of $350! I must assume that
the person quoted misunderstood the
normal pricing policy of Delco and
General Motors.

Leonard Kahn
President

Kahn Communications
Westbury, NY

IMPOSSIBLE FILTER

To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the article
"The Design of the Almost Impossible
Filter." This article contains several in-
accuracies and misleading statements.

First, the schematic shown as a
"seventh -order active elliptical filter
used in the Modulation Sciences MTS
filter" is, in fact, a sixth -order filter
which, further, is not elliptical because

6139 FOR EXCELLENCE
IN PERFORMANCE
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3 MIX EFFECTS SYSTEMS  DOWNSTREAM KEYER WITH EDGE
TEST MODE FOR SYSETM TIMING  COMPUTER CONTROL OPTION
MASTER FADE TO BLACK  6800 AUDIO FOLLOW
QUAD SPLIT  ROTARY AND MATRIX WIPE OPTIONS
TWO CHROMA KEYERS  BLANKING PROCESSOR

Prices start at $14,500. for the 8 input version and go up to
over $70,000. with all options.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

The 7239 AUTO DRIVE option
(for the "K" series) is the most
sophisticated computerized
controller in the industry. Nothing
else comes even close to it - not
at any price. It stores 255 entire
switcher panel configurations,
can perform smooth transitions
between Events, stores fader arm
and positioner movements then
reproduces them exactly, under
computer control, can "EDIT"
single functions in a stored event
without disturbing anything else
etc.

CROSSPOINT LATCH
IS THE RECOGNIZED

LEADER IN

EDITOR INTERFACES

95 PROGRESS STREET  UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 688-1510  TELEX 9104901990
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Only Panasonic R delivers a1/2 "recorder
with color playback in the field.

Is it a "wrap" or isn't it? Now you can tell right on the
spot. Because the Panasonic Recam- AU -220 is the only
1/2" VCR that gives you the quality of 1" color playback in
the field. So you can instantly see what you've shot.
Either through the viewfinder or a monitor.

Consider the facts: The Panasonic AU -220 records,
utilizing the M -Format, on standard 1/2" VHS cassettes.
Yet it delivers the kind of picture quality that's long been
the broadcast standard. Luminance is 4.0mHz (typical).
Chrominance is 1.0mHz. While the video S/N is every bit
as good as 1" with chrominance better than 50dB.

For total flexibility, the AU -220 includes a built-in

switchable SMPTE time code generator. And it's
compatible, not only with component analog video
equipment, but also with YC and NTSC.

The Panasonic AU -220. 1" color quality from 1/2" tape
makes it one of a kind.

For more information, call your nearest Panasonic
regional office. Northeast: (201) 348-7336.
Southeast: (404) 925-6772. Central: (317) 852-5973.
West: (619) 941-3387 Canada: (416) 624-5010.

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems
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LETTERS

the circuit shown cannot produce
notches in the stopband. I have en-
closed a computer simulation of this fil-
ter using custom software running on a
Tektronix 4052A desktop computer.
(The passband gain is shown as
+ 26.65 dB because I omitted the last
amplifier in the schematic, whose sole
purpose is to restore unity gain.)

The SPICE program is not required
for such an analysis; there are many
programs available for eight- or 16 -bit
machines which are perfectly adequate
for the task. In addition, contrary to the
article, SPICE is available for the IBM
PC.

The results show a filter with an ex-
tremely gentle rolloff. While such a fil-
ter would be expected to have a good
transient response with low ringing,
there is a price to be paid. The frequen-
cy response is already down - 1 dB at
approximately 8 kHz. Such a gentle fil-
ter is not even appropriate for FM
stereo, let alone TV, if flat response to
15 kHz is desired.

While the article claims that "flat re-
sponse is maintained up to 15 kHz,"

3 3
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MODULATION SCIENCES FILTER

2 3 4 5 6 8 103

FREQUENCY (Hz)

2 3 4 5 6 8 104

Simply awesome.
NEW: The RS -1616

Switcher, Router, Amplifier and Mixer.

The most powerful combination of flexibil-
ity and performance available today and
with features that won't be found in any
other system. Expandable from 8 in X 2 out
to 128 in X 64 out. Stereo & Mono - Indi-
vidual input amps, gain selectable, mic
thru + 27dBm -+ 27dBm headroom -

Programmable "all call" output over -ride
- Unlimited input mixing to any outputs
- No crosspoint overload - - 80dB
crosstalk - .0023% distortion -
Response, DC-500kHz - -90dB S/N.
In addition, the means of control are
limited only by your imagination (BCD,
3 wire party line, personal computers,
etc.). You can "roll your own" or use
one of the many controls from RAMKO.

Three year warranty with suggested list
starting as low as $1249.

Call today, toll free (800) 821-2545 for fur-
ther information and the name of your
nearest dealer or Rep.

11355-A Folsom Blvd. Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

(916) 635-3600 TELEX: 176493 RAMKOSAC
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In the year 2003, this system will be less obsolete
than any other master control system available today.

Not even Grass Valley
Group knows all the features
you'll need in your master
control system in 2003.

But we do know you'll
need stereo audio, second
audio program and still
store interface. And the only

master control system that
has them all today - plus
BETACARTTM interface -
is the Grass Valley Group
1600-4S/M200.

As your needs grow,
so will your system -
because it's designed,

built ]nd backed by Gass
Valley Group.

Check out the 160C -4S/
M200. In 2003, you'l
still be glad you did.

jry,,nyAtley Group®V----
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THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC -P.0.Box 1114 - Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA - Telephone (986) 273-8421 - TRT; 160
OFFICES: Edison, NJ (201) 549-9600; Atlanta, GA (404) 321-4318; Elkhart, IN (219) 264-0931; Arden Hills MN (612) 483-259;

Fort Worth, TX (817) 921-9411, Woodland Hills, CA (818) 999-2303, Palo Alto, CA (z-15) 968-6680
TM -- BETACART is o registered trademark of Sory Corporation



Sentry 100EL
with on -board

amplifier

Finally, a Monitor System
with the Power to Make Things Easy
Imagine a monitor speaker that provides
its own power. Fits in tight spaces.
Simplifies setup. And reproduces sound
with test -equipment accuracy.

If you can imagine all that, you've
just pictured the Sentry 100EL powered
monitor system from Electro-Voice.
Designed and created for your
monitoring convenience, the 100EL
combines the superb audio reproduction

of the Sentry 100A with an
integral, 50 -watt amplifier.

With speaker and
amplifier in one compact,
dillrack -mountable package, this
monitor system solves prob-
lems like limited rack space,
equipment transport on
remotes or cramped spaces in
video editing booths.

Also, by requiring
less hardware-fewer cables and
connectors-the 100EL keeps setup simple

and reduces potential interconnect
problems. And there's no possibility of
power loss caused by resistance from a
lengthy speaker cable.

The on -board amplifier in the 100EL
makes it ideal for single -channel
monitoring. Why buy one speaker and
an extra amplifier channel, when the
Sentry 100EL does the job all by
itself? And because amplifier power is
perfectly matched to the speaker
system, there's no chance of damage
from inadvertent signal overload.

But convenience and trouble -free
operation are only part of the package.
Like all Sentry designs, the 100EL
offers uncompromised accuracy. So you
can be certain of quality sound.

The Sentry 100EL - with the power
to make your job easier. For more
information, write
Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, MI 49107.

Ey Electrol/oice'
SOUND IN ACTION
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the published specifications for the
Modulation Sciences generator state
that 15 kHz can be as far down as -4
dB. Which is correct?

A given filter response can almost al-
ways be realized by many different cir-
cuits. The realization shown in the
schematic is commonly known as
"cascade -form" with "Sallen and
Key" sections (named after the original
inventors of this topology). Each of the
three sections shown realizes two poles
of the filter. The computer printout in
the article (which shows the frequency
response of each of four sections of a
seventh -order elliptical filter) suggests
that the actual seventh -order elliptical
filter (not shown in schematic form)
was also realized in cascade -form.

This type of filter realization is com-
monly found in cookbook -type filter
handbooks because it is easy to design
without sophisticated mathematics.
However, it is well-known that this re-
alization, while simple, does not pro-
duce filters with low sensitivity to
component variations induced by tem-
perature changes, time, or tolerance.

Because Modulation Sciences uses this
naive realization, and because certain
other realizations can achieve equiva-
lent accuracy with substantially less ac-
curate components, the article's
emphasis on a "filter that can be built
with available commercial components
and practical production methods" is
difficult to justify.

Professional filter designers almost
always use so-called "coupled"
topologies when designing high-
performance filters because, in the fil-
ter's passband, such topologies have
much lower sensitivity to component
variations than do cascade -form reali-
zations. "Coupled" topologies are
generally based on mathematical trans-
formations of passive LC ladder filters,
which have the lowest sensitivities of
all known filters. Some of the common
transformations are known as "leap-
frog," "gyrator," and "frequency -
dependent negative resistor (FDNR)."
(The filters in the Orban stereo genera-
tor are built with FDNRs because such
filters have a relatively low component
count and favorable sensitivity

performance.)
To verify manufacturability, we

have written several computer pro-
grams which analyze the effect of com-
ponent variations upon the frequency
and phase response of circuits. As an
example of the output of these pro-
grams, I have enclosed a plot of the de-
viation from ideal phase response into
which 99.74 percent of the filters
shown in the article's schematic would
fall in production, assuming use of
± 1 percent tolerance resistors and

capacitors.
Robert Orban

Chief Engineer
Orban Associates

San Francisco, CA

ENGINEERING TO BM/E

To the Editor:
In regard to your April issue Editorial
"News to Engineering," your com-
ments seem to be a perfect example of
what we in the broadcasting business
are often (and sometimes justly) ac-
cused of: not having all the facts before

pach p442.4140a
PACO KD-120 can solve problem and give you Maximum performance with the Ni-Cad battery packs.

PACO BATTERY DEMEMORIZER

KD-120
By connecting with SONY BC -210 or Panasonic AU -8120. KO -

120 will automatically switch the charger for quick charge after

dememorizing the packs.

KO -120 trickle charging system will also be engaged after quick

charging.

As the automatic switch to quick charge engages immediately

after dememorizing channel one. overall dememorizing charging

time is not much longer than charging only.

SPECIFICATIONS

 Mat CORE KO 120

 OEMEMORIZAKE BATTERY PACK Ni Gad battery pack 120 1 5Ah-6Ah

 CONNECTABLE CHARGER DIY 8C-21(1. Panasonic AU -8120

 INPUT POWER ACI200 ±10% 50 6011: 30A

 CHARGING POWER Trickle charge 100mA

 DISCHARGE CURRENT 4A (Fixed current)

 OPERATIONS Sequential discharge mode

Automatic switching to quick charge mode alter discharge

made. then to trickle charge mode

 EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS x 2"x 01? I"

OWEN 8 218s

or,

olete

PACO Ni-Cad BATTERY PACK

DP -1210 1271.-1.111

PACO ELECTRONICS U.S.A., INC.
714 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 706 Los Angeles, CA 90015
TEL:213-747-6540/TLX:756923/FAX:213-747-3731
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air time. It may be possible that the
seeming lack of interest in newsroom
automation by engineering managers is
in fact a statement that indicates a truly
flexible system for this purpose is not as
near as we would like. Perhaps they re-
alize that computers are nothing more
than tools, just like cameras, recorders,
and transmitters.

News people, along with the rest of
us, want to think they are the most im-
portant, and want their needs tended to
first. But without the rest of the opera-
tion, the game is lost without even go-
ing to bat. Any good GM will tell you
that, and will have the interdepartment
relationships to bear him out. When I
hear news directors or chief engineers
or, for that matter, promotion managers
bad-mouthing one of their station's de-
partments with statements like those
you quoted, I tend to think that maybe
the department is bigger than the
station-and then I wonder who is real-
ly running what.

I'm sorry the people discussing what
is obviously an irritating subject, news
computers, decided to spout off about

engineers. Perhaps they wish they had
listened when that seeming lack of in-
terest was, in fact, a lack of excitement
about a tool that just isn't ready. It has
been my experience that most engi-
neers do, in fact, keep track of the fu-
ture, and in quite a few cases use what
they know to decide just what to get ex-
cited about and what to wait for.

John Demshock
Assistant CE

KHOU-TV
Houston, TX

900 FEEDBACK

To the Editor:
In reference to AT&T's 900 service de-
scribed in your April issue's "Radio
Programming and Production" story,
last year we dialed one of the early
feeds off the Indianapolis 500 net on the
900 network. What we heard so ap-
palled us that we ferried a Comrex
down to Indianapolis and made
arrangements with a contact at one sta-
tion to use his listen line to send the lo-
cal network feed (off a hard line from

the track) back to our station. This gave
us the low -end response equivalent to a
nonequalized loop lacking on the 900
lines, as well as considerably less
distortion.

This year our network insists we use
its 900 feeds, having found out about
the "bypass" by our station and several
others. Its hard-line equivalent is a 5
kHz loop out of WIBC, paid for by the
station. If Mr. Arnold and Mr. Savatiel
think quality oriented stations will tol-
erate trashy -sounding 900 feeds for
very long, they may find themselves
with a much smaller network in future
years.

As older generations of TV engi-
neers will learn with TV stereo, the
public will not tolerate poor quality au-
dio for long. Any engineer who thinks
-the voice quality over 900 phones is
the same for dedicated lines" might
want to reexamine his or her career
choice.

Tom Taggart
Attorney at Law
WIBC-AM/FM

Toledo, OH

TIME AND MOTION . . .
Two Good Reasons for Time Code
and DATUM's 5300 ITP

Timing and tape motion, two of the most important factors in
video tape management, are what DATUM's 5300 Intelligent
Time Processor (ITP) is all about.

 SMPTE/ EBU time code
reader/generator -
LTC and VITC code
formats

 Video character generator

 Jam sync code generation
for dubbing

 Parallel BCD time and
user bit outputs

 Microprocessor controlled

 Modular construction permits
future expansion

The 5300 ITP can be a basic time code
generator/reader, or the most sophisti-
cated time processor. It's ideally suited
to the classical applications (editing,

dubbing, master station timing, etc.).
Versatile, expandable and cost effective,

DATUM's 5300 ITP makes good sense any
way you look at it.

When it comes to time code technology, the people
at DATUM are among the pioneers. Experience
is reflected in everything we do.

For complete information, call or write.

Datum inc Timing Division
1363 S. State College Boulevard
Anaheim, California 92806
714/533-6333

TD11"1
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The Sexy, Universal BTSC
TV Stereo Modulation Monitor

If you want to ge- intimate, you've got to "push the ra'ght buttons."

That's the idea behind TFT's new hlod l 350. Everythaig' you wanted to know about
your BTSC TV Stereo signal is a pushiolton away

The 850 was created with the TV broadcaster in mind. TFT's design team actively
sought TV engineers' critiques and suggestions in conceiving and developing the
850. The result is a microprocessor -controlled BTSC stereo monitor with unending
diagnostic capabilities, including bu It -in off -air monitoring, split -sound mode,
inter -carrier mode demodulation...plus the requirec standards and characteristics
as defined in the BTSC recommended practices!'

The top -of -the -line 850 Monitor comes with a built-in distortion analyzer, digital
AC voltmeter, and ratio meter. The 850 is also available without the analyzer, but
with an output to drive an external distortion analyzer.

Get intimate with your TV aural signal. Contact your favorite TFT dealer for details
on the complete-and sexy -850.

firsiLNE

*As required by BTSC Standards, EIA
Systems Bulletin No. 5, Section 3.2,
Monitoring and Measuring

Where new things are happening!
3090 Oakmead Village Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051  (408) 727-7272  TWX: 910-338-0584
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AM Stereo Without Compromise

C-QUAM® AM Stereo System by Delta Electronics, Inc.
FCC Type Accepted

Delta Electronics, Inc. introduces the ASE -1 AM
Stereo Exciter and ASM-1 AM Stereo Modulation
Monitor: FCC type -accepted C-Quam System trans-
mission equipment for the AM Stereo broadcast
market. C-Quam is the Compatible Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation system developed by Motorola,
Inc. C-Quam is the system of choice for more than 200
U.S. stations plus additional Canadian stations. Users
range from kilowatt day -timers to full-time network
flagships. These stations report enthusiastic response
from listeners using multimode and full C-Quam
stereo receivers as well as typical monophonic receivers.
The key is compatibility without compromise. All lis-
teners, stereo and mono, receive a clear signal with
low distortion. Delta's twenty-year leadership in the

field of broadcast instrumentation solidly backs this
technological advance.

The proliferation of receivers from GM's Delco
Electronics, Inc., MacIntosh Labs, Sherwood Elec-
tronics, Chrysler Corporation, Concord Electronics,
Samsung Electronics and others not yet announced, is
creating a sizeable C-Quam audience. With the out-
standing performance of this equipment, you can be
sure that the audience will stay tuned to your Delta
C-Quam AM Stereo transmission system.

For additional information, contact Bob Bousman
at (703) 354-3350.

C-QUAM is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
Manufactured under license from Motorola, Inc.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 General Washington Drive, Alexandria, Virginia 22312
Telephone: 703-354-3350  TWX: 710-832-0273  Telex: 90-1963
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There's No Place Like Home for
Thunderstorm Forecasts
By Mary Schneider

If Dorothy had heard the weather fore-
cast over KJLS-FM radio in Hays, KS,
she may have decided to postpone her
runaway trip with Toto until the storm
had passed. And she may never have
met the Wizard of Oz.

Like wizards themselves, KJLS disc
jockeys are telling their listeners there's
no place like KJLS for receiving cur-
rent bad weather information. On -air
announcers now monitor bad weather
with the aid of a thunderstorm -tracking
instrument originally used in aircraft.
That's good news for Kansas residents
who, like Dorothy, are all too used to
getting caught up in a storm.

Upgrading the quality of weather
forecasting is the latest in a series of
steps to improve the overall quality of
the station.

"We've done a few things different-
ly than most stations," says Mike
Rogers, manager of the 100,000 W
adult contemporary station. KJLS re-
cently installed an eight -track record-
ing studio with a TASCAM ATR and
10 -channel Ramsa console for produc-
tion purposes and a 24 -track Ramsa
mixing board in the on -air control
room. Commercials -90 percent of
which are produced in-house-are now
broadcast in stereo.

"We've entered quality into broad-
casting in this area," Rogers says.
"But we had a problem," he adds.
"No news and no weather."

KJLS airs broadcasts from the ABC
entertainment network on the hour and
RKO news during the night. However,
Rogers does not have a local news staff.
"After all, what is news in western
Kansas?" he asks. "It's the weather.

"As for our weathercasts, they used
to be a joke. Our announcers run live
shows and don't have time to analyze
the forecast coming off the weather
wire. The wire doesn't tell them where

The thunderstorm -tracking instrument superimposes a weather mapping grid,
which corresponds to a grid on the Stormscope CRT, over a local highway map.

the weather is happening unless they
have a map in front of them."

Rather than spend a fortune main-
taining a news staff, Rogers decided to
invest in equipment to improve his lo-
cal weather forecasts. However, he
didn't want to buy something so com-
plicated that he would need to hire a
meteorologist to interpret it.

Accurate and informative
Rogers found what he wanted by

looking through aviation magazines.
The disc jockeys now combine infor-
mation from the thunderstorm instru-
ment (3M's Stormscope Model
WX-120 Weather Mapping System),
the National Weather Service weather
wire, and radar summaries to put to-
gether a weather forecast that is accu-
rate and informative.

The new instrument locates thunder-
storms by detecting electrical discharge
activity, not precipitation. Each time an
electrical discharge occurs within a
thunderstorm, it sends out electromag-
netic frequency energy in all directions.
The Stormscope system receives these

signals through an antenna. A comput-
er processor organizes and maps their
location. The information is then
plotted on a CRT in the form of bright
green dots to show distance and
direction.

Even though the electrical dis-
charges are transitory, the computer
memory stores information so each dot
can be shown continuously on the
screen. Clusters of dots are plotted in
the position that most accurately maps
the location of thunderstorms for a full
360 degrees within a preselected range
of 25, 50, 100, or 200 nautical miles.
Size and density of the cluster, and the
rapidity of appearance, indicate thun-
derstorm severity.

In spite of the high technology,
Rogers' on -air staff has adapted to the
Stormscope system easily and uses it
enthusiastically.

"Before we had the Stormscope unit
the disc jockeys relied on the weather
wire for their forecasts. They would
read forecasts like 'under partly cloudy
skies' when it would be raining. Now
they look at the WX-120 and say, 'We
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see severe activity 35 miles wide ap-
proaching from the west at 25 mph. We
are waiting for information from the
National Weather Service and will keep
you informed.' "

Quick weather summary
"The Stormscope system draws a

picture for us," says Rogers. "We
don't rely on it solely. By reading the
weather wire, keeping in touch with the
National Weather Service, using a map
and watching the MX -120, the announ-
cers can put together a simple, quick
and intelligent weather summary."

The system was installed in time for
the 1983 thunderstorm season. "In sev-
eral cases, we were one step ahead of
the National Weather Service," Rogers
boasts. "Often our announcers were
aware of severe weather in the area half
an hour before it came over the weather
wire."

Advertising bonus
Not only has the new system boosted

the station's weather forecasting credi-
bility, it has given a boon to advertising
dollars.

KJLS manager Mike
program director Dr.

Rogers (left) and
Ken Charles.

"We used to have three or four
weather sponsors during the entire
day," says Rogers. "After we bought
the Stormscope system we opened up
36 weather sponsorships. Today every
one of those slots is sold."

KJLS competes for advertisers with
three other FM stations, four AM sta-
tions, two TV stations, a newspaper,
and a shopper. It offers its clients half-
price sponsorship of weather spots if
they agree to sign up for a full year. The
$1200 annual rate from each of the 36
sponsors enabled Rogers to pay for the
$11,000 system in three months.

"And it was all new money," he ex-
plains, "either from new sponsors or
from existing clients who agreed to pay
$100 more a month to advertise during
the weather forecast. I wish I could
make an investment like that every
day!"

Like Dorothy, the staff at KJLS has
discovered that there's no place like
home-for gaining credibility and ad-
vertising dollars. BM/E

Mary Schneider is an independent
writer based near St. Paul, MN.

ITFS MDS UHF

Broadcast Filters
 Channel & Group Combiners
 MDS/ITFS Band Combiners
 Video/Aural Combiners
 Custom Filter Networks

Filters for Broadcast Television
Bandpass Filters, Traps, Diplexers and
Chan el Combiners for:

 UHF
 ITFS
 MDS

Free
Catalog
BTV/85

Call toll free or write to get our FREE new
Broadcast catalog or to tell us about your
special problem.

1-800-448-1666
or 315-437-3953 collect

Microwave Filter Company, Inc. 6743 Kinne Street East Syracuse, N.Y. 1

The only
professional tone
arm reliable as an
LPB" console.

 Lightweight alloy head shell and arm
 Removable head shell accepts all standard 1/2" mount

cartridges
 Adjustable arm height
 Plug-in 60" output cable assembly with molded plugs

and separate ground wire
 Extremely low friction horizontal and vertical pivots

utilize miniature high precision ball bearings
 Adjustable lateral balance weight
 User Net -$85
Call your LPB Dealer or LPB

LI"B®
LPB Inc.
28 Bacton Hill Road
Frazer, PA 19355
(215) 644-1123

1985, LPB Inc. TELEX: 703000
a registered trademark of LPB
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Our customers told us finding an audio
distribution amplifier to match the
excellence of our video was tough

...so we built one.

Here is our solution - the new ADA 860
with a 100 dB S/N ratio to rival anything
in the industry. Now you get Leitch
quality in audio. You can select top per-
forming video and an outstanding audio
distribution amplifier from one reliable
source.
The new ADA860 works hard but you' d
never know it The low distortion level
makes it virtually transparent This six
output audio distribution amplifier is de-
signed to meet the most exacting re-
quirements. Modnla r design permits the

----

kind of flexibility you need to customize
your system. The input is over -voltage
protected. Maximum output level is
+24 dBm. Gain range is -6 to +24dB.
What you've come to expect from
Leitch in video, now look for in audio...
because the name Leitch has always
meant quality.

For more information on the new
Leitch ADA 860, just circle the handy
reply card or contact :

LEITCH
Circle 123 on Reader Service Card

Leitch Video Lonited

10 Dyes Road Don Mill& Ontario
Canada M3B 1 V5
(416) 445-9640

Leitch Video of Amencq Inc

825k Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake VA 23320
(804) 424-7920

I.Piob Video of Americg Inc

12520 Loma Rica Drive P.O. Box 1985
Grass Valley, CA 95945
(916) 273-7541



IMAGINE WHAT YOU'LL FIND INSIDE
We've opened up the SP -3A to let you

have a look inside this remarkable camera.
Then maybe you'll understand why we can aim
this camera directly at the sun ... and still get
the shot without burn or comet tail. It's because
of what's inside. CCD chips instead of tubes.

Sometimes, it's best not to leave too much
to the imagination ... so have a look for your-
self. Then your choice should be a simple
one - the SP -3A from NEC.

SP -3A SPECIFICATIONS:
 3 exclusive interline frame transfer CCD's
 > 450 TVL Resolution
 Sensitivity 130 fc @f/4
 Lowlight @ 12dB < 5 fc @f/1.4
 S,'N 58 dB
 Power, 13 w @ 12 VDC
 Weignt, head only w/VF 6.7 lbs.
 Size, head only 3.5w x 6.1d x 7.0h
 Integral VTR formats: M, Beta, 1/4"
 Price. $17,900 head only w/VF

NEC
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

NEC AMERICA, INC Broadcast Equipment Division  130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007  Toll -Free 1-800-323-6656.  In Illinois 312/640-3792.
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A Day at the Races: Broadcasters
"Can Do"
By Douglas Damoth
Assistant Editor

When the FCC ruled last year that
broadcasters could cover a complete
day's schedule of thoroughbred or har-
ness horse racing, it opened the way to
a new kind of programming which had
been outlawed since the early 1960s.
Most stations, of course, cannot hope
to pump up their ratings by regularly
airing hour after hour of racing. But as
a special during an otherwise boring
summer, a day at the races built around
a special stakes race with a substantial
purse can provide an excellent local
programming option.

One successful formula for produc-
ing this kind of coverage comes from
TCS, a Pittsburgh -based company
which puts together a complete
4.5 -hour racing package that airs three
nights a week on cable from the Mead-
ows racetrack in Meadow Lands, MD.
Viewers are able to phone in bets from
home, something that is prohibited in
most states. Far more than just the races
themselves, the programs are full of
feature material-odds, background
stories, and educational features for the
uninitiated-that keeps viewers' atten-
tion during breaks between races.

Viewer involvement
Onnolee Blinkiewicz, TCS's produ-

cer/director and feature producer, says
that to do these features, a crew of three
goes to the track in the days preceding a
race, gathers material for four or five
hours, and then edits it down to a series
of three -minute stories. The topics are
chosen to "get people closer to the
driver," as the show's former producer
Tami Rippi says; they include driver
profiles, what the equipment is and
how it's used, track activity, and the
breaking of a yearling. For the holidays
of the racing calendar, the stakes races,
the special horses and drivers get indi-
vidual attention, including footage

WLKY-TV news anchors Ken Rowland and Liz Everman talk among the evergreens
on top of Churchill Downs while two of VTA's Ikegami HK -357 cameras cover the
racetrack using Canon 40:1 lenses with 2x extenders.

from other tracks. A flashback segment
of classic races will be added to the
prerace show.

For the live event itself, the TCS 1
truck is wheeled -in about six hours be-
fore the races start. One Hitachi SK -96
camera goes up on the roof in the an-
nouncer's booth, where it provides the
main coverage of the race itself and of
Roger Huston, who is the official track
announcer, and his guests. Another
SK -96 is perched about 10 -feet -high at
the first turn, providing tighter shots of
that half of the course. Both use
Fujinon 30:1 lenses. In the winner's
circle, too low to cover the race, is cam-
era three, an Hitachi SK -91 with a
Fujinon 17:1 lens. Usually these cam-
eras handle everything, but for the
stakes races a second SK -91 serves
double duty covering the paddock and
the far left turn. All cameras are linked
with the truck via triax and an RTS in-
tercom system.

Races are never called off because of
weather, Blinkiewicz notes, so camera
two has its own waterproof covers.

The fourth camera is practically
mandatory for a bigger race. With it,
talent gets interviews from the pad-
dock, and Blinkiewicz can spice up the
race itself with shots of the horses walk-
ing out onto the track and going to the
gate, besides giving viewers close shots
of that last turn before the stretch.
Blinkiewicz says she uses this camera
quite a bit when it's available.

Back at TCS 1, which was built by
A.F. Associates, three Hitachi HR -100
one -inch machines are in use, one for
the race, one for commercials, and an-
other for isolated angles. A Sony 5600
VCR handles the features, which are
shot on 1/4 -inch. Standard coverage of a
race consists of the live action, a com-
mercial break, then a replay from the
half unless there is an inquiry.
Switching is done on a Grass Valley
Group Model 1600, graphics on a
Chyron IV.

Crowd noises are taken from the an-
nouncer's booth with an Sennheiser
shotgun mic, and there's a Yamaha
PM -2000 audio board in the truck.
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Get
on the air
fast

The .1214 TUL-a completely -
self-containedsatellite,

uplink facility.

with
a Microdyne
transportable uplink
For teleconferencing, training semi-
nars, special event broadcasting or
electronic news gathering, there's
nothing faster, more reliable or more
flexible.

Direct To Satellite
Since you link directly to a C- or Ku -
band satellite, you rely less on expen-
sive, troublesome backhauls. You go
from site, to satellite, to studio. With
no interference. No loss of signal qual-
ity. No delays.

A crew of one can set up the
TUL and be operating
within one hour.

Not just for ENG
Electronic news gathering is only one
of the many uses of a Microdyne trans-
portable uplink. As a completely self-
contained uplink facility, it is ideal for
covering a multitude of events.

Sports, Teleconferences,
Training Seminars
You can, for example, follow the ac-
tion on the NASCAR racing circuit,
cover fights at the Las Vegas Sports
Arena, broadcast the 1988 Winter
Olympics, provide full coverage of na-
tional political conventions.
Or you could let the Chairman of the
Board speak directly to every branch
operation across the country, all at the
same time, on the same day.
You can even televise a complicated
operating room procedure at Boston
General to other major hospitals
across the country. For instruction,
and for consultation.

Ku- or C -band, large
system or small
We can provide you with a system to fit
your needs and your budget. Our
economical SCPC radio system has
proven ideal for local sports and other
audio -only broadcasts. And you have
your choice of equipment for C -band
or the newer Ku -band satellites such
as Anik, GTE Spacenet or SBS. With
either full or half transponder con-
figurations.

Custom uplinks and downlinks
Our engineering staff is skilled at
custom -tailoring our equipment to suit
your needs. We offer a full range of
components and services for both
uplinks and downlinks, and all our
products are backed by one of the
most responsive service policies in the
industry.

Our 12 -foot audio uplink is
ideal for sports, news and
data transmission-and is
surprisingly affordable. 1?

Call us today
Call our Sales Department at (904)
687-4633, and tell us what you need.
We'll show you just how simple it can
be to get on the air, fast. And at a cost
that's easy to take.

Microdyne Corp. P.O. Box 7213,
Ocala, FL. 32672  (904) 687-4633

TWX: 810-858-0307

Microdyne gCorporation
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Big stakes
The real excitement comes with the

Adios race, a $250,000 stake held in
August after a week-long series of
stakes races. That event requires a
month and a half of preparation. The
crew digs up footage of the eligible
horses from TCS's library and from
other tracks, and does a special profile
of the home town horse, rider, and
owner. Features are also produced on
the history of the Adios, notable mo-
ments in its past, and on the founding of
the Meadows track. Special graphics
are made up for these features.

When it comes to high stakes races,
of course, the Kentucky Derby is the
one to watch. The Derby receives inter-
national attention and full network cov-
erage. For the last two years, however,
it has also received the undivided devo-
tion of two stations in Louisville:
WHAS-TV, the long-time favorite,
and challenger WLKY-TV, a UHF
ABC affiliate, which made a serious
bid to dent its rival's ratings this past
Derby by airing 10 days of racing and

Sports director Mike Hartnett looks sharp for cameraman Jay Sheldon and his
HL -9S at the shute entrance to the Derby track

festival specials, including eight and a
half hours of live programming on the
race day.

Thoroughbred horses are important

in Kentucky, both as an industry meas-
ured by miles of board fence and as a
popular sport, and Lexington residents
hold at least their fair share of Derby

This new QuantAural'" QA -100 Audio
Program Analyzer gives you the advantage
in competitive broadcasting

Simply put, the QA -100 quantifies what you
hear. Your station sound can now be electronically
monitored the way you hear it. Exactly. And, you
can monitor the competition tool

Real time analysis of any audio signal. From a
receiver, tape recorder, or processing equipment.
You see the measurements as you hear the sound.
Changes in processing or variations in system per-
formance are immediately shown on the QA -100
panel meter or bargraph display-using program
material as the signal source.

The QA -100 hears like a program director and
talks like an engineer. With it you can monitor max-
imum peak level (relative peak modulation), overall

O TOMA C NS TRUMEN TS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589-2662

processing effectiveness (average level), tightness of
sound and processing control (peak density), tonal
balance, consistency and preemphasis (four band
real time analyzer), stereo image width (L + R to
L - R ratio) and "punch" (special "aural intensity"
measurement).

Interested? To learn more about how the QA -100
will help your station compete, call Potomac
Instruments today.

QuantAural is a registered trademark.
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When the Hitacii HR -230's
real-time diagnostic sys-
tem spots a potential prob-
lem during operation, it
tells you what happened,
and exactly where it hap-
pened. And it tells you in
plain English.

The HR -230's computer con-
trolled self -diagnostics contin-
ually monitors 49 different oper-
ational, maintenance, and
troubleshooting parameters
during both playback and re-
cording. And it gives you the
whole story up front on a con-
sole display and on the monitor.

Plus, you don't have to
keep your eyes glued to the
machine. Because the HR -230
s -ores it all in memory-along
with the exact location-so
you can go bac-c ard check
later on.

But the HR -230 has a lot
more going for t than just a
great memory. Dur retracting
tape guides and tension arms
-along with a non -contact

air scanner system dramati-
cal;y reduce head and tape
wear. It's compatible with all
major editing systems. And

such features as master/
slave operation of up to 48

VTRs through its built-in editor,
complete autosetup, pre -
aligned replacement scanner,
and a built-in TBC save you a ;ot
of time and trouble.

And :he HR -230 will save you
money. Because nobody offers
you so complete a machine for
so modest a price.

For a demonstration in your
studio, contact Hitachi Denshi

America Ltd. Broadcast
and Professional Division,
175 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797. Or phone
(515)921-7200 or (800) 64.5-7510.
In Carada, contact Hitachi Densii
Ltd. Canada), 65 Melford Drive,
Scarborough Ontar o M1B 206;
(416)29.9-E900.

HITACH
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TELEVISION PROGROMMING

Day parties, for which the television, of
course, is brought out into the yard on
an extension cord.

The Derby is actually a series of
races and ceremonies which culminate
with the main running, and like most
mature sporting events, the social angle
nearly overshadows the races. To pro-
vide truly complete coverage, there-
fore, WLKY had to deliver not only the
Derby Trial and the Kentucky Oaks, a
race for fillies, but also the steamboat
race, the post parade, awards presenta-
tions on the infield, the garden, the
celebrities, and the general effect on lo-
cal citizenry. This year, as a bonus, the
Derby Museum marked its grand open-
ing with a charity gala. The only relief
was that ESPN and ABC Sports
supplied feeds for the preliminary
races, while ABC had exclusive cover-
age of the main race.

To deal with all this, Don Helms,
WLKY's producer in charge of the
Derby, spent several months preparing
a 400 -page script, coordinating with
Video Tape Associates the use of their

new 34 -foot truck and enlisting every
person and piece of equipment at the
station. One thing the Derby does well,
he observes, is build station morale.

Considering the situation they had to
work in, one can see why. First, the
race grounds are wall to wall people.
The air, too, was so thick-with RF
from the networks, Secret Service (for
former presidents), three police forces,
internal security, and the caterer-that
Gil Lochner, the assistant chief engi-
neer, didn't even try to establish two-
way communications with the three
ENG cameras. Instead, runners were
assigned to them, and they worked on
tape -due -at -the -truck schedules. Live
coverage of the infield is not advised
anyway, because the cameras have
been known to cause mooning, al-
though elsewhere soap opera stars were
the catch of the day. Even the weather-
man turned anchor and filed reports
from the track's garden, a famous
showcase for the rich and famous. And
it was all live for over eight hours.

As for technical logistics, VTA

supplied most of the equipment. Three
Ikegami HK -357 studio cameras were
installed on the roof, one with a Canon
18:1 lens for WLKY's news anchors,
who functioned as primary anchors,
with the infield as a background. Two
were equipped with Canon 40:1 lenses
with 2x extenders for the races and the
post parade, to follow the horses as they
walked to the starting gate.

An HL -95 waited trackside, where
the sportscaster gave viewers the odds
and interviewed the winning jockeys of
preliminary races after their post -race
weigh-in. Another HK -357 covered the
infield's presentation stand along with
the morning news anchor from a safe
elevation.

Of the station's own four RCA
TK-76s. one handled the celebrities on
the Star Terrace, one showed the well -

watered spectators in the infield, a third
ranged through the grandstand, and the
last was a roving camera which fol-
lowed a novice reporter who had never
been to the Derby.

Except for the roving camera, all po-

SONEX
CONTROLS SOUND.

clean,
sound
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With its patented anechoic foam wedge,
SONEX absorbs and diffuses unwanted
sound in your studio. And it can effectively
replace traditional acoustic materials at
a fraction of the cost. SONEX blends with
almost any pro audio decor and looks

sharp, professional. Check into this attractive alternative for
control. Call or write us for all the facts and prices.

SONEX is manufactured by Alkali A 
Illbruck and distributed BAU111113.
exclusively to the pro sound ro49 West Broad Street
industry by Alpha Audio. Richmond, Virginia 23220 (804) 358-3352

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry

Phone Home.
for all your timecode needs

under one roof

We.

1.

14).
4

690 "ET" Everything Timecode

 Longitudinal Reader & Generator/Rejuvenator
 VITC Reader & Generator/Rejuvenator
 Multi -Font Programmable Character Generator
 Calendar/Time of Day
 Microprocessor -Controlled
 Raster Display of up to 5 lines
 Orange Bus Compatible

SHIINTRON
Boston New York Brussels

617-491-8700 212-581-1556 02-347-2629
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sitions were determined before the race
on a walking tour with Derby officials,
something which producer Helms ad-
vises anyone interested in shooting
horse races to do.

The VTA truck was equipped with
three one -inch Ampex VPR 2B VTRs
for opening and closing bumpers,
replays including slow motion, and
preproduced features. As 1/4 -inch tapes
came in by runners, a Sony BVU-800
with rapid search capability provided
live -on -tape playback of material
which was run through a frame syn-
chronizer, reviewed, and timed. Two
directors worked in two-hour shifts,
with the person off -duty acting as assis-
tant. "We stayed with the script as
much as possible," Helms comments.

To get the signal back to the station,
a M/A-Com MVS 2CP microwave
transmitter was set up on top of the
truck, where there was line of sight to
WLKY's regular ENG relay station.
The station also fed WTVQ, the ABC
affiliate in Lexington, KY, which si-
mulcast the big day's events from 10:30

to 6:30, and ESPN, which had arranged
to pick up any material it liked.

The programming was designed to
appeal to all parts of the audience-
those watching just for fun as well as
the racing set. A four-part series on bet-
ting basics introduced people to tote
boards, racing forms, odds, and how to
properly place bets. The roving novice
reporter started with the parking situa-
tion ($25 for a spot in someone's drive-
way) and then worked her way in,
talking with a vendor about why she
should buy a tote board, and eventually
getting a scoop on the official prepara-
tion of mint juleps.

A jump on the competition
Interlaced with the live Derby pro-

gramming, which totalled about 10
hours, was special programming de-
signed to help win the ratings race. For
bumpers, the station used two versions
of a custom -produced animation on the
theme of "Countdown to Derby," as
well as a 13 -part series on the history of
the Derby that included film showing a

hockey -like fight among the jockeys.
WLKY designed the animation itself
using its ADO, then handed it to
Griffilm of Lexington, which produced
the spot on 35 mm film. The station had
decided to get the best possible look,
Helms says, and the graphics house
was able to generate effects that were
just not possible in-house either tech-
nically or due to time limitations.

Putting on this kind of operation ob-
viously cost a lot, and Helms readily
states that the station did not break even
that week, but management had
committed itself to the Derby as a use-
ful programming and promotion event.
Thus, the station splurged on high -
quality graphics, which can be used
again next year, and rented a top-flight
truck when Helms was able to find an
attractive price. WLKY hopes to see
substantial gains when the ratings come
out, plus a long-term gain in its compe-
tition with WHAS. As to who Helms
thinks won the race between stations,
don't bother to ask; he's already work-
ing on next year's Derby. BM/E

Affordable Random Access Video Cart Systems

Component
Switching
and
Processing

Modified 3/4"
U-Matic Players with

Y-C/DOC outputs or 1/2" Type M with
YIQ outputs are switched through
our vertical interval Matrix
Switcher into a
component
TBC.
Automatic
Directory
Reading
Cassettes are
loaded randomly into any empty
deck. They rewind automatically to
the head and the directory, contain-
ing a 4 -digit reel ID number with
precise start and finish times of each
segment according to their location
with reference to SMPTE time code is
read into memory. The status indi-
cating ID found and VTR
location is displayed on
the terminal.
Send for Brochure
Lake Systems Corporation,
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Any Tape Format
Choose from 1" Type C, %" U-Matic,
i/2" Type M, or any combination.

1000
EVENTS

Or more with 68K
Multi -Event

Program-
mer and
Disc Drive.

The computer identifies, searches
out, and activates tape segments to
be cued and aired in the order
scheduled.

Lease Plans Available
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LAKE SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Prices Start at $89,900
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ENG & EFP CAMERAS

BY

IKEGAMI ENG and EFP cameras deliver the
ultimate in picture quality whenever and
wherever you need them.

The IKEGAMI HL -79E ENG/EFT portable camera
offers the highest possible picture quality ma
slim, lightweight package. Flexible configura-
tions include ENG and EFP systems with op-
tional digital remote control and automatic
set-up functions.

One of the most popular studio/field cameras
is the IKEGAMI HK -357 microcomputer con-
trolled camera. Whatever the location, the
HK -357 arrives at the scene and is ready to
produce studio quality pictures in minutes.

Wherever you go IKEGAMI reliability assures
that the job gets done. Affer all, if it breaks
down in the field there's a real jungle out there.

BY

ENG & EFP VEHICLES
GRAY :AF Jr:

GRAY COMMUNICATIONS constructs mobile
production vehicles from custom designs that
insure ruggedness and the ability to go where
you go.

Since no two production assignments are the
same, each ENG & EFP vehicle we construct
is custom designed to meet your needs. The
vehicle, whether it be a mini -van or tractor
trailer, is selected according to environment
and purpose. Production equipment selection
is based on function, flexibility and durability.
Top of the line equipment like IKEGAMI
cameras insures superb picture quality and a
minimum of maintenance.

GRAY COMMUNICATIONS delivers vehicles
built to go wherever you go - and get you
back. Sometimes it's a long walk home.

ALBANY, GA (912) 883-2121
ATLANTA, GA (404) 455-3121

BIRMINGHAM AL (205) 942-2824
MIAMI, FL (305) 591-3637

NASHVILLE, TN (615) 883-9175
NEW ORLEANS, LA (504) 733-7265

ORLANDO, FL (305) 896-7414
TAMPA, FL (813) 885-1411
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OUR TAPE
ANTI-STAT...ANTI-DROPOUT

Your once -in -a -lifetime
shots...destroyed by transient

dropouts -caused by a fiber, a
smoke particle, or even an

eyelash that's been drawn into
your videocassette by its inherent

static charge. It's been an inevitable
problem...until now.

We know you need a videocas-
sette that can go anywhere and not

pick up static -drawn souvenirs that will
destroy your picture. So we developed

the exclusive ScotchAnti-StatTreatment,
a revolutionary cassette coating that

minimizes static attraction, giving our new
Broadcast Videocassettes the industry's

lowest electrostatic charge levels. Auto-
matically re-

ducing your
transient drop-

outs. Dramati-
cally improving

your picture. And
we've applied this
unique technology

to the lengths and
formats you need. All

distinguished by our red doors and hubs for easy
Anti-Stat identification. All backed by our engineers a

call away. All the more reason we're number one in the
world of the pro.
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The ProCorn Video Camera
with Plumbicon tubes at Saticon price.

JVC's experience-and
success-in designing
the highest quality and
reliability into compact
video production cam-
eras is unmatched. Now.
continuing this tradition
of high performance at
an affordable price, JVC
has brought a "high-
end- teleproduction
camera within the financial reach of pro-
duction people often victimized by mod-
est budgets. This time, it's ProCam 320.

What a package!
SENSITIVITY. ProCam 320 features

three, 2/3" Plumbicon pick-up -ubes for
incomparable picture quality. A refined
f/1.4 prism optics system provides hori-
zontal resolution of better than 600 Ines
at center. A 2H vertical contourcorrection
circuit further assures image clarity. And
minimum illumination measures only 38
lux (3.6 fc) at f/1.7, permitting sI-ooting
even in limited or artificial light.

A video S/N ratio of 57 dB. Color fram-
ing output signal (RS -170A). A split field
color bar generator for consistent color
reference. A genlock circuit for maintain-
ing a stable picture while switching or
mixing with other signals locked
on the same source.

EASY OPERATION.
Several 8 -bit data mem-
ory chips offer operator
conveniences for quick
set-up and consistent
performance. These
include: Auto centering,
auto -black balance and
auto -white balance,
auto black level sta-
bilization and auto
beam control circuits.
Matrix masking for true
color reproduction and
automatic protection for
the pick-up tubes are a
few of the many features
standard on this new
camera.

VERSATILITY. Easy
portability. Outstanding
performance in low-level

Ig sting. High degree of
Eutomatio). An extalsive

ection of options and
accessories combi- a to
make the ProCam 3-.20
sal table fo- both studio
[Toductior, EFP, or ENG;
or, indeed, to any axilica-
ti )n, anywhere, tha-. calls
for top quality videc. 3ro-
cbc;tion wr ile stayinc
Nn it lin a tight budget

DROCAry TECHNIC,
S JPPORT. Your ProC am
sa13s reprE sentative mill
b happy t ) explair tie
availability and calib e of
tr e ProCarn technical
support program.

For a demonstration of
tre ProCam 320 Vid
Camera, a 320 Spec
S feet, or JIC's com )lete

catalog, call, toll -free:

1-800-JVC-5825

JVC Company o' America
Poofessional Video C vision
41 Slater Dive,
Eh -wood Fark, N.J. 07407
JVC CANADA,
Scarborough, Ont.

1384 JVC Corn3any of Ameral
Pram is a trademark of US AC CORP.

* Plurniicon is a registered trademark of
Noah American Philips Corp.

**Satcon is a registered trademar- of
Hitachi Denshi,

J Vt.
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA

Professional Video Division
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and Gary A. Breed

Engineers whose stations have gone
stereo must now address the issue of au-
dio processing for multichannel sound.

Now that the initial stage of how to
get started in multichannel television
sound has been around for a while,
stage two is about to begin. Engineers
whose stations are now on-line with
MTS are wondering just what form and
how much processing they should be
adding. Part of this concern comes
from the new expectations of audio fi-
delity that MTS creates. In part, it also
comes from advertisers who view the
improved audio as an enhanced selling
opportunity.

There are currently two schools of
thought on audio processing for MTS.

How Much Do You Need?

Proponents point to the need to auto-
matically adjust levels and prevent ex-
cessive modulation. Newer high-tech
processors control loudness, mask
noise, reduce mechanical wow and
flutter, reduce lip sync errors, and can
synthesize stereo sound.

Opponents argue that too much pro-
cessing can detract from the producer's
artistic intent.

Most stations have learned to control
the "irritant" factor in their audio fair-
ly well. If the commercials are too
loud, voices too low, or sound too dis-
torted, the phone will ring with irritated
listener complaints.

Problems arise with the aim towards
higher fidelity, especially with

achieving and maintaining uniform
quality. There are many limitations
throughout the broadcast system that
make it difficult to deliver quality au-
dio. The problems begin at the audio
source-these can include wide dy-
namic range magnetic stripped film,
level -changing live mics, low dynamic
range VCRs, and uneven quality satel-
lite feeds. Some material is so poor to
begin with that airing it can only detract
from the station's image as a high-
fidelity audio leader.

In addition, distribution problems
can occur from video, power line and
RF interference. The FCC -mandated
preemphasis of the L + R channel re-
quires special attention to prevent high
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Audio broadcast system block diagram.

frequency audio spectral content from
exceeding modulation limits or over-
loading amplifiers. The BTSC L -R
channel is companded with a similar
type of high frequency preemphasis,
and this spectral companding, along
with the sharp cutoff filters, make the
L -R channel sensitive to high frequen-
cy transients. Processing both music
and voice programs must be done care-
fully so as not to introduce distracting
artifacts. In some cases, music video
for example, the material is already so
highly processed it need only be set up
to air properly.

In TV, processing does not mean
plugging up a finite hole or creating a
new sound as it does in competitive FM
music stations. One measure of a good
TV processor is its ability to maintain
intelligible voice in average to a good
listening environment, accompanied
by long pauses and over various back-
ground noises.

Types of processors

Processors can be grouped into three
basic types: limiters, automatic gain
control (AGC), and compressors. Their
goal is to control some aspect of modu-
lation. The limiter prevents short dura-
tion transients from exceeding a
predetermined level, usually corre-
sponding to 100 percent modulation.
The AGC rides gain, and AGC amps
are often very high-tech, employing the
latest log -linear feedback control cir-
cuits for uniform transient response in-
dependent of gain control level. Some
even split the band up and integrate
spectral sound duration to analyze pro-
gram loudness. Compressors alter the
average dynamic range by changing the
input/output gain slope above a certain
threshold. For stereo, processors must
also preserve a relative amplitude and
phase between L and R channels. Some

processors measure L + R or L -R be-
fore operating.

The more specialized types of
processors include noise reduction,
digital delay, digital audio time base
correction and stereo synthesizers.

Noise reduction in the BTSC system
is accomplished with compression in
the transmission of the audio signal,
and expansion in the reception. Digital
delay is useful for establishing lip -sync
caused by repeated video passes
through time base correctors. Digital
audio TBCs encode recorded audio in
order to synchronously eliminate wow
and flutter. Stereo synthesizers either
simulate stereo sound or mono record-
ings, or help enhance existing stereo
sound.

There are currently two types of pro-
cessing for MTS sound. One has the
processing built into stereo generating
equipment, and the other adds pro-
cessing at other points in the audio

L -R
Input

Fixed
Preemphasis

(Partial)

Note 1. Gain dependent on signal amplitude.

Note 2. Gain dependent on signal amplitude and special content.

Wideband
Compressor/

Expander
Note 1

BTSC L -R encoder block diagram.
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chain.
How much processing, what kinds,

and where to add it must all be deter-
mined by careful evaluation of the
broadcast system, a specific idea of au-
dio fidelity goals, station teamwork,
and some creativity.

Measuring the system

It is impossible to separate the imple-
mentation of an audio processing
scheme from the analysis of the audio
quality of the entire audio chain. The
performance of the most advanced au-
dio processing equipment and tech-
niques will be limited by the basic,
unprocessed performance of each com-
ponent of the system, and the total per-
formance of the system as a whole. In
order to have an effective means of ac-
complishing the goals of audio pro-
cessing, two prerequisites are in order.

First, the entire audio chain must be

evaluated for proper audio quality stan-
dards, correcting any deficiencies that
are uncovered. This should be done one
step at a time, working from the trans-
mitter backwards through the individu-
al components of the system.

Secondly, the locations within the
audio system where audio processing
can be used to its greatest advantage
need to be identified. In order to do
this, the goals of the station, with re-
gard to the audio quality of the
transmitted signal, must be clearly es-
tablished. Also, the specific conditions
and equipment configuration at the sta-
tion must be well understood.

The audio chain

As the performance of the audio
chain is evaluated, several parameters
need to be measured, and acceptable
performance obtained.

First, the frequency response of any

one item in the audio chain should be
flat within 1 dB, from 50 to 15,000 Hz.
The entire system should not vary more
than 2 dB over the same range. With
modern equipment, and proper wiring
techniques, there is no reason why this
standard cannot be met. In addition,
any "bumps" in response should be
looked into, as such a variation from a
smooth response characteristic could
indicate trouble.

Secondly, harmonic distortion
(THD) should be less than one percent
over 50 to 15,000 Hz. It may not be
possible to meet this standard with
some older equipment, or with every-
thing connected as a system, but one
should not be satisfied until the system
meets this standard. Intermodulation
Distortion (IMD) should be less than
one percent over the entire frequency
range. Again, some difficulty may be
experienced in achieving this figure.
On the whole, very low levels of distor-
tion are good indicators of other areas
of performance, since noise and hum,
rectification at connection points, and
the state of repair of the equipment will
all limit distortion performance,
when measured with standard test
equipment.

Noise hum, and crosstalk all repre-
sent the intrusion of outside interfer-
ence into the audio system. All of these
should total no more than 65 dB below
the standard audio signal level. How-
ever, sometimes a discrete frequency
can be objectionally audible at this low
level, such as crosstalk from an in-
house setup tone into the program line,
so close attention must be paid to the

Variable
Preemphasis

(Special Compressor)
Note 2

Fixed
Preemphasis

(Partial)

L -R
Encoded
Output
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nature of the noise which underlies au-
dio signals. Audio processing tends to
decrease signal-to-noise ratios, and can
behave erroneously in the presence of
excessive noise.

Headroom is also an important con-
sideration. Every piece of equipment
should not exhibit a significant increase
in distortion when a signal 15 dB above
normal is presented to it. Since VU me-
ters are still the most predominant form
of level indicators, this kind of per-
formance is needed to allow for pro-
gram peaks, which may be more than
15 dB above the indicated VU level.

Another factor is phasing. There are
two parts to phasing. The first is the ob-
vious need to keep left and right chan-
nels in phase. This isn't always as
simple as it seems, with some of the
very densely -packed wiring that is
needed to connect to a routing switcher.
It needs to be checked every step of the
way, so double reversals are avoided. It
is extremely frustrating to have every-
thing working fine in normal operating
configuration, then suddenly finding
left and right out of phase when things
are routed or patched differently. When
monaural was the only audio, phasing
meant nothing at all, but with stereo au-
dio, an out -of -phase condition will

make monaural virtually disappear.
The second part of phasing is the

input -to -output phase shift of each
piece of equipment. Any gross varia-
tion in phase shift from high to low fre-
quency, or from low to high levels,
probably indicates a problem within
that unit.

Even more important than the indi-
vidual channel frequency response or
phase shift, however, is the difference
in tracking response between the left
and right channels. Variations in the
way the two channels pass through the
system will result in errors in both the
stereo and monaural performance.
With the channels balanced at 1 kHz,
the L -R component is measured by
summing the two channels in an otit-of-
phase condition, or by reversing phase
of one input, and summing the outputs
in -phase. Good balance will have an
L -R component at least 45 dB below
the L + R component. Good equipment
will not have less than about 38 dB L -R
at the low and high frequency ex-
tremes. One area to watch closely is
Distribution Amplifiers. Different
models or different brands may have
somewhat different amplitude and
phase response characteristics, so the
left and right channels should be certain

to utilize the same type DAs at the same
point in the audio chain.

Poor left to right tracking will result
in such errors as off -center stereo,
phasing errors that reduce stereo sepa-
ration at different frequencies, and
monaural summing errors that can be
very obvious and disconcerting to the
viewer or listener.

Each facility needs to establish a
standard level of distribution of audio
throughout the entire station to assure
consistency of levels. Using the results
of headroom checks, and the specifica-
tions of the equipment, a level that
gives good performance can be se-
lected. It may be 0, +4, +8 dBm, or
some other level, but it must be consis-
tent. Routing and patching will contin-
ually change the configuration of
equipment, and it is essential that no
change occur in the overall response of
the system. In the days of monaural,
this was less important, as a turn on the
level pot kept things approximately the
same. However, stereo audio is a lot
more than two monaural channels;
there is also the relationships between
them, and it takes extra effort to assure
that performance is maintained, what-
ever routing or patching arrangement is
in use.
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Almost
half the United
States broadcast
industry has dis-
covered the perfor-
mance, operational and
cost advantages of recording
their critical audio . . . music . . .

onto cartridges. Whether dubbing
from vinyl records or compact discs,
these broadcasters produce reel-to-
reel sound quality over -the -air and, at
the same time, experience all the
advantages of cartridges. Here's why
they, and we believe in music . . .

you can too!

Quality Makes Carting
Music a Reality

International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M cartridge
machines and today's pre-
mium cartridges, such as
the ScotchCarr broadcast
cartridge, allow sound
reproduction with virtually
no audio degradation.

ik

Easier to Use
Unlike vinyl records, compact discs

or reel-to-reel tapes, cartridges auto-
matically recue after each play.
Cartridges can also be easily preloaded
into multiple machines providing valu-
able extra time for announcers. Plus,
labeled cartridges are easier to read,
file and locate.

Flexible Programm ng with Less Errors
An all -cart format reduces operator and

format errors, such as playing the wrong
cut off an album, compact disc or reel-to-
reel tape. It also allows prerecording and
editing of program segments facilitating
precise program control.

Sound Better and Save Money
A vinyl record played 40 times loses

its sound quality, especially when made

of recycled
materials. Car-

tridges eliminate "cue
burn" and provide hun-

dreds of plays with
consistent audio quality.

You'll save money just by pre-
serving the vinyl as a library

master. Cartridge machines are also
more durable, less subject to damage
and ut lize less space than turntables.

Call today to take advantage of
cartinc music on ITC's complete line
of cartridge machines.
 99B Cartridge Machines, "The Best"
 DELTA Cartridge Machines,
"Today's Most Popular Cartridge Machines"

 OMEGA Cartridge Machines,
"Affordable Performance
You Can Trust"

When newer technology
emerges, it will come from
International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M, "The Leader
in Reliability and Service."

In the U.S. call Toll Free 800-447-0414,
or collect from Alaska and Illinois
309-828-1381. In Canada, call Maruno
Electronics, Ltd. 416-255-9108. In most
countries outside the United States and
Canada, information on ITC equipment
can be obtained through local
distributors.

International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425 South Main Street
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241

3M hears you...

3M
Circle 132 on Reader Service Card



Introducing the Lexicon

model 1200C income expander.
Our engineers call it the Lexicon 1200C
audio time compressor. But many of our
customers call it an income expander.

Working in precise synchronization
with your variable -speed VTR, the
Lexicon 1200C can shorten any television
program for the insertion of extra com-
mercials - without wiewer-annoying
scene cuts or squeaky voices. The
12030 actually compresses time with-
out changing audio pitch, a technolog-
ical achievement so significant that
we won an Emmy" for it. And it's
ready for stereo, too

Begin to see why tl-i Lexicon 12000
is called an income expander?

For complete information, and :o
arrange for a demonstration. just
contact us. Lexicon Inc., 60 Turner
Street, Waltham, MA 02154, USA.
Telephone: (617) 891-6790. Telex: 923468.
Lexicon International, P.O. Box 122,
8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland.
Telex: 59222.

We're ready to help expand your income.
Circle 133 on Readdr Service Card

How much could your income expand?
Py adding just 60 sec:ands of extra
commercial :ime per day, at $600,
you'd gain enough revenue in one year
to pay for a Lexicon 1200C and still
have more than $200,000 in extra income.

And the 12000 car, save you additional
money when making commercials. If
a take is great but it's a few seconds.
off, the 1200 can adjust it to the exact
length needed, eliminating the
expense of needless retakes.

a lomat Acaderr..y of Tele
vision Arts and Sc-ence;
award for techn cEl rich -?,wr-
ment, 1983-19g1
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Links in the audio chain
Having examined some audio per-

formance basics, a look at the individu-
al components of the audio chain is in
order.

The entire transmission system
should have been thoroughly evaluated
for proper stereo performance at the
time of installation of the stereo genera-
tor. No station should even consider the
installation of stereo capability without
complete evaluation and, if necessary,
modification of the transmitter and its
aural modulator, plus the diplexer and
other combining equipment. ICPM
correction, aural bandwidth determina-
tion, and modulator performance checks
all need to be completed at the time of
installation of the stereo generator. If
the transmitter requires FCC notifica-
tion of its modification, complete data
on performance must be obtained.

The main problem with the STL link
will very likely be stereo tracking of
frequency and phase response, particu-
larly if the units are dissimilar for each
of the channels. As was noted earlier
regarding DAs, the type of STL modu-
lators and demodulators should be the
same, and the potential for trouble will

be minimized.
Audio processing for STLs may be

of two types. The more common ar-
rangement is placing the AGC or both
AGC and limiter prior to the STL. The
advantage of placing the AGC at the
STL is that the STL has a controlled av-
erage audio level for optimizing the
S/N ratio. For the sake of convenience,
many stations place both AGC and lim-
iter before the STL in order to have ac-
cess to all modulation processing
accessible to the master control
location.

A second type of STL audio pro-
cessing is noise reduction. This pro-
cessing can be used to improve
signal-to-noise performance.

In switching and routing, the equip-
ment is very complex in the audio sig-
nal path, and will have a densely -wired
interconnection and arrangement. The
opportunity for phase reversals arises,
and also the potential for crosstalk. The
equipment has to be set up properly
for minimum crosstalk among the
crosspoints, and minimum distortion
and tracking errors between the two
channels.

Patch panels or other passive

switching systems should also be con-
sidered. Good, solid connections and
clean contacts are needed to avoid level
drops or rectification across slightly
corroded contacts. Grounding is often
disrupted at patch panels, so attention is
necessary to maintain wiring standards.

At this point in the audio chain, au-
dio processing is probably not appro-
priate, since there is such a diversity of
audio sources passing through.

Distribution Amplifiers and in-house
wiring is an extremely important part of
the audio chain. Performance of the
DAs, particularly headroom and stereo
tracking. should be given close atten-
tion. The cautions noted earlier need to
be adhered to. Because of the large
number of DAs and the long runs of
cable connecting the various sources to
them, more errors and performance dif-
ficulties occur here than anywhere else.
Unless a station has the unusual situa-
tion of sources directly wired to the
switching equipment, the closest atten-
tion must be paid to this area of the
plant.

This is also not the right place for au-
dio processing, as the same diversity of
sources exists as with the switching
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equipment.
As far as performance of individual

sources, all that can be said is that
maintenance and alignment is required
to keep all tape, film, remote, and stu-
dio equipment up to the manufacturer's
specifications.

There are a wide variety of audio
processing devices that can be very
helpful in maintaining a consistent and
high quality air sound which can be
used at the source of programming.
First on the list would be noise reduc-
tion for the tape equipment. Major
brands of noise reduction systems have
replacement audio cards available for
most models of VTRs, and can be
added externally to any audio equip-
ment. Much of the tape equipment on
the market cannot give the best signal-
to-noise performance, simply because
of the mechanical complexity of video
recording systems. Performance is cer-
tainly adequate, with 60 dB or better
S/N prformance, but there is significant
improvement with noise reduction sys-
tems applied to the audio channels.

One of the most controversial topics
in television audio today is the loudness
of the commercials. With in-house pro-
duction, there is control over audio

quality, but agency -produced, or custo-
mer -supplied spots may vary quite a lot
from in-house standards. There are
ways to "unprocess" over -produced
spots when they are dubbed for use on
the air. Several things are necessary if a
station wishes to make this commit-
ment to consistent quality. First, peak

20 50 100 200 500 1K

reading meters will be needed to cone -
late with VU meter indications, and a
spectrum display of the audio frequen-
cies should be at hand. With this test
equipment, and with an experienced
engineer, the approximate amount of
compression (peak -to -average ratio of
the material) and the extent of equaliza-
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One look at the curves of the Orban 622B
Parametric Equalizer will show you its power (see
graph). Few equalizers on the market today can offer
this unique combination of corrective narrowband
notching (- 40dB) and gentle, musical broadband
shaping. That's because Orban's "constant -Q"
design emphasizes non -interaction between EQ
parameters and gives you the power to get your
sound just right-without compromise.

But EQ curves don't tell you everything. Talk to
any of the thousands of users who rely on the
legendary 622B to solve problems every day. They'll
tell you that it's also the best -sounding, most
flexible equalizer you can own.

Use it in the production room for sweetening
or notch filtering of distracting fixed frequency
sounds which pop up unexpectedly.
Regardless of the application, once you've used a
622B, you'll never want to be without it.

OfbC1116
Orban45 Associates Inc.

Bryant St. San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480
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Wheotitone 3roodcort Group

High Quality Stereo is Here
WHEATSTONE CORPORATION is committed 0 Stereo Production
to the design and manufacture of high tech- 0 Editing
nology audio consoles. If you're considering 0 Transfer
a new console, contact the Wheatstone 0 On -Air
Broadcast Group. 0 Video Truck

Cirde 135 on Reader Se -vice Card

5 COLLANS ROAD, BETHANY, CT. 0652.5 (203) 393-0887



BROADCAST
SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS

At NBC, we depend on tal-
ented technical professionals
to keep us at the edge of
broadcast technology. Con-
stant upgrading of our cur-
rent facilities plus active con-
struction of new studio facili-
ties has created the need for
top-flight Broadcast Systems
Engineers at our West Coast
Burbank operations.

The successful candidates will
become immediately involved
in the design, implementation,
and coordination of new
broadcast facilities at NBC,
including:

 Studio Control Rooms
Videotape Recording

Facilities
 Video Switchers
 Plant Timing & Signal

Distribution
 Telecine

Editing Facilities
 Engineering Support

Projects

Selected candidates will have
a minimum of 3-5 years signif-
icant experience in electronic
maintenance of broadcast
equipment and facilities, along
with a demonstrated design
background. BSEE or equi-
valent experience required.

If you are a truly qualified
Broadcast Systems Engineer
and are now seeking a chal-
lenging career, then you can-
not pass up this opportunity.
To apply at NBC, a progres-
sive industry leader with a
stimulating work environ-
ment, send your resume to:

NBC Employment
Dept. BSE
3000 W. Alameda Ave.
Burbank, CA 91523

Equal Opportunity Employer

tion (principally midrange to high fre-
quency boost) can be determined.
Corrective measures can then be ap-
plied using an AGC unit with expan-
sion capability, and a 1/4 -octave
equalizer. With experience, a good en-
gineer should be able to restore the ma-
terial to the approximate unprocessed
status, or the standards used at that
station.

Each individual station will have to
determine the need for processing of
other sources, such as film, network
feeds, or purchased programming.
With the variety of possible situations,
no blanket recommendation can really
be made.

It cannot be emphasized enough that
it takes a real commitment for a station
to implement more than a very basic au-
dio processing strategy. Personnel and
equipment have to be assigned to the
task, and a station must decide how im-
portant audio quality is in their own

situation.

Audio processing in news &
production

Although the programming and
commercial material that is produced at
a station provides an almost infinite va-
riety of audio objectives, some general
rules emerge. First, with stereo, the
overall quality of a station's audio has
probably improved, and the audience
learns to expect that. Greater attention
to microphone techniques, equalization
of microphones for the various place-
ments and voices, and tighter control
over the audio portion of production
will be essential. Perhaps the biggest
decision will be whether to attempt
stereo production at all for a given com-
mercial, or for each aspect of program
production. The result of an overall im-
provement in a station's audio quality
will be the requirement that all pro -

A Solution for Overmodulation
The issue of overshoot is addressed
in another way by Orban, whose
Optimod stereo exciter solves many
processing problems with built-in
solutions.

Chief engineer Robert Orban says
the problem can be solved by adding
control before the filters, thereby
limiting overshoot energy which can
then be clipped.

The E IA Multichannel Sound
Committee, in a report on MIS
practices, states specifications on fil-
ters, and concludes that filters con-
forming to specifications can over-
shoot without problems, providing
that stereo monitors are designed so
their peak flashers ignore short -
duration overshoots, Orban points
out. He explains that this calls for
eleventh -order elliptical filters,
which Orban uses.

But the Orban position, although
similar to the committee's, actually
goes further with some additions of
its own. Orban explains that over-
shoot is minimized by feeding the fil-
ters with a "well -band -limited and
overshoot -controlled signal from
the audio processor which precedes
the stereo generator," and goes on
to say that any overshoots intro-
duced by the filters will then be
caused by nonconstant time delay in
their passband. While he says that it
would be impractical to delay -

equalize the filters at a reasonable
cost, he also notes that the resulting
overshoots have low energy because
of the preceding processing, and can
be clipped at perhaps 150 percent
modulation using a baseband clipper.
This should affect only the stereo
component of the baseband, but not
the pilot tone, SAP, or PRO sub-

carrier, according to Orban. In addi-
tion, he says such clipping protects
exciters from possible overload, yet
causes no audible crosstalk at other
audio subcarriers or visible crosstalk
to the video another important
consideration.

To further emphasize the need for
such protection processing, Orban
adds the caveat that inadequate pro-
tection of the stereo pilot tone and/
or filtering which is not adequate
enough to prevent main -channel to
sub -channel or sub -channel to main -
channel crosstalk can produce audi-
ble distortion. According to Orban,
these distortion -producing parame-
ters are solely determined by the
frequency response of the filters,
and, he says, "their overshoot per-
formance has no audible effect upon
the system distortion provided that
band -limiting and overshoot control
are included prior to the filters (to
limit overshoot energy), and the
exciter is not driven into it's non-
linear region."

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card
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gramming, including news and com-
mercial production, meet the higher
standards established for audio quality.
It would take an entire book to begin to
describe all of the possible ways that
production techniques, including the
proper use of audio processing equip-
ment, can be used for news, commer-
cials, talk programs, and any other
programs. The education of production
personnel in the area of audio is essen-
tial, especially in the area of the newest
equipment on the market.

Adjustments and evaluation
It takes knowledge of the principles,

patience, and an impartial "ear" to
choose which audio processing adjust-
ments to try, and to evaluate the benefit
of each adjustment. The main thing is
not to try to do everything immediately.
The evaluation of audio quality cannot
be done instantaneously-it takes time
to listen to different types of program-
ming, to sort out what characteristics
are present in the audio, and to try ad-
justments to the processing parameters
that will achieve the goals of the
station.

A thorough understanding of the
audio processing and audio quality
principles must be mastered before at-
tempting to "tweak" the equipment
into the right set of adjustments. A
good monitoring system has to be es-
tablished, to indicate what the viewer/
listener is receiving in his home.
Judgment as to what really does sound
good to the average listener has to be
developed. It is very easy to listen with
a biased ear, rather than try to place
oneself in the position of the average
listener.

Most important, it takes the cooper-
ation and commitment of every depart-
ment to establish the desired overall
audio quality of a station. This is no less
true in audio than it is in video, and
since the subject of top quality audio is
new to television, established relation-
ships between engineering, produc-
tion, programming, and news may
have to change, as management presses
each of them to make the proper contri-
bution to the audio effort. BM/E

William Resch is the principal author
of the seventh edition of the NAB Engi-
neering Handbook's chapter on TV
transmitters.

Gary Breed has extensive experience
as a chief engineer, and has spent six
years as a consultant.

You can take up to
12 months to pay for
your Telex duplicator

and start saving
money immediately

ISM 111"1"'

VFW 111"1.

For as little as $271.13 a month
and 10% down you can own

a basic 6120 system,
without interest or finance charge.

Shown here are just
a few of the many configurations

available with the 6120 system. You can
build a system with as many as

23 cassette slaves and five
reel slaves or

more!

uild a system-build a payment plan.
For a limited time, participating Telex deale-s are extending these very special
financing terms to qualified buyers. That's right, choose the system that fits your
duplicating needs and begin making or saving money immediately. Write or call Telex
today and we'll send you system prices, technical specs, the name of a participating
dealer and a chart that lets you determine production capability. See for yourself how
quickly a 6120 system can pay for itself - while you take up to 12 months to pay
for the system! And, remember no interest-no finance charges.

Call Toll Free

800-828-6107
or in Minnesota call (612) 887-5531.

TELEX®
TELEX COMMUN'CATIONS, INC

9600 Aldrich Ave So.. Minneapolis. MN 55420 U S A
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SEVEN WAYS WE'RE
WITH THE AMPEX 197

Good news is what you get from Ampex 197
It's our ENG 3/4" videocassette that's specially

designed for the rugged demands of electronic
news gathering.

Demands like rough handling. Heavy editing.
Multiple generation dubbing. Plus other torturous
conditions like extreme heat and humidity.

All conditions your video tape must overcome.
Especially in the field, where there are no

second chances.That's why every shot has to be
a master. That's why each day top broadcasters
around the world turn to Ampex 197

Count the ways you can count on Ampex 197
It's good news for you.

1
ENG Color and Sharpness-Picture Perfect.
High-energy cobolt-doped oxide delivers
excellent resolution and fully saturated colors.

Low chroma noise assures quiet, stable colors-
generation after generation.

2ENG Tape Durability-Always Keep The
Picture.A tough, dependable binder system
withstands the real world demands of heavy

ENG editing, so you can still frame and shuttle
with confidence.

2
ENG Audio-Sound Reasoning. High
output and low distortion provides a rich,
clean sound. Even after five generations,

audio signal -to- noise exceeds BVU machine
specifications.

4
ENG Antistatic
Treatment-Quit
Collecting Dust. Plastics

are molded with an antistatic
chemical to reduce static
charge. This minimizes dust
attraction, thereby reducing
dropout build-up.

5
ENG Cassette
Mechanism-
The Inside Story. A rugged

precision cassette mechanism
delivers smooth, reliable opera-
tion during the trying demands
of ENG and harsh environments.

8
ENG Configurations-
We'll Go To Any Length.
We now have a mini 5 -

minute length in addition to our
BCS 10 and 20. Plus, our
new 45 -minute standard size
cassette is ideal for news editing
and archiving. That's twenty-
one configurations in all.

With a track record for reliability, Ampex 197 was the choice for the Summer and Winter Games, the Democratic and
Republican National Conventions, Super Bowl XIX, and many other major international news events.



MAKING NEWS
ENG VIDEOCASSETTE.

AMPEX
DCAST VIDEOCASSETTE

IN OUT
00:00 / 00:00

ENG Labeling System-
Break The Editing Bottleneck.

Excl Jsive ENG labeling system
erds confusion and delays in
the edit ng suite. The self -adhering
log shcct lets you document
shots in the field for fast access
once you're ready to edit.

Record exact time for fast
access of material.

ENG log sheet lets you log up
to 20 takes.

Label quickly identifies format
standa-d, B&W or color, and audio
1 or audio 2.

Red-hot "Prerecorded Material"
sticker protects irreplaceable
stories

For more information on the
Ampe:< 197 ENG 3/4" videocassette,
call us today at 415/367-3809. Or
write: Ampex Corporation,
Magnetic Tape Division, 401
Broadway, Redwood City, CA
94063.

AMPEX
Ampex Corporation  One of The Signal Companies 1.0
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SPECIAL
REPORT

THE FUTURE OF TAPE

TECHNOLOGY
There are still some in the industry who think video and audio
tape is simply the passive medium used to record program
signals. But as tape manufacturers are so fond of reminding
us, without tape (or at least some form of magnetic recording
medium), TV would be back in the days of live and filmed
programming, and radio would have to be all -live. Even as
"recording formats of the future" continue to evolve into
solid-state memories and the like, it appears that tape's fu-
ture, in one form or another, is secured.

Indeed, far from being a passive medium, tape is actually

driving recording technology on several fronts. Those com-
mitted to establishing a standard for 1/4 -inch video recording,
for example, are said to be ready to sit down in committee
once again now that metal -particle tape, with its higher re-
cording density, has become more of a commonplace reality.
Could a 1/4 -inch machine using metal tape succeed in passing
user requirement tests where standard tape failed?

Another example is the M -II format recently introduced by
Panasonic, equaling the signal -handling capability of one -
inch Type -C but using metal -particle VHS cassettes. We are
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in the midst of an evolutionary stage that has seen "broadcast
quality" tape drop from two-inch quad to one -inch Type -C
and now to half -inch.

Development of a digital VTR would have been impossi-
ble without attendant improvements in the 19 mm tape it
uses, now perfect enough so it can record the highly dense
digital bit stream virtually error -free.

And what of 8 mm metal tape and the 8 mm recording for-
mat, which may one day supersede not only the Beta and
VHS home formats, but, in an as -yet -unreleased profession-
al version, become the ENG standard of the future as well?

It is with developments such as these in mind that BMIE
has invited some of the leading tape manufacturers to de-
scribe their latest developments in tape technology. In some
cases, the developments described reflect the company's
very latest R&D efforts-the new base material described by
DuPont, for example, and the new binding process described
in the story from Maxell. In other cases, the manufacturer de-
tails the latest news in manufacturing processes-Kodak's
failure mode analysis, for example, and 3M's laser
interferometry.

The common theme among all these developments, how-
ever, is that tape is the often -overlooked but vital component
in any new recording development. And as the industry looks
toward the future of recording technology, tape is anything
but a passive medium.
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Fuji: The Making of Videotape 62
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Process Control 64
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Polyester Films
for Video
By R.A. Repetto, Marketing Programs Manager
(Mylar), E.I. DuPont

The flexible film used to make videotape is a plastic known
as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which is manufactured
using ethylene glycol (EG) and dimethyl terephthalate
(DMT) and/or terephthalic acid. PET film is one of a small
family of moderately expensive and broadly functional,
highly engineered polymer systems. It has excellent proper-
ties and is the substrate of choice for the flexible magnetic
media industry. Desirable properties include strength, wide
service temperature range ( - 70 to + 150 degrees C), di-
mensional stability, chemical resistance, moderate moisture
absorption, and excellent dielectric strength. Unmodified,
PET film has excellent optical clarity and an ultra -smooth
surface. To aid handling properties and processing, and to
meet specific market needs, surface additives and treat-
ments, color modifiers, and different stretching techniques
are employed.

After the polymerization of EG and DMT, molten poly-
mer is extruded through a die equipped with adjustable lips to
produce a controlled thickness molten web. This web is
quenched to form an amorphous film. To achieve final prop-
erties, the films are biaxially oriented during manufacture to
capitalize on the strengths of the highly ordered molecular
chains. Simultaneous with this structural organization pro-
cess is the development of "strain induced" crystallization
which locks in the required high physical properties. The fi-
nal structure is then dimensionally stabilized by thermally
crystallizing the well -organized molecules.

Both film topography and proper selection and processing
of magnetic particles are key to the proper functioning of
videotapes. Today, PET film is coated with magnetic oxides
such as iron oxide or chromium dioxide dispersed in
crosslinkable binders. The next generation of videotapes,
however, will require significantly smoother surfaces, sub-
strates up to 50 percent thinner, and use of pure metallic
particles or thin metal films in order to achieve the desired
compactness, signal-to-noise ratios, and longer recording
times. These magnetic surfaces, which will have recording
densities of eight to 10 times that of those used today, will be
applied to the film surface by electron beam curing, plasma
sputtering, metal evaporation, or by techniques still being
developed.

To meet these demands, considerable advances are being
made in film surface technology. Using interference contrast
photomicroscopy (100X) we can compare, on a qualitative
basis, the differences in the surface topography of the
polyester film typically used today by both the professional
and consumer video media manufacturers, and advanced
substrates that are nearing full commercialization.

But although these pictures give us a feel for the ultra -

smooth films of the future, they do not tell us much in a quan-
titative sense. Quantitative determinations are best made by
surface profilometry, which gives a better insight into the up -
down (smooth vs. rough) characteristics of surfaces. Instru-
ments typically used are contact profilometers such as the
Talysurf profilometer which measures amplitude parameters
Ra and Rq. Ra is the root mean square deviation from the
centerline and Rq is the standard deviation. Both provide a
quantitative value of average surface roughness.

Glass
R, = 0.004

Present Video
R, = 0.038-0.042
Rz = 0.214 ikm

= 43 dynes/cm

Figure I.

Glass
Ra = 0.004

8
R, = 0.005-0.009
RZ = 0.057 ptm

= 47-49 dynes/cm

Figure 1 presents a comparison of the surface of a glass
plate, the present video film surface, and an advanced video
substrate. Note that the interference fringes from the glass
plate are straight and smooth, and show no structure, while
the currently -used film shows substantial roughness. The
film is a relatively smooth surface, but far from a polished
optical flat. The distance between the fringes is about 0.29
pm. The numbers reveal more about the surface. Ra =
0.004 µm is the centerline average obtained from Talysurf.
R, is the average of the five highest peaks and adjacent val-
leys on the surface that the stylus has traversed. Yc is the crit-
ical surface energy as measured by contact angles and
provides a figure -of -merit on how liquid solvents used in
magnetic coatings will wet the film. The value of 43 dynes/
cm is typical of polyethylene terephthalate film.

In the new advanced video PET substrate, labeled "B,"
the fringes reveal that the film is flat, structureless, almost as
smooth as glass, and with solvent wettability in the region
compatible with current magnetic coating formulations.

The advancements in polyester film for video applications
are providing new substrate technology which is essential to
the development of 8 mm video. Additionally, hybrid video
substrates have provided spinoff opportunities for the data
market designed to meet the higher density storage require-
ments of computer tapes and floppy disks.
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The test
generator

that's making
waves for DVS

Digital Video Systems'
DPS-185, test generator

features thirty two test signals,
as well as six standard sync

drives plus black burst signal.

Digital Video Systems Corp.
120 Middlefield Road,
Scarborough, Ontario

Canada M1S 4M6

DPS-4185

These thirty two selectable signals
are available on two independent, buffered outputs.
Its seven segment, digital display allows for easy
recognition of the signals being generated. This
rugged, compact, lightweight test generator was
designed to ensure simplification of mainte-
nance, alignment, and service procedures.
Features:
 Thirty two test signals
 Two independent outputs
 Seven auxilliary outputs
 Genlockable
 One dedicated colour black output
 RS -170A specs.

DIGITAL
(416) 299-6888 Telex: 065-25344 a subsidiary of Scientific-Atlanta
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The Making of
Videotape
By James W. Hegadorn Ill
Technical Service Manager, Fuji Magnetic Products
Division

Fuji Photo Film's history of chemical production and film
coating techniques led the way in developing Japan's first
videotape products in 1959. While most manufacturers trace
their beginnings to the production of audio tape, Fuji's roots
are planted firmly in the broadcast videotape industry.

Magnetic media, whether video, audio, computer tape, or
floppy disk, begins with the mixing of raw materials to create
a dispersion of fine ferric oxide and binder material. Fuji's
proprietary ferric oxide Beridox particles or iron nickel
particles in the case of metal tape, are needle -shaped and
coated with a cobalt -modified layer. The cobalt -modified
layer increases by two the coercivity factor of the particle.

The dispersion is then decontaminated; dried; heat pro-
cessed; milled with sand, stones, and smooth balls; filtered;
and remixed under pressure to create the coating material.

The magnetic dispersion is now used to coat the base film,
a tensilized polyester sheet which will vary in thickness from
14 microns for half -inch ENG tape to 20 microns for one -
inch broadcast tape. The first step is to apply an adhesive un-
dercoating less than 1- micron -thick to the base film. This
serves to enhance the bond between the high density Beridox
magnetic layer and the tensilized polyester base. The mag-
netic coating is now applied to the base film under constant
pressure in order to form a magnetic layer which is smooth
and even. The thickness of this layer is 6 microns. It is impor-
tant that the mixture of binder and magnetic particles is as
smooth and as even as possible.

The coated film is now moved through a magnetic flux
field to position the needle -like magnetic particles in a longi-
tudinal direction. As the particles are magnetically posi-
tioned, they must not touch or interfere with each other in
order for the orientation process to yield the maximum mag-
netic properties. It is for this reason that the dispersion of ox-
ide and binder is so carefully formed and evenly distributed
on the base film.

Now we apply our proprietary Duroback coating. This
backcoating is important in providing a strong, pliable un-
derlayer to the base film to prevent stiction and reduce fric-
tion for better runability.

The tape is now ready for its final drying stage. The coated
sheet passes through a highly regulated hot air chamber. The
dried sheet is now rolled on giant reels where the product is
cured before calendering. In calendering, the cured tape
sheet passes between heated rollers to finish the formulation
process. This final treatment is key to insuring surface
smoothness for greater signal-to-noise performance and
magnetic capability. The polished reel is now ready for
slitting into necessary production widths and lengths.

Understanding
Tape Specifications

Tape specs fall into three main categories:
1) physical properties; 2) magnetic properties;
and 3) performance. The physical properties are
the tape's width, thickness, strength and
mechanical tolerances.

Magnetic properties are measures of the
tape's ability to store and hold a magnetic
charge. Orientation is the direction in which the
magnetic particles face. Intrinsic coercivity is a
value which is determined by the amount of
opposing magnetic force needed to reduce the
magnetism to zero from its saturation point. The
Retentivity spec pertains to the material's
capacity to hold a magnetic charge after the
source of the charge has been removed.

The performance numbers are average
values, usually given with respect to the
manufacturer's reference tape. Both Video and
Chroma signal-to-noise indicate the difference
between production tape and reference tape in
performance, a standard which can be derived
by using the formula: 20 Log (.714/RMS Noise).

The Stop motion and Tape life specifications
are both machine- and environment -dependent.
The figures are based on extensive laboratory
tests on commercially available videotape
recorders. Failure is defined as either a
significant increase in dropout activity or binder
degradation resulting in a minimum of 6 dB less
RF signal output.

The properties of Runability and Durability
along with advances in manufacturing
technology add up to increased reliability for
tape products. "Performance with unsurpassed
reliability" is what we at Fuji are continually
striving for.

SPECIFICATIONS: H621 E

PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

Backing Material Black -Coated Polyester

Thickness

Backing 22 UM (0.87ML) Nominal

Coating 5 UM (0.20ML) Nominal

Total 27 UM (1.07ML) Nominal

Breaking Strength 137 Newtons/25.4 MM (31 Lbs/Inch)

Yield Strength 58 Newtons/25.4 MM (16 Lbs/Inch)

MAGNETIC
PROPERTIES Intrinsic Coercivity 660 Oersteds

1 200 Gauss

Orientation Longitudinal

Renteitivity

Video S/N (Monochrome)

Color S/N

+2 dB

+2 dB

Dropouts Less Than 15 Per Minute Average

Throughout Reel

PERFORMANCE Capable of Exceeding 1 HourStop Motion

Tape Life

Audio Sensitivity

Audio S/N

Audio Output Uniformity

Capable of 2 000 Passes

0 dB

+2 dB

1 dB
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For The Stations Who Care How They Sound,

ALLIED Has The CAPITOL AA -4 !

CAPITOL AA -4
PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST CARTRIDGE

Question: What audio cartridge can produce almost mirror copies of high quality analog or digital
masters?

Answer: The CAPITOL AA -4 from ALLIED!

Question: At competitive prices, what tape delivers clear, clean low noise audio to the program chain?

Answer: The CAPITOL AA -4 from ALLIED!

All this is to make the point that if you care about how you sound, then you should be using CAPITOL
AA -4 audio carts in your program line.

FOR DETAILS CONTACT YOUR NEAREST ALLIED SALES PROFESSIONAL !

ALLIED
Broadcast Equipment

RICHMOND, IN (317) 962-8596
SEATTLE, WA (206) 838-2705
CHICAGO, IL (312) 794-0224
DALLAS, TX (214) 423-8667
ATLANTA, GA (404) 964-1464

Corporate Office: 635 South E Street  P.O. Box 1487  Richmond, IN 47375
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Laser Detection
Improves Process
Control
By Lee Marks, Technical Service Manager,
3M Video Products

Probably the greatest single enhancement in quality of mag-
netic tape over the past five years comes from laser detection.
The laser detector scans tape surfaces for coating streaks and
other irregularities, automatically identifies them, and marks
them for an operator. In the next step, an analyst microscop-
ically examines the sample of the defective area. Because we
can find defects and identify them, we can feed the informa-
tion back into the process and correct it.

3M first used the laser detection method on its professional
quadruplex videotape. Over the past five years, the tech-
nique has been refined and perfected for better process and
quality control. Today it is possible to detect defects in the
two to three mil size range, and 3M has expanded the tech-
nique for use on audio as well as videotapes.

Computer -based microscopic interferometry and laser
scanning interferometry, related technologies, are important
measuring techniques for analyzing surface uniformity of the
finished tape product. Computer -based microscopic
interferometry with proprietary computerized data collec-
tion, analysis, and graphical presentation produces a three-
dimensional representation of the tape surface which can be
reconstructed and examined from virtually any viewpoint.
Laser scanning interferometry scans a moving tape,
comparing a reflected laser beam to a reference signal, to
produce a two-dimensional surface profile. Vertical resolu-
tion is approximately half a nanometer (5 angstroms).

Research and development of these interferometry tech-
niques has been important for monitoring a variety of sur-
faces, not all of them related to magnetic media. Many other
3M products-from recording heads to photographic
films-are also based on coating technologies.

As the industry looks ahead in magnetic media, it is appar-
ent that the trend is toward thinner coatings. That means the
interfaces between the video head and tape become more and
more critical. Surface characterization is going to be essen-
tial in producing high quality magnetic tape.

X-ray fluorescence is another valuable analytical tool for
process control, because it offers highly accurate analyses of
coating dispersions. Although ingredients are preweighed
and assembled on palette, X-ray fluorescence serves as a
backup to ensure that dispersions contain the appropriate
components in the correct proportions.

This type of analytical tool eliminates potential trouble,
because it adds to the system of checks and balances that
show if a process is in control. By using more analytical
equipment to monitor processes, we can produce high quali-
ty tapes more efficiently and in higher yields.

Among the most important monitoring steps are those re-
lated to the actual coating procedure. A computerized system
maintains complete control of the coater by monitoring
speed, flow rate, tension, and temperature. The result is
greater tape consistency and uniformity by virtually
eliminating operator error, because the computer prevents an
operator from altering any of the system variables without
approval from a process engineer.

Potential for contamination will always be critical to tape
technology. To reduce airborne contamination and resulting
dropout on tapes, 3M has made clean -room standards even
more stringent. Increased automation in assembling and
loading cassettes reduces contamination for handling-
besides improving mechanical reliability.

Static control in cassettes, shells, bodies, leaders, and
packaging is the focus of a number of proprietary
technologies at 3M. Anti -static treatment is a major produc-
tion step in 3M's newer cassette products.

3M's broad involvement in the audio and video industry
means that improvements in one tape type will be reflected in
other tape types. Audio tape has definitely benefited from the
effort that has gone into making and perfecting videotape.
That would not be the case if 3M were making just
videotape. There are principles we learned and processes we
perfected in making audio tape that have significantly con-
tributed to video.

CEP,- = 250 C

CF=E-, 'ELEAL En:

Computer -based microscopic interferometry provides
a three-dimensional representation of a videotape
surface. At left, an experimental tape sample with an
exceptionally smooth surface. At right, a conventional
videotape surface.

Laser scanning interferometry was used to produce
a two-dimensional surface profile of a videotape
with a relatively rough surface.
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FIDELIPAC

Designing a
Broadcast Tape
Plant
By Gary Gresham, Fidelipac Corp.

Beginning in 1982, Fidelipac designed, constructed, and
staffed a new magnetic tape manufacturing facility, the
first ever dedicated exclusively to serving the specific re-
quirements of the broadcast industry. What considerations
led to this unprecedented investment?

Fidelipac committed to manufacturing high-grade,
back -lubricated 1/4 -inch audio tape because the historic
suppliers, such as Ampex and 3M, abandoned the prod-
uct in 1978 and 1979 as the eight -track cartridge was re-
placed in the consumer market by the cassette.
Large-scale tape manufacturing facilities generate tremen-
dous volume and must utilize capacity to remain econom-
ical. Major tape producers seek large, growing consumer
markets such as videotape and floppy disks in favor of
diminishing mature markets. By 1983, the surviving tape
producers were record companies providing prerecorded
music under their own labels on eight -track cartridges,
but this tape did not satisfy the demands of the profes-
sional broadcaster.

Introduced in early 1984, Fidelipac's own Dynamax brand
of recording tape was formulated and processed precisely to
the requirements of the broadcast industry: higher output,
greater saturation offering more headroom, and superior
physical life.

The company laid the groundwork for this venture by
purchasing a new, modem 44,000 -square -foot manufac-
turing plant. Experts in a variety of disciplines were re-
cruited from all over the country. State of the art
equipment was installed. And a spectrum of the latest high-
performance raw materials and chemistry systems were ana-
lyzed and evaluated.

In addition to chemical and processing considerations,
original equipment selection was determined in accord-
ance not only with present and anticipated reduced mar-
ket size, but also to assure a maximum of control. For
example, the I2 -inch coating line is better designed to
control and minimize transverse thickness variations in
the oxide coating than are larger lines.

Two years were devoted to research and development,
testing formulation upon formulation for magnetic proper-
ties, electronic response, and physical life. Recent labora-
tory evaluations of modified and enhanced product
yielded such consistently excellent results that earlier
products lines have been replaced by new tapes with dif-
ferent designations.

In order to obtain the best possible overload characteris-

tics, the maximum oxide/binder ratio of 82 percent is util-
ized. To prevent degradation of frequency response caused
by densification, Fidelipac incorporates a more advanced
particle in terms of cleanliness: size, shape consistency, and
surface treatment. Particle consistency maintenance results
from multiple processing by a sandmill; after each pass,
particles are microscopically examined and magnetically an-
alyzed to attain maximum potential.

It is equally important to select the optimum system to
hold the particle in such a dense suspension. Many trials
were required to select a resin binder to optimize maximum
loading of the oxide along with other support pigments.
Also, the resin binder must exhibit excellent durability. To
enhance durability, a very sophisticated combination of lu-
bricant additives with excellent slip characteristics is em-
ployed to avoid gumming at the heads. Finally, the integrity
of the entire coating is assured by chemically cross -linking
the resins.

Fidelipac currently offers two new types of back -
lubricated magnetic tape. Dynamax Series 400X tape, for
general-purpose recording applications, is compatible with
other standard level tapes. When the highest level of audio
performance is desired, such as recording music from com-
pact disc to cartridge, Dynamax Series 500 FX high output
tape is recommended.

Series 500FX reaches a three percent third harmonic
overload 12 dB above 160 nWb/m, while Series 400X
only provides 8 dB. While Series 500FX requires more
bias than Series 400X, the superior performance justifies
recalibration of all recorders. The 4 dB additional head-
room improvement may be utilized as a 4 dB improve-
ment in S/N (while retaining 8 dB headroom) if the
recorder's "0 VU" record level is increased from 160
nWb/m to 250 nWb/m. Figures 1 and 2 show the fre-
quency response of Series 500FX at -10 VU and 0 VU
(250 nWb/m) respectively. The frequency response re-
mains flat up to 15.5 kHz at 0 VU, clearly demonstrating
the tape's superior performance. In addition to high over-
load and an excellent frequency response, Series 500FX
is extremely linear, with only 0.3 percent third harmonic
distortion (1 kHz) at 250 nWb/m.

Both of these tapes utilize a superior gravure coated lubri-
cant. Extensive testing has resulted in 4800 mean plays be-
fore mechanical failure in the case of longer length music
cartridges, and 14,400 iterations for short spot lengths.
Moreover, all Dynamax tape is slit extremely precisely, with
virtually no weave, resulting in stable and accurate cartridge
performance.
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Fig. 1.
Frequency response
of Series 500 FX at
-10 VU.

Fig. 2.
Frequency response
of Series 500 FX
at 0 VU.
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SONY
Increasing Density
of Magnetic
Recording Tape
By Kunio Kobayashi, Director of Technical Operations
and Shuichi Homma, Technical Manager, Sony Tape
Sales Company

Over the last few years the consumer audio and video
magnetic tape business has experienced escalating price
competition. In the professional tape business, however,
there has been another kind of competition-namely the race
of technology. Although the consumer tape price
competition has reached a saturation point, competition in
the professional business continues to be waged. Sony Tape
expects this to become more severe for several years to
come.

Most recently, much research and development has been
devoted to the improvements in U-matic videocassettes to
keep pace with the upcoming generation of U-matic SP
VCRs. In the very near future, Sony Tape will provide
U-matic SP videocassettes to the market with high resolution
performance characteristics.

Beyond improvements in existing formats, the digital
VTR is on the horizon, requiring the development of a new
kind of tape to abide by the recent SMPTE standardized 19
mm format. To enhance all of the attributes of clean, digital
processing, the DVTR tape recently developed by Sony is
composed of special cobalt particles for high coercivity. It is
particularly designed to store the digital information with a
low error rate, high output, and high precision performance.

There have been great advances in recording density con-
current with the development of the video recorder. The re-
cording density has been increased approximately 100 times
since the four -head broadcasting VTRs were first introduced
in 1956.

Historically, tape's improvements have related to how the
recording signal wave length has been shortened. In order to
record shorter wave signals, we have to increase the
coercivity (Hc) to minimize the self demagnetization be-
tween particles (or recorded signals).

Several kinds of magnetic materials for tape are used.
Y -Hematite (Y-Fe203) is a classic and popular particle with
the highest coercivity (less than 400 Oe), so it is used for
standard audio cassettes.

For high density professional videotape (also for half -inch
home videotapes), chromium -dioxide or cobalt -ferric oxide
(CoFe304_) have been used.

Cobalt (ferric oxide) can be divided into two types:
D Co-doped-Co-atoms are distributed uniformly in the
particles.
D Co-absorbed-Co-atoms are located just on the surface
of the particles.

By controlling the amount of Co atoms, it is relatively
easier for Co -particles than chromium to be adjusted in Hc.

Adjusting the He for increased coercivity is the primary rea-
son why professional videotape is most often composed of
cobalt particles.

Among many important characteristics of magnetic
particles are the temperature dependence of Hc, the thermal
demagnetization, and the stress demagnetization. In all data,
Gamma -Hematite appears the most stable but as mentioned
before, because of its low coercivity, it can't be applied to
professional high -density videotape.

The most stable material besides Hematite, Cobalt -
absorbed particles, is used for high -end videotape, such as
Sony Tape's 3/4 -inch K -Series, half -inch Betacam HG
Series, and new one -inch V I -K tape.

To obtain a high performance picture of low noise and
high signal-to-noise ratios, the smaller the size of the particle
the better. Following is the basic equation for the magnetic
recording theory:

S/N = k x V (W*n)1/2
V: relative speed between tape and head
W: track width
n: number of particles in unit volume

When V and W are the constant, the larger "n" is almost
equal to the uniform and smaller particles.

For quite some time, engineers have been trying to prepare
smaller and more uniform particles. Recently, Sony Tape
made a major breakthrough on this technology, and applied
the smaller, more uniform magnetic particles to several of its
professional videotape models.

To improve the noise and output level, the surface rough-
ness of the magnetic layer must also be reduced. To ensure a
smooth surface, special technologies for base film and binder
as well as the mixing process, coating, and calendering are
critical for quality results.

And, as the surface gets smoother, the runability and dura-
bility characteristics become harder to achieve. A new de-
velopment on which Sony has focused provides highly
crosslinked binders and lubricant. The tough and flexible
crosslinked binders maintain a constant volume of lubricant
on the surface.

Cross-section of newly developed Sony
one -inch tape.
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ONE LESS
ALLIGATOR

The Broadcast Engineer works with time -line
responsibilities few of us will ever experience.
He knows that equipment problems can wreck
production schedules.

That's why the Otari BII
is the most widely used
audio machine for broad-
cast mix -down, news
editing and production.

Three speed operation,
front panel record calibra-
tions, a microprocessor
controlled tape counter
with LED display, and variable speed control,
coupled with "bulletproof' reliability and high
level product support all add up to one less
alligator snapping at your heels. From Otari:
The Technology You Can Trust.

Contact your nearest Otari dealer for a
demonstration, or call Otari Corporation,
2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 592-8311 Telex: 910-376-4890

IBM

o Otari 1984
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AM PEX
Incoming Raw
Material Control
for Magnetic Tape
Manufacturing
By J. David Settle and Walt Sims, Ampex Corp.

Most people may not realize that a magnetic tape product is a
precision coating of a carefully balanced formulation of
chemicals on polyester film. The coating contains high quali-
ty metal oxides such as iron, chromium, and cobalt; lubri-
cants; resins; dispersants; head cleaning agents; carbon
black; solvents, and fungicides, each serving a specific func-
tion in the final end use of the product. Some of these, such
as lecithin dispersants or polyurethane resins, are commodity
off -the -shelf chemicals that were not developed by their
manufacturers specifically for their use in magnetic tape.

Other chemicals, such as cobalt -doped iron oxides, were
developed for use in magnetic tape only. In recent years,
however, due to the rapid growth of the tape market, chemic-
al manufacturers are developing more products specifically
for tape requirements and rely heavily upon feedback from
tape manufacturers as to what performance requirements
must be met. Both parties then agree upon the raw material
specifications based on the manufacturing process capability
as perceived by the vendor, tape performance data, laborato-
ry to laboratory test data and methods correlation, and reac-
tion to any processing problems.

It is the job of a quality assurance department to insure that
the incoming lots of raw materials meet these specifications.
At Ampex each chemical lot is subjected to a battery of ana-
lytical tests performed by the Quality Assurance Chemical
Lab using standard gravimetric, volumetric and colormetric
tests plus state of the art instrumentation tests.

The analyses performed include gas chromatography for
solvent purity; infrared spectroscopy for qualitative and
quantitative analysis of all organics, matching their "finger-
print" spectograms to a computer library of standards; high-
performance liquid chromatography to determine molecular
weight distribution of resins and lubricants; specific surface
area of oxides and carbon blacks by B.E.T. method;
vibrating sample magnetometer to check the magnetic prop-
erties of oxides; carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen elemental analy-
sis for organic residues on oxides; oil absorptometer for
dispersant absorption characteristics of oxides and carbon
blacks; multiple internal reflectance infrared spectroscopy
for cross -linking agent capability; x-ray fluorescence spec-
troscopy for oxide dopant content; and an assortment of digi-
tal pH meters, balances, water baths, ovens, muffle furnaces
and centrifuges for sample preparation. Use of these instru-
ments requires highly trained chemists and technicians.

To assure a high confidence factor for test results, Ampex
uses the following procedure. We identify the high volume
and dollar usage materials having higher reject rates to work
on first. A large quantity of one lot of the material is taken as
the sample to eliminate lot -to -lot variation. Six laboratory
technicians each run three groups of 10 samples from this

quantity over a period of a month to include any time func-
tion variables. The standard deviation o- and Tc are determined
for the 180 total test results for each test method. Also, each
technician's data distribution is checked for normality. For a
few tests some abnormal distributions are found, and the
technician then locates the cause for the biased test results.

Choosing two standard deviations as a 95 percent confi-
dence level, the z value is obtained from tables to be 1.96.
The predicted range for each test is then calculated by the
equation µ = z ± Vn 1.96 for various values
of n or test number. (Texas Instruments TI -55 -II, Calculator
Statistics Manual.) Test number can change when a sample
is retested. A chart is then made showing all ranges for each
test for the laboratory clerk to use as a confidence interval for
the mean of the test results to compare to the specifications.
For example, if specification of pH is 6.0 maximum,
equals 0.18 and test results average equals 6.17, then the lot
should be accepted if the specification has not already been
adjusted for the confidence interval.

With this statistical database, which requires many
months of technician labor to establish, the laboratory can
stand on much firmer ground in its rejection of a lot both with
vendors and with production control within Ampex.

Once we establish a higher degree of certainty that test
results-acceptance or rejection of the lot-are correct, the
next step is to prevent receiving deviant lots in the first place.

The main point is that quality assurance is a comprehen-
sive program that starts with the incoming materials, and of-
ten starts before the materials reach the manufacturer. After
all, a tape product can be of no higher quality than the materi-
als used to produce it. Quality assurance is an attitude and a
discipline that begins at the beginning.

Hewlett-Packard 10828 high-performance liquid
chromatograph measures molecular weight distribu-
tions of resins and lubricants.

Perkin-Elmer 240 carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen el-
emental analyzer locates organic residues on
oxides.
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Quality Control
Techniques Vital
to Tape
Performance
By Forrest J. Watson, Manager, Video Products
Quality, Video Technology Center, Eastman Kodak
Company

One of the purposes of the Video Technology Center, which
Eastman Kodak Company operates in San Diego, is to certify
the quality assurance testing performed at the factory where
Eastman professional videotape is manufactured. Certifica-
tion is done in two distinct steps. First, we retest production
sample tapes to verify that we are able to duplicate the data
for dropouts, chroma, and luminance signal-to-noise ratios,
and other characteristics achieved during factory quality as-
surance testing.

Next, we sample Eastman videotape after it has been de-
livered to a distribution center. This audit process guards
against mishaps which could occur while the tape is in trans-
it. For example, heavy vibration could affect the perform-
ance of some cassette mechanisms.

The Video Technology Center also supports Kodak's
Consumer Electronics Products Division, responsible for
marketing the Kodavision 8 mm video system, which in-
cludes several models of a very compact camcorder and a va-
riety of playback accessories. This division also sells Kodak
videotapes in all popular half -inch formats and sizes, and 8
mm Kodak videocassettes.

The 8 mm MP (metal particle) tape provides one of the
keys to the design of an 8 mm video camcorder that doesn't
sacrifice operating features to achieve compactness. The 8
mm MP Kodak videotape is a very high -density recording
medium because the formulation contains much more metal
than conventional iron -oxide tapes.

A good rule -of -thumb is that Kodak videotape MP is capa-
ble of recording as much as 350 percent more information
than a similarly -sized oxide tape. However, there is also an
invariable rule of physics that says the denser the signal, the
closer the head must be to the tape.

There is one other very important job done by personnel at
the Video Technology Center, "failure mode analysis." A
more positive way to describe this investigative process is
"product reliability studies."

The purpose of failure mode analysis is to push to the outer
edges the testing of product reliability under the most ex-
treme conditions and circumstances. For example, if we
want to study the reliability of a certain type of tape at high
humidity and temperature, the tape inevitably will fail if the
test is carried on long enough. And it's at this point where
failure mode analysis comes in. We have to ask ourselves
these questions: What factor, or factors, caused this tape to
fail at this particular point? Was it the tape, or a particular

system component used in these unusual environmental con-
ditions for a particular period of time? Is there a remedy?

Failure mode analysis, as we do it, is nothing less than a
torture chamber for videotape. The product is spared no
test-heat, cold, humidity, continuing operation, and long
periods of freeze-frame. The only limitation to this unique
brand of testing is the depth of our own imagination. If we
can imagine an extremely adverse condition, or a set of cir-
cumstances, for handling and using videotape, we use that
situation to test the reliability of our products in that
environment.

We also expose competitors' tape products to the same
analysis. If someone else is making and selling videotape
that stands up to adversity longer or harder, we want to know
why and how.

Incidentally, failure mode analysis should not be confused
with research and development. That is a totally separate
function. Kodak Research Laboratories is focusing some
very substantial resources on magnetics research and devel-
opment.

ir iota
Forrest J. Watson, professional video products
quality manager at Eastman Kodak Company's
Video Technology Center.

We undertake analyses ranging from how the high humidi-
ty increases the abrasiveness of the tape surface, which con-
sequently affects head life, to studying the condition of
videotape after it has been left in the still -frame mode for
many hours. We also have set up analyses to determine ex-
actly how recording current affects dropouts.

Many of the failure mode analyses are complex and take a
great deal of time to complete. If we're studying how tape
wears heads, we have to run many thousands of feet of tape
before we start getting any measurable wear on heads.

And, analyses that examine how recording virtually af-
fects dropouts are an ongoing study, since virtually every one
of the recorders that we have tested is measurably different
from the next. However, the deeper we probe into this area,
the better our body of information becomes, making it more
useful.

All of this might seem like somewhat of a big bite for the
"new kid on the block" to swallow. After all, Eastman
videotape has only been on the market for just over a year.
However, that doesn't tell the whole story. Starting with
film, Kodak has played a leadership role in the evolution of
imaging technology for more than 100 years.

Our scientists were actively providing technical data to the
then -embryonic television industry in the 1930s, and from
the start, right up through today, we have played a key part in
the evolution of telecine technology. Today, it is as impor-
tant as ever, since as much as 80 percent of prime -time even-
ing network programming is produced on film and
transferred to tape, and the same holds true for as much as 70
to 75 percent of national and regional commercials.
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maxell
Improved
Binding Process
Enhances Tape
Durability
By Ed Havens, Maxell Corporation of America

The binding process by which most magnetic tape is manu-
factured has remained virtually unchanged for decades. The
magnetic layer, consisting of the magnetic particles along
with the various adhesives, plasticizers, solvents, and
wetting agents in the binder complex, is coated onto the sur-
face of a tensilized polyester base film. A back coating may
or may not be applied to the opposite surface of the base film.
The finished product in cross-section exhibits a sandwich -
type construction with several distinctly separate layers of
materials.

Within the past few years, improved types of polyester
base films have become available which provide microscop-
ic surface smoothness. This characteristic allows superior
tape -to -head contact and boosts signal-to-noise ratio. It also
makes the binding process more complicated, since the
smoother the surface the more difficult it is to achieve proper
adhesion of the magnetic layer. At least one manufacturer
has developed an "undercoating" as a separate adhesive lay-
er between the magnetic coating and the base film.

Hitachi Maxell Ltd.'s recently developed Molecular Fu-
sion Binding process, however, eliminates the need for such
intermediary steps and greatly simplifies the tape manufac-
turing procedure. The following is a basic description of the
process and the factors that had to be considered.

The polyester base film used in tape manufacturing is nor-
mally an impregnable material in that it is not easily com-
bined chemically with other materials. Previous attempts to
chemically join the base film and magnetic layer resulted in a
permanent softening of the base film and an unusable fin-
ished product. The key to developing a successful process is
achieving a controlled reaction in which only a portion of the
polyester film is altered. This is analogous to the cobalt ion
absorption process utilized with gamma ferric oxide particles
to alter their coercivity. In both procedures, the depth to
which the material is acted upon by the outside agent is the
most important factor.

Hitachi Maxell Ltd. has formulated a proprietary activator
chemical which is added to the slurry along with the magnet-
ic particles and binder complex. When the magnetic coating
is applied to the base film, this activator forms a molecular
link between the two layers. The reaction occurs to a
precisely -controlled depth and is terminated during the dry-
ing process. It is therefore a permanent bonding of the layers
which combines them at the atomic level. Because it is a one-
time reaction, the finished product will retain its structural
integrity indefinitely. The magnetic coating and base film
become more of a single layer and less of one material ap-
plied on top of the other.
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Videomax TD -800 tape
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OVER 233,000
BASKETS SHOTAND

WE'VE NEVER
MISSED A POINT.



Pretty impressive
record.

It's Sony's.
Because as the

official videotape of
the NBA, Sony has
captured every slam,
every jump, every dribble,
every drive. And after 1022
games, Sony has a record of
1022 wins, no losses.

How have we done it? By
formulating a videotape that's
the most consistent in the
industry line-up.

The K -Series is a tape that's
been developed with an eye towards
perfect coordination. Available in 3/4" cassette and
1" Type C format, its top players are uniformly dispersed, highly
packed and well -oriented magnetic particles.

Complementing their strengths is the binder that distributes them
evenly. And a unique surface treatment completes the team.

Then, to ensure that there be no technical fouls, Sony subjects
the K -Series to pre -game check-ups lasting over 1000 hours.

By the time the K -Series makes it to the court, it's ready to turn in
record -breaking audio and video performances. Play after play after
play.

And that, after all, is the point.

SONY
Professional Tape Division

0 1985 Sony Tape Sales Company, a division of Sony Corporation of America. Sony Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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AGFA
VIDEO
Noise
Improvements
in Magnetic
Recording Tape
By Rudolf Muller and Werner Singhoff, Agfa-Gevaert AG

The size and size distribution of magnetizable particles has a
well-known influence on bias noise of magnetic tape. Tape
roughness and friction, however, cause noise of the playback
head itself. The reduction of this "microphonism" on the
head manufacturer's side, together with reductions in surface
roughness and friction by the tape manufacturer, could lead
to a further optimization of S/N in analog recording.

The signal-to-noise ratio of typical duplicating tape (PE
619) is given in Table 1 as a base for discussion. The meas-
urements were performed on a Studer A 80 QC recorder
equipped with IEC heads, and a 4µm gap length recording
head. These main parameters describing tape performance
are well accepted and will be sufficient for the major part of
duplication applications. Nevertheless, the S/N-
specifically for high frequencies-could easily use some im-
provements for high -quality programs.

There has been a lot of discussion about the filtering and
rectifying characteristics of noise measurement. Three filter-
ing methods are commonly used: RMS quasi -peak
rectifying, NAB filtering curve, and CCIR weighting net-
work. The IEC has standardized the NAB filter in combina-
tion with RMS rectifying as the preferred method; however,
for this noise evaluation the peak method is necessary and the
CCIR network seems to be more suitable. Therefore, we
used the CCIR network and quasi -peak methods for the
rectifying noise measurements.

Traditionally, the system noise in replay mode consists of
the combination of the replay chain of the recorder and tape
noise. It was observed that the noise of the replay channel
was heavily influenced by playing back a nonmagnetic -
coated leader tape. Table 2 illustrates this influence. It is ob-
vious that the noise deterioration of 7.3 dB by the leader and
1.1 dB by the base film is generated by the roughness of the
surface of the tapes and/or by the friction between tape and
head. Both effects generate noise in the head material due to
magnetostrictive forces-more or less a microphonism of the
head.

Noise in magnetic tape must be separated into two areas:
noise generated by pigments and noise generated by rough-
ness. Because it is not possible to measure the two sources
separately, their individual influences had to be calculated.
For this calculation, it was necessary to assume that the ef-

fective roughness and friction of a magnetic layer is approxi-
mately in the same order as that of the base film.

Table 3 shows the measured values and calculated results
for two tapes, PE 619 and Magnetite 12. The noise of the two
virgin tapes shows a difference of 2.6 dB. Magnetite 12's

improved noise performance is a result of its smaller particle
size.

If we return to Table 3 and compare the noise voltages of
the base film-caused by friction and roughness-with the
calculated noise for the magnetic particle powder, we can see
that further improvement of pigment noise will result in only
significant S/N improvement because of the roughness
noise. In a comparison of PE 619 with 4.01 mV and Magnet-
ite 12 with 2.5 mV, the ratio of the two pigment noise figures
is 4.1 dB. The smaller difference between pigment noise and
roughness/friction noise of Magnetite 12 reduced the differ-
ence in virgin tape noise to 3.6 dB, proving our point.

The calculations for powder noise and roughness/friction
noise were based on the assumption that for a normal tape,
the microphonism of the base material to head contact equals
that of the magnetic layer, which might be the best case. If
one bears in mind the microphonism of the leader, with an in-
fluence of more than 6 dB on the noise of the system, it is
quite clear that not only must the tape manufacturer look hard
for the influence of friction, but also that the head manufac-
turer should strive to reduce the microphonism effects to
make further improvements in magnetic powder effective.

In addition, it should be noted that not only the playback
head influences the noise. The same microphonism occurs in
recording heads, and the roughness/friction noise generated
in the core of the head is recorded with the normal bias at the
trailing edge of the gap.

Further research into roughness -generated noise and head
microphonism by tape and head manufacturers alike should
result in a quieter recording that will benefit all users.

Table 1
Noise of PE 619 Duplicating Tape

Equalization 3180 and 120 Lis
Reference level 250 nWb/m
MOL 3%
SOL 10 kHz
Bias Noise
S/N Low Frequency
S/N High Frequency

Table 2
Noise Influence From Leader Tape Playback

Vpp/mV dB

+4 dB
-8 dB

-52 dB
56 dB
44 dB

Noise voltage replay without tape 2.15 0

Noise voltage replay-leader tape 5.0 7.3

Noise voltage-base film 2.45 1.1

Table 3
Calculation of Pigment and Roughness Noise

Calculated
From Replay, Pigment

Replay Measurement Noise Noise Separated Noise

A 80 QC Vpp/mV dB Vpp/mV VppimV

Replay channel 2.15

Base film 2.45 1.1 1.17

Virgin noise
PE 619 4.7 6.8 4.18 4.01

Virgin noise 4.1 db

Magnetite 12 3.5 4.2 2.76 2.5

Editor's Note: This article was excerpted from a paper pre-
sented at the October 1984 AES Convention in New York
City.
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Radio
nines in
to Load

Commercial
Production
In-house radio commercial
production is flourishing,
with the creative union of
new equipment and local
talent establishing new
station revenue centers,

By Judith Gross
Asssociate Editor

Kin productio1 ma lager Don Elliot Gt
work at the PI.1 r.- fi c Recorders console.
it us eight-t-a:x production facility.

An FM station in San
Francisco has just spent
considerable time and
money installing a

brand-new eight -track commercial pro-
duction facility. An AM station in
Louisville urges local advertisers to
take fall advantage of its stereo produc-
tion studio. A classical AM/FM station
in New York City recuts commercials,
replacing rock and new wave back-
grounds with Mozart and Beethoven.

In spite of the availability of audio
production houses, often with more
elaborate and more state of the art
equipment, radio stations in big and
small markets are holding on to that one
element of their local identity which
cannot be duplicated en masse: namely
their own commercial production, cus-
tom tailored to local advertisers.

Local advertising accounts for about



75 percent of a medium- to small -
market station's ad revenues, accord-
ing to the Radio Advertising Bureau;
for major market stations, local dollars
account for about 65 percent. Profit
alone could be a strong motivation for
heavy in-house production, but stations
that are leading the pack in production
have many other reasons for spending
the time and money on equipment and
talent, not the least of which is the sta-
tion's image, or identification with the
surrounding community.

Commitment to local
production

Radio stations, both AM and FM,
that have a heavy production load, have
several important elements in common.
Station management is unusually
committed to local production and to

achieving quality, and is willing to
spend money to back up that commit-
ment. It's not uncommon, at such sta-
tions, to find more than one production
studio, each with recent, if not state of
the art equir)ment that is well -
maintained by the station's engineer.
Such stations usually have one or sever-
al people on staff devoted solely to pro-
duction, and both engineer and
production director play crucial roles in
the overall team effort.

At KIIS-AM/FM, the Los Angeles
superstar station, production manager
Don Elliot literally "lives" radio pro-
duction, with his own "do -not -touch"
studio at the station and one at home.
His production setup is the largest at the
studio, and it's a multitrack, with a
Sony/MCI eight -track, minus the noise
reduction, because "if you put a re-
corded tape with effects added through

noise reduction it tends to expose the
effects," Elliot maintains. His room
also has a Sony/MCI two -track master,
and a Tascam two -track. His Pacific
Recorders eight -track console is "hot-
rodded" to run backwards at normal
speeds-not for special effects but for
timing.

Although Elliot works closely with
engineers and technicians on the staff,
he prefers to follow his instincts rather
than always going by the book.

"Engineers always tend to want an
answer that's a formula. But the real
answer is a 'feel,' " Elliot is fond of
saying. Elliot tends to play it by ear, or
by sound, at the Los Angeles station
where no less than five production stu-
dios turn out a heavy load of promos,
commercials, and such slick program-
ming as Rick Dees' show.

For processing, Elliott has an Even-
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tide Harmonizer, an Orban stereo
synthesizer, and Dynaflex noise reduc-
tion. Elliot also has added an additional
"toy"; a Thomson Vocal Eliminator
takes the vocal track out of songs, al-
lowing him to increase a music bed to
fit commercial copy or create funny
versions of existing songs.

One of the important benefits Elliot
gets from his elaborate production set-
up is efficiency of time. He says he can
produce a spot in two or three hours,
which would usually take an agency
two or three days. He is reluctant to
give away his trade secrets, but his pro-
duction technique is carefully planned
and thought out from start to finish.

"It's got to start with a good mic
sound, and a good voiceover perform-
ance," he says. From there, he might
add music, from a record, or from one
of his market -exclusive music beds
supplied by Dallas -based Jam. He
treats promos very differently than
commercials. "Commercials are made
to stand on their own, but a promo
should always foresee what comes be-
fore and after." One of the techniques
Elliot uses to make a promo stand out
from the surrounding music is to punch
up the beginning by recording the first
few seconds in mono. Since most com-
mercials and all music is in stereo, a
mono beginning will make the promo
appear to sound louder.

"The biggest trick in any production
room is to develop an ear reference be-
tween on -air and production room
sound. 1 do my own record carting be-
cause it sounds different to each ear,"
he says.

He is ever -cautious of what the sta-
tion's listeners will hear. "One of the
concepts I like to use is 'Mabel'-the
listener out there who just hears the fin-
ished product and isn't in on the pro-
cess. I ask what it sounds like to Mabel.
Some problem that she can hear, but
which an engineer can't measure, still
has to be fixed."

Creative freedom

In terms of actual production, the
term most often quoted by radio pro-
duction directors is "theater of the
mind." To achieve the illusions they
seek, a variety of new digital effects
and reverb machines are on the market,
but most production people caution
against overkill, so effects are used
sparingly.

Stations that make production an im-
portant part of their operation are also
heavily committed to on -air promo-

tions, contests, and boosting their im-
age. These stations are not afraid to
experiment or break new ground, and
they often give their talent and staff a
great deal of leeway at the creative end.
One station even has its own in-house
comedy duo, whose routines are be-
coming legendary among the local ra-
dio community.

Talk of comedy teams usually brings
to mind Abbott and Costello or Martin
and Lewis. But in Palm Springs, CA,
KPSI-AM news/talk and FM adult con-
temporary have Doyle and Lasby.

Production director Mike Doyle and
continuity director Dave Lasby do
more than just splice and write copy.
The two create humorous routines and
assorted odd characters, and while
Lasby works out the voices and con -

Mike Doyle and Dave Lasby, KPSI's
comedy production team.

cept, Doyle adds the music and special
effects.

The success of the team has brought
the station new advertisers and earned
the two a nomination for an Internation-
al Radio Festival of New York award
for a Star Trek parody that used five
voices, music, and space -like sound
effects.

Creative production isn't just a nine -
to -five proposition for the two. Lasby
and Doyle are also housemates, and of-
ten end up trying out skits and funny
lines on each other well into the night.

It's the Eventide Harmonizer, along
with a Delta .Lab Digital Delay unit,
that changes voices so that the two co-
medians can sound like the entire crew
of the Starship Enterprise. "We call it
the `supertoy,' " says Lasby of the
Harmonizer.

Doyle lays the voices, music and ef-
fects onto an Otari four -track and mixes

the spot down onto two -track Sony/
MCI machines through a 10 -channel
Audiotronics board. Lasby exhibits a
knack for imitating voices, and for sug-
gesting unique uses of existing effects.
One such example was a "cone of si-
lence," which would be nearly impos-
sible to create on radio if not for the
far-reaching minds of its creators. The
team used the pitch -changing and re-
peating sound feature of the Harmoni-
zer to devise an effect that illustrated a
cone of silence.

Doyle and Lasby are aware of the
possibility of overdoing effects and
even comedy, but right now advertisers
are requesting the production team
when they buy time on the station.

In addition to the digital effects, the
two also use a music library, but are just
as likely to come up with new ways to
get the results they seek. They recently
used the sound of one person running,
fed through the Harmonizer and repeat-
ed, to duplicate a stampede.

Doyle and Lasby aren't only making
money for the station, they are also
having a great deal of fun producing
spots and promos for KPSI. And station
management seems willing to let them
be their creative, crazy selves.

As KPSI's philosophy demonstrates,
creative freedom reaps its own re-
wards, and the benefits of in-house
commercial and promo production are
numerous for a station and its advertis-
ers. A big plus is that it allows the sta-
tion to maintain quality control of what
goes on -air. It also means more effi-
cient use of time, person -power, and
equipment, and sparks the creativity
and versatility that are at the very heart
of good radio.

Quality in-house production brings
in additional ad revenues, and can give
a station an edge in a competitive mar-
ket. For the client, it means less ex-
pense and less time from idea -to -air
than dealing with an agency, since most
stations charge nothing extra for the re-
cording of a commercial if the client
has bought time on the station. Work-
ing with a good station production team
can also strengthen ties between station
and advertisers. As one production
manager explains, "If a client likes
what you give him, he might spend all
his radio ad dollars with you."

Advances in technology

The days when commercial radio
production had to be limited to a one- or
two -person voiceover exited with re-
cent advances in audio technology. Re -
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verb is now digital, and digital effects,
stereo processing, and new compress-
ors and graphic equalizers have created
a much more sophisticated sound for
spots and promos. Multitrack record-
ing, once in the exclusive domain of
music recording studios, is fast becom-
ing a commonplace radio technique.

When San Francisco's successful
FM K101 decided to install new pro-
duction facilities, station personnel im-
mediately thought "multitrack." Chief
engineer Randy Pugsley ended up with
two newly -outfitted studios, a tradi-
tional two -track, and an eight -track
one -inch facility.

"One -inch is a trend that's devel-
oping in larger stations," Pugsley ex-
plains, "it gives us the better quality
and benefits electronic editing has over
splicing." Pugsley echoes the station's
sentiment that good equipment and
quality production is a must to attract
new advertisers and effectively pro-
mote the station on -air.

The two production rooms are
equipped with what sounds like a radio
engineer's "wish list." Two Otari two -
tracks and a Pacific Recorders BMX
console highlight the two -track room,
with an Auditronics 300 Series mixing

console, an Otari MX70 one -inch ma-
chine and two Sony/MCI two -tracks in
the eight -track room.

Compression/limiting is accom-
plished with Urei 1178 dual models,
one in each facility, and there is a
Biamp 220 graphic EQ and an Orban
reverb. But K101 has yet to add any
digital effects equipment.

"We wanted to concentrate on the
basics right now," says Pugsley,
adding that the station rents digital ef-
fects equipment when it's needed.

Keith Smith, K101's production di-
rector, says the station does extensive
commercial and promo recording, and
also dubs commercials for distribution
to other stations. Smith thinks the new
eight -track room will give the station an
edge in the highly competitive San
Francisco market at the same time it
will give him the flexibility to do more
complex recording.

"I used to do a lot of splicing and
editing and use all the available equip-
ment all the time," says Smith. "But
with the eight -track, I could use two
tracks for a stereo music bed, one for
voice, two for sound effects, and still
have tracks to edit them all together."
He says it will greatly speed up his pro-

duction time as well.
While K101 is not yet equipped with

digital delay or other types of effects
units, Smith is trying out a drum ma-
chine and a music synthesizer, experi-
menting to create promos and some
origina! music. But he maintains that
effects only work when done in
moderation.

"It's not the amount of 'Star Wars'
effects you use, it's the quality you put
into it, '' Smith explains, "and that's a
combination of picking the right music,
having the right voices, good copy, and
careful editing."

Music is the message

The latest pieces of equipment to be
added to the radio production room are
music synthesizers and digital voice
processors, which can provide the
equivalent of an orchestra -backed choir
in any configuration imaginable. These
new "toys" have enticed even more
stations doing their own in-house pro-
duction, and many stations, especially
in medium and large markets, are find-
ing creative ways to use the available
equipment resources.

Music has always been a big part of

Why Your Radio Station Should Own
An Eventide H949 Harmonizer:

 IT'S A COMPLETE AUDIO TIME COMPRESSION
SYSTEM AT A FRACTION OF THE PRICE

The $3500* H949 gives you the same audio time compres-
sion and expansion capabilities of competitive single -pur-
pose units costing well over twice as much. You get the
power to control time itself...with no editing, no program
material deleted and no abnormal pitch effects.
 IT'S A COMPLETE SPECIAL

EFFECTS DEPARTMENT
The Eventide H949 Harmonizers
special effects unit gives you an al-
most endless variety of effects.
There's variable delay, echo and re -
verb. Feedback level and equalization
controls let you "custom -tune" the au-
dio. Pitch change capability can create new voices. Mix
input with pitch -changed output for chorus and harmony
effects. Want the distinctive sound of flanging? The H949
offers the best flanging ever. There's time reversal and re-
peat too. For even more versatility, many more effects can
be created from combinations of the basic effects.
WHAT CAN THIS MEAN FOR YOUR STATION?

 IT CAN HELP YOU MAKE MORE MONEY
Go after those co-op dollars! The H949 can easily com-
press an existing national spot to accommodate a local
retailer tag. Local advertisers who deliver their own ad copy
will love what the H949 can do. Endless retakes to correct
 List price in domestic U.S.

the non-professional's timing errors are eliminated. Use
pitch -change to make that local retailer sound more like an
announcer (He'll love that!) Time compression wih the H949
can bring order out of chaos when running back-to-back
religious or political programs which are often mistimed.
And, you'll find yourself doing more and better station -pro-
duced local spots-with those special audio effects that

make for a more professional custom produc-
tion. Your advertisers will notice and ap-

preciate the difference.

 IT CAN GIVE YOUR STATION
A MORE DISTINCTIVE,
TIGHTER SOUND

The H949 Harmonizer can really make a
difference. Use its special effects capabilities to produce
really distinctive promos, intros and custom jingles. For a
brighter, fast -paced sound, some stations choose to speed
up their music by a few percent, utilizing the Harmonizer to
maintain normal pitch. Using pitch -change, you can even
create new voices to populate your air.

MOST EVENTIDE DEALERS HAVE EVALUATION UNITS
AVAILABLE. CALL EVENTIDE TODAY FOR THE
DEALER NEAREST YOU.

Eventide One Alsan Way
Little Ferry, N.J. 07643

tne next step (201) 641-1200
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commercial radio production, and sta-
tions still rely on music libraries, al-
though the synthesizers, once found
only in record studios, are making in-
roads into radio. The crucial factor in
music selection seems to be the sta-
tion's format.

In Baltimore, the hot hits format of
WMKR-FM is the basis for heavy on -
air promotion.

"Two years ago we went from beau-
tiful music to hot hits. Now it's impor-
tant that everything on -air sounds like
its headed in the same direction, up-
beat, and full of energy," says Davy
Crockett, WMKR production director.
Crockett is very concerned that com-
mercials and promos reflect the sta-
tion's image. "You don't want to
sound like a different radio station each
time you air a spot," he says.

For that reason the station relies
heavily on music beds in its production,
both those obtained from music
libraries, and those Crockett selects
himself. He stays away from instantly
recognizable tunes, or from hits on the
station's current playlist.

Crockett records and edits on two
Sony/MCI two -tracks, and also has the
use of a Sony cassette deck, Sony turn-
table, and ITC 99 triple -deck cart ma-
chines to add voices, music, and
effects. His EQ is Orban's, and the sta-
tion also has an Eventide Harmonizer
for digital effects, with which he does a
good deal of experimentation.

"You really don't know the extent of
it until you try it out," Crockett ex-
plains. "But it's important to keep the
tape running as you try things out, be-
cause you may hit upon a great effect
that you won't remember how to dupli-
cate." With the Harmonizer, Crockett

1111 II -

Elliot Lifson, WQXR engineer, controls production recording from a McCurdy console.

creates computerized voices, flanges,
delay echoes, and pitch changes. But
he, too, is careful not to overdo it.

More than half of all of WMKR's
commercials are produced in-house,
Crockett says, and he believes the fin-
ished product is as much a team effort
as anything.

"It has to start with a good piece of
copy, and our ad people are very crea-
tive," Crockett explains. "Ninety per-
cent of it is imaging. You can take the
worst commercial and make it sound
good if you come across with a positive
image.

"The idea is to always have variety.
I watch how many of each type of com-
mercial we air, how many have music,
how many have a voice only, to keep it
sounding varied." But the bottom line,
according to Crockett, is serving the
client, and custom -tailoring the copy
and the sound to each individual adver-
tiser, something which he feels
radio in general, and WMKR in partic-
ular, is uniquely qualified to do.

WQXR program director Tony Rudell tapes a syndicated program with stereo mics for
AM and FM.

"You sell to the client," he says,
"and though the format change two
years ago might have lost us some ad-
vertisers, in the long run we gained oth-
ers, and we think we have the best
production team in town."

Recutting for classical
Blending pieces of classical music

into one production, or seeing to it that
station promos flow into and out of the
mellow, sophisticated sound of
WQXR-AM/FM are the most challeng-
ing tasks faced by director of operations
Tony Rudell. The programming is si-
mulcast on both stations, and the AM is
in stereo, which makes it easier to pro-
duce spots that will sound good on
both.

At WQXR, you will not find the
high-powered, severely compressed
and equalized splashy promos of a hot
hits or adult contemporary station. In
fact, Rudell says the station is frequent-
ly faced with the task of recutting spots
with a more suitable music bed. A re-
cent example was a yogurt account,
which bought time on a local oldies sta-
tion and WQXR. The copy was similar,
explaining how music played while
cows were being milked made for a bet-
ter tasting yogurt. But while the oldies
station played good old rock and roll,
WQXR blended Beethoven, Mozart,
and Haydn, which Rudell cross -faded
onto two tracks and assembled with a
voiceover read live onto tape.

WQXR CE Zaven Masoomian has
equipped the station's three production
rooms with two -track Studer and
Ampex machines, McCurdy consoles,
Audiopac cart machines, and Ursa Ma-
jor reverb. Because of the station's
classical format, more attention is paid
to factors such as tape quality and
miking techniques. As might be ex -
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pected, the format does not lend itself
to unusual digital effects, and other
than the Ursa Major, special effects are
used only sparingly, if at all.

A large part of WQXR's production
consists of syndicated music program-
ming produced in-house.

Rudell says he tries to use music in
his syndicated programs, as a meta-
phor, the way a station with a punchier
format might use sound effects. "In our
productions, we have art imitating mu-
sic, music imitating life," Rudell says,
explaining a recent example of a bio-
graphical program on a musician illus-
trated with excerpts from an opera that
paralleled the artist's life.

Rudell has recently begun experi-
menting with compact discs in his pro-
duction. CDs currently comprise about
a third of the station's music playlist,
and their use is on the increase at clas-
sical stations. He often uses a CD
player instead of a turntable or reel-to-
reel for his music beds, because CD
machines can be cued to a more specific
place in a lengthy piece of music, and
they start up without the "wow" of a
turntable or the "clip" of a tape player.

"CDs give us the capability of laying
down the music bed and having it all
come up clean," Rudell says. And at a
station where the music is the message,
that is an important effect in itself.

Producing for AM stereo
FM stations are used to recording

commercials in stereo, but for AM sta-
tions it's something new. Some AM
stereo stations are taking full advantage
of two -channel sound while trying not
to alienate their mono listeners.

Everything in the production studio
at WHAS-AM in Louisville, KY is
geared towards taking advantage of the
AM stereo sound, but without ignoring
those listeners without AM stereo
receivers.

"I know I'm going to an awful lot of
trouble for those few with stereo radios,
but I want every new listener to be im-
pressed," says John Polk, WHAS pro-
duction director. Yet Polk listens to the
finished product both in mono and in
stereo, to insure that the voice is not
overpowered by the music bed, or the
music by the effects, on mono radios.

Going stereo has meant a switch in
mixing techniques for Polk. Now, he
says, he has to achieve the correct bal-
ance in everything that gets recorded,
whereas before all he worried about
was how loud each separate element
was. But he feels the extra trouble is

worth it.
"For those who do listen in stereo,

we really give them something to listen
to," Polk explains. "Almost all our
promos have separate effects on the left
and the right channels, and separate
music effects."

Polk and his crew have grown used
to working with two channels for AM.
Polk works with an Otari four -track and
mixes down to Otari two -tracks. The
added tracking gives him enough room
to plan for stereo. A Ward -Beck board
has pan pots which allow for stereo
recording, and Polk frequently does
dual -tracking of voices. Symetrix com-
pressors are chain -linked to add com-
pression when spots are dubbed to cart,
and all cart recording, on ITC Delta
machines, is in stereo.

Polk is another production director
who doesn't believe in overdoing spe-
cial effects and processing, although he
does like sound effects. The AM pro-
duction studio is equipped with a Urei
dual graphic EQ and Urei stereo com-
pression, the four Symetrix compress-
ors (two for each channel), and an
Eventide Harmonizer. For music beds,
he prefers movie sound tracks, because
"they tend to be dramatic but not over-

ly familiar."
He rarely uses much compression on

music. "I don't like to compress music
because it's already compressed when
it's first recorded. But you have to com-
press the voice or you won't hear it over
the effects and the music," Polk says.
One other strong reason for com-
pressing voice, according to Polk, is to
compensate for poor quality AM
receivers.

Polk is especially pleased with the
speed with which the station can turn
out a finished product while an agency
might take three times as long. And he
says one other advantage to in-house
production is being able to give an im-
portant advertiser individual attention.

Polk and the station copywriters
sometimes create characters for a par-
ticular client, and have been so success-
ful with a local lighting company's
mascot that the character they created
with the pitch changes and varied
voices of the Eventide Harmonizer has
found its way onto billboards and in
print advertising.

"If a client is that happy with your
production," Polk concludes, "he will
generally spend all his ad dollars with
you." BM/E

Continental's top performing
FM Exciter . . . now playing
for a station you know*

Continental Type 802A FM Exciter

Continental's FM Exciter offers you un-
matched performance: fidelity exceeds
all currently marketed FM exciters. No
tuning adjustments are required, and
the exciter can be used as a low power
transmitter with a 50 -watt output into a
50 ohm load at all FM frequencies. For
specs and info, call (214) 381-7161 Con-
tinental Electronics Division of Varian
Associates, Inc., PO Box 270879 Dallas,
Texas 75227. C 1985 continental Electronics/5889A

KCAY WPLN WKAA KMPS KRAB
WZUU WMGN KBUF WWDM KWFM
KFMK WZZK WIRX WIPE KELT
KIKK KRIC WITL WLTS WBHM
KKBQ KRVN KCMG WPXN WOAK
WPOC KRTU KOJY KNSS KRMD
KLOH WPEL WWNO KVMA KTXB
WKLQ KTYE WLPX WDJQ KESI
KSEL WIZM WBYU WBLE KSPK
KMJQ KOUL KQDJ WYCO KHIT
KOPD KBUC WINZ WTOX WKTX
KRIY KNIN WGTH WEZI KLAL
KOWB KGHI W1131 CKDS KKWS
WSEC KUER KSCB KGAP KKNIY
KHFI WIAC CITE WINE WGER
KGMJ WVOZ KKTC ICVIT KUEZ
WHFB KMVI KCIX WTMI WHTC
' Partial list of stations ordering Type 802A FM Exci-
ter for use with new Continental FM Tiansmitter:1984

Carritliwt-Lal_ flLeximarntcat....
A Division of Varian Associates, Inc. PO Box 2701379 Dallas, Texas 7522/ 1214) 381-7161 7616x 73.398
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Orban TV Stereo.

Delivered on time.
Works the first time.
Pays off in no time.

Two-week deliveries to get you on -the -air in stereo when
you're ready.
70 units delivered -35 on -the -air. When you go stereo,
go with the leader. Chief Engineers report going stereo with
Orban "was much quicker and easier than I had imagined."
Call us with any questions-we're happy to share everyone's
experiences.
Maintains consistent air sound with widely varying
source material. Rides gain, controls excessive loudness,
maintains just the right amount of bass. All with a smooth,
easy sound-it doesn't sound like processing at work.
Orban. Experience counts. To learn more, contact your
Orban Broadcast dealer, or call us direct:

(800) 227-4498
Orban Associates Inc.

645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
In California: (415) 957-1067, Telex 17-1480

Optimod-TV Audio Processor, Stereo Generator,
SAP Generator, Stereo Synthesizer

orbon
ORBAN PROCESSING KEEPS YOU COMPETITIVE
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GREOT !DEO NOTEBOOK

A Remote RPU
Transmitter Adapter
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By Ronald Balonis
CE,
Wilkes Barre, PA

Remote broadcasts are a way of life for
many radio stations and for many ad-
vertisers who use them to reach a sta-
tion's listeners instantly and directly.
At WILK, as at most stations, engi-
neering remotes has always been a
challenge. But now, with deregulation
of the telephone companies, the chal-
lenge is even greater than before, since
the loop's cost went up and its quality
went down. So, like many other sta-
tions, to keep a remote's costs in -
check, an RPU transmitter, when
possible, now serves as the method of
choice to get a remote on the air for us.

With an RPU transmitter, however,
you lose some of the flexibility of a
wired connection. You can't always set
the remote up at the location that's best
for the advertiser or best for the station.
Sometimes, in some places, there's no
power available for the transmitter, or it
won't work from the location. In our
case, the RPU transmitter is mounted in
a van, adding a further restriction as to
where the remote location can be.

Invention, of course, follows a need.
So, to overcome these restrictions

12. V D C

GND

constructed this adapter that lets us re-
mote control the van RPU transmitter
by wire. The adapter frees us from RPU
location restrictions by giving us a wire
connection to the studio from the
remote.

The RPU remote -control adapter
connects to the RPU transmitter and re-
ceiver as indicated, and a line-telco
wire if you like-runs to a remote am-
plifier at the remote location. To put the
RPU transmitter on the air, just com-
plete the dc path by connecting the re-
mote amplifier.

The parts listed in the diagram were
chosen not for technical characteristics,
but solely because of their availability
in our junk box. Others will work just
as well. BM/E

SEND US YOUR
GREAT IDEAS

for the Great Idea Notebook
Share your favorite engineering
project with your fellow engi-
neers. We reward $50 for each
idea we print. Please type your
entry (three to five pages), and
include neatly -lettered diagrams
and/or charts if appropriate. Ad-
dress manuscripts to Great
Ideas Editor.

Don't trust your modern,
lively reputation to old-
style tone arms. Get all of
the sound from today's
records, with the AT1010
tone arm designed to
survive the station
environment while
delivering top -of -the -
charts sound.

The AT1010 is a sta-
ble, reliable platform
for any cartridge. Easy
to use, rugged and reliable. And
Dynamic Tracing design keeps
tracking force constant even with
the highest modulation levels.

Learn more about the most
important element in your audio
chain. See your Audio-Technica
sound specialist or write for
literature today.

audio -technic&
1221 Commerce Dr , Stow. OH 44224
(216) 686-2600
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TERMS:
Payment-In Advance
or COD Cashiers
Shipping:
FOB Morton Grove, IL

Panasonic
AG -2200 VHS Player
Recorder with Tuner
Timer $595
AG -6200 VHS Player
Recorder with Bi-Direc-
tional Dial Search

$1,210
AG -6300 VHS Player
Recorder with Bi-Direc
tional Dial Search and
External Sync . $1,310
CT-110MA 10" Color
Monitor $342
CT -1330M 13" Color
Monitor $356
BT-S702N Studio Dual,'
Rackmount Color Mon-
itor with Pulse/Cross
and Underscan Blue
Gun $807
BT-S1300N 13" Studio
Color Monitor with
Pulse/Cross, Under
scan and Blue Gun

$448

TR-930 9" Black and
White Monitor $124

WV -6000(S-1) Hi Re
solution Single Tube
ENG Color Camera

$2,195
WV -890 Plumbicon
Tube Camera with
59dB S N $7,399
NV-8500/AG-6300!
NV -A500 VHS Edit
System $4,750
2 NV-8500/NV-A500
VHS Edit System

$5,699
TR-932 Dual 9" Black
and White Monitor

$268
TR-124M 12" Black and
White Monitor $168
WV -5203 Triple 5"
Black and White Moni
tor $555
WV -5370 8" Black and
White Monitor with
Underscan $185
WV -5372 Dual 8" Black
and White Monitor with
Underscan $382

PANASONIC SPECIAL
PORTABLE SYSTEM

WV -555 BN "Night
Hawk" 3-Newvicon
tube camera
 Canon PH 15x7B 15X

Seno Zoom Lens
 WV-PS30 AC Adap-

tor
 WV-PS37 Battery
 WV-BC32 Battery

Charger
 WV-CA32'10 VCR

Cable

NV -8420 Portable VHS
Recorder

 NV -B58 AC/Charger
 Portabrace C-5000

VCR Case
SPECIAL SYSTEM
PRICE $6,150

including 10 Free T-
120 Videocassettes

"AUTOMATIC" 3066
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
3066 Cine/Video Fluid
Head with Two Handles
3051 Automatic Tripod
3067 Dolly $392

3069 SYSTEM
INCLUDES:
3066 Cine,Video Fluid
Head with Two Handles
3068 Universal Cine
Video Tripod
3067 Dolly $382

JVC
KY-210UP Three Tube
Color Camera Includ
ing AC/Charger,
Battery, Cable and
Fujinon 16X Lens

$6399
TBR-160U Portable
Presentation System

$1235

BY 110UL/16A Three
Tube Color Camera
Including AC/
Charger, Battery,
Cable and Fujinon
16X Lens $4125
GX-S700U Tube Color
Camera with Genlock

$1,385

P.O. Box 36
Mount Prospect, IL 60056

DISCOUNT
VIDEO

WAREHOUSE

JULY SPECIAL
NEW BEYER WIRELESS

SHOTGUN MIC
System includes.

CK-706 Short Con-
denser Shotgun

 ZWS-726 Windsc-
reen

 NE185.10 Single
Channel Receiver'
S185 Barrel Trans-
mitter with SWA-185
Antenna

Battery, Adaptors.
Cables, Case and
other accessories

Free Beyer MCE-5
Lavalier Mic for inter-
face to wireless trans-
mitter ($159.95 Value)

'Diversity Available at Add
nonal Charge

JULY INTRODUCTORY
PRICE $2695 INCLUDING

Quantities Limit

All Prices Subje
to Chan

All Sales Fin

SONY

MICROTIME
T-100 16H Line Win T'E-120 Digital Effects
dow-3.58 MHz Subcar System Consists of (2)
rier Feedback . $4,595 T -120D with E-120
T-120 16H Line Win Effects Processor
dow-Standalone or $17,495

$5,850 T-220 Format Inter
T-1200 16H Line Win change TBC $9,495
dow-Standalone or Genesis I Digital
3.58 MHz with Dynamic Effects System
Tracking $6,695 $17,595
S-230 TBC 'Frame with ACT I control panel
Synchronizer.. $10,375 $23,950

WAVEFORM/VECTORSCOPE

NEW TEKTRONIX
1710B Waveform
Monitor Burst Phase
Monitor $1739
TEKTRONIX 1740
Waveform Vector -
scope Combination

$3359
TEKTRONIX 528A
Waveform Monitor

$1855

TEKTRONIX 1420
Vectorscope $2285
HITACHI V-099
Waveform Monitor

$930
HITACHI V-089
Vectorscope $1250
VIDEOTEK TSM-5A
Waveform Monitor

$1659
VIDEOTEK VSM-5A
Vectorsco.e $1897

QuickSet
OLT-7 Husky Tripod
with Struts and Spring -
Loaded Head $149
OLT-9 Husky Trolly,
Struts, 3" Wheels and
Spring -Loaded Head

$179
OMT-3 Sampson
Tripod with Elevator

$265
OLH-5 Mini Fluid Head
with Column Base

$265
Q2000T-1 System
2000 Tripod $375

SYSTEM 110 Lb.
Capacity Mini Fluid
Head, Husky Tripod
and Dolly $399
SYSTEMII30 Lb Cap-
acity Jr. Fluid Head,
Sampson Tripod and
Dolly $845
SYSTEM III40 Lb. Cap-
acity Hydro Fluid Head.
Sampson Tripod and
Dolly $1,095
SYSTEM 2000 Hydro
Hydro Fluid Head,
2000 Tripod and Dolly

$1,185

PHONE TOLL FREE

VP -5000 3/4" Player
$1360

VO-5600 3/4" Recorder
$1720

VO-5800 3/4" Recorder
Feeder $3290
VO-5850PAC Editing
System includes
VO-5850, VO-5800.
RM-440 Controller and
Cables $9590

VO-5850 3/4' Edit
Recorder $5300
Sony VO-6800
Portable Recorder
Includes AC Adaptor/
Battery Charger '2
Batteries $3375
Sony DXC-M3AK
3 Tube Color Camera
with 15X Lens
Sony VO-6800
3/4" Portable Recorder

Sony CMA-8 AC
Adaptor
Sony BC-1WA
Battery Charger (4)
Sony NP -1 Battery
Portabrace C-6800
VCR Case
SPECIAL SYSTEM
PRICE $9,89:

Including 10 Free UCA
20s Videocassettes

DVW TAPE SALE
SONY 3/4" K -SERIES
KCS-10K $10.17
KCS-20K
KCS-30K
KCS-60K

$11.00
$13.62
$17.50

SONY 3/4" BRK-SERIES
KCS-10BRK ... $11.30
KCS-20BRK $12.60
KCS-30BRK ... $15.32

KCS-60BRK ... $19.40 3M 1/2" VHS COLOR
3M 3/4" COLOR PLUS
PLUS-BDCST T-30 $ 5.7:
UCA-10 $12.09 T-60 $ 6.2:
UCA-10s $11.21 T-120 $ 7.3;
UCA-20 $13.75 TAPES SOLD IN CASE
UCA-20s $12.63 QUANTITY ONLY (10
UCA-30 $14.27 per case) MINIMUM
UCA-60 $20.35 ORDER - 1 CASE

ELECTOR
Ultra -Vision 2000
Large Screen Video
Projector Includes:
 Screen Sizes from
7-10ft Diagonal
 Projects Onto Flat or
Curved Screen
 Front or Rear Projec
lion

 Floor or Ceiling Mount
ing
 Electronic Range/
Finder Facilitates Set -
Up
 Electronic Border
Generator Surrounds
the Picture with A Black
Frame

QUANTA

 Comb Filter NTSC
Decoder with Enhance
ment Circuitry Provides
Crisp Imaging
 Internal 5"
Loudspeaker with 1.5
Watt Amplifier .. $189E,

MG -100B "Microgen-
Character Generator -
Single or Dual
Channtl-50 Page
Memory -256 Col-
ors-Roll, Crawl and
Many More Features

From
MG -200B "Microgen
Character Generator -
Single or Dual
Disk -512 Colors, 2nd
Font Face Option 8
Sizes per Face-

. . From SERE

NEW
OCG-300 Character
Generator -2 Font
Faces Resident with
Instant Sizing -Upper
and Lower Case Pro-
portional Sizing -512
Colors -Single or
Dual Disk -Many
More Features

From

Call For DVW's
Unbelievable Low
Discount Prices'

NEW
QCG-400 Character
Generator -7 Font
Faces Resident 30
Graphic Symbols -
Upper and Lower
Case Proportional
Sizing -Single or Dual
Disk Many More
Options From 1001115

'So Low the Manufac-
turer Won't Let Us
Publish It!

AUDIO

Sennheiser ME-
801K3U Shotgun Mic
with Power Supply

$297
Sony ECM -150
Lavalier Mic $59

Shure FP -31 3 Input
Portable Mic Mixer

$599
JVC MK -50U Shot-
gun Mic $195

FC1R.L
FA -410 1 H Line

FA -400 Standalone
TBC with Freeze Window TBC 3.58

Frame $4,815
MHz or Standalone
with DOC. . .$6,249

1-800-323-8148
NOW IN ALASKA & HAWAII 1-800-448-0354
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Sony ECM -50
Lavalier Mic . . . $168
Shure M-267 4 Input
Mic Mixer with
Limiter $319

FA -420 3.58 MHz or
Standalone TBC with
Freeze Frame $6,99E

In Ilinois Phon
(312) 299-525



interpreting the

FCC rules Fr regulations

Increasing AM Nighttime
Service

By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel

Just because FM service has been getting a lot of press
lately as a result of Docket No. 80-90, you should not
think that AM service is being ignored by the FCC. In
May, the Commission took a significant step aimed at
increasing the availability of nighttime service on certain
AM channels. In opening the door for new nighttime op-
eration on certain foreign clear channels, the Commission
is again holding out the possibility of increased opportuni-
ties for the previously beleaguered daytime -only AM li-
censee. Further, the FCC has designed an implementation
system which, while not necessarily perfect, is certainly
aimed at making the licensee's life a little easier.

Under international agreements, 14 AM channels have
been designated as clear channels reserved for primary
use by Canada, Mexico, or the Bahamas. The Canadian
clear channels are 540 kHz, 690 kHz, 740 kHz, 860 kHz,
990 kHz, 1010 kHz, and 1580 kHz. The Mexican clears
are 540 kHz, 730 kHz, 800 kHz, 900 kHz, 1050 kHz,
1220 kHz, and 1570 kHz. The sole Bahamian clear chan-
nel is 1540 kHz.

Severe restrictions

Because these frequencies have been reserved for pri-
mary use by other countries, severe restrictions have been
placed on any U.S. station operating on any of the foreign
clears. For example, under the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement (NARBA), none of the Canadi-
an clears could be used for nighttime operation anywhere
within 650 miles of the Canadian border, and the
Bahamian clear could not. be used at night within 650
miles of the Bahamas. The U.S./Mexico Bilateral AM
Agreement reached in 1968 was even more restrictive,

precluding nighttime use of any Mexican clear channel
anywhere in the United States.

Recently, however, the international scene has been
changing dramatically. A new agreement between the
U.S. and Canada has replaced the NARBA. The new
U.S.-Canada agreement does not prohibit the establish-
ment of U.S. nighttime operations on channels previously
designated Canadian clear channels. Additionally, the
U.S. and the Bahamas have both signed the Final Acts of
the Region 2 Administrative Conference, which similarly
eliminates that prohibition relative to the Bahamian clear
channel; however, the Bahamas must take one further for-
mal step (which it has indicated it intends to take) before
the prohibition will be completely eliminated. Finally, the
FCC's team of negotiators has reported "considerable
progress" in its efforts to reach a new agreement with
Mexico which would, among other things, permit new
nighttime operations on the Mexican clear channels
throughout the U.S.

With these developments in place, or at least clearly
underway, the Commission has adopted a series of
changes intended to lead to new nighttime operation on
the various foreign clear channels.

The primary regulatory is the obvious one: the Com-
mission will now consider, and grant, applications
proposing nighttime service on many of those channels on
which such service was previously prohibited. And, once
the Bahamian and Mexican situations are clarified some-
what more, all of the foreign clear channels will be avail-
able for nighttime service in the U.S.

AM utilization
Finding itself with this substantial chunk of AM spec-

trum ready and waiting, the Commission gave some
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Now there
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thought to the best way to utilize it. The possibility of
using it for brand-new full-time stations was considered.
However, in view of the number of daytime -only U.S.
stations already operating on the channels in question, it
was immediately apparent that new full-time stations
would be possible only in limited areas. Nevertheless,
where the establishment of such stations is consistent with
the FCC's rules, the FCC is willing to consider applica-
tions for them. The real beneficiaries of these changes,
however, are likely to be the many existing daytime -only
licensees on the foreign clears who will now be able to im-
prove themselves to full-time status.

This new opportunity-whether to seek a new full-time
station or to upgrade an existing daytimer-may not be as
attractive as it might appear at first blush. Even if the for-
eign clear channels may now be used for nighttime opera-
tions, the power available to such operations is still
subject to both foreign and domestic protection
requirements. In other words, the rules that establish the
extent to which existing nighttime signals of both foreign
and U.S. stations must be protected will apply to any new
U.S. operations on the formerly foreign clears.

Additionally, the Commission recognized the fact that
the likely proximity of new stations to one another, and
the proximity of existing daytime -only stations which
could be upgraded to full-time status, could preclude new
nighttime operations unless the power available for such
operations was limited. Accordingly, the FCC decided
that new nighttime operations on the foreign clear chan-
nels would ultimately be limited to a maximum of 1 kW
(assuming, of course, that operation of any particular
station at that power would be consistent with other ap-
plicable nighttime protection requirements). The Com-
mission's idea is to phase in the nighttime operations over
a five-year transitional period, during which the power of
new nighttime operations on the foreign clears would be
limited to 500 W (again subject to other applicable protec-
tion requirements).

Protection levels

If the prospect of very low -power limits hasn't phased
you yet, let's look at the protection levels which will be
afforded the new nighttime operations. According to the
Commission's studies, interference from existing foreign
and U.S. full-time stations would typically limit the new
nighttime services at least to their 10 mV/m contours.
Thus, the FCC has decided that the new services should
normally be protected at night to their 10 mV/m contours.
But there are at least two catches to this. First, during the
five-year implementation period, new nighttime services
will not be entitled to any protection from other new
nighttime services. Some protection will kick in at the end
of the implementation period, although the precise extent
of that protection has not been detailed by the Commis-
sion. Second, stations that operate at night with less than
250 W will be accorded no protection at all, now or in the
future.
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On the assumption that every daytime -only station on a
foreign clear will want to add nighttime service, the Com-
mission has designed an implementation system for its
new rules which is intended to avoid, or at least minimize,
the administrative burdens likely to be generated. In
short, following the trend it established with respect to the
Class IV AM nighttime power increases last year, the
Commission has agreed to do all the work for the
daytimers. After considering the possibility of having
each daytimer submit an application based on its own
technical calculations, the FCC concluded that the best
way of approaching the problem would be simply to per-
form all the necessary calculations itself, with the FCC
then notifying each affected station of its right to operate
at night at a certain power.

"Order to show"
The Commission's notification would come in the form

of an "Order to Show Cause" which would provide that,
absent some objection from the licensee, its license would
be modified to specify nighttime operation at a certain
power. The licensee would then have one year within
which to indicate to the FCC its intention to commence
nighttime operation, to file certain limited technical infor-
mation with the Commission, and actually to commence
nighttime operation.

During the five-year period following issuance of the
"Show Cause" order, the licensee would be authorized to
operate with the power specified in the order. The licen-
see would also be permitted to file an application to in-
crease power up to a maximum of 500 W (or its authorized
daytime power, if that power is less than 500 W). In doing
so, however, the licensee will have to demonstrate that its
proposed operation would provide adequate protection to
other full-time domestic and foreign stations; by contrast,
it would not have to provide nighttime protection to the
new stations to be authorized or to the nighttime opera-
tions of former daytime -only stations. At the end of the
five-year period, the maximum power would be increased
to 1 kW. At that time, however, all nighttime operations
of 250 W or more existing at that time (i.e., including
former daytime -only stations which have since upgraded)
will be protected from additional interference.

One cautionary reminder-for the immediate present,
the new rules and procedures apply only to the Canadian
clear channels not including 540 kHz. The Mexican and
Bahamian clears, including 540 kHz, will not be affected
until the U.S. concludes its bilateral negotiations with
those two governments.

The Commission's action here is another clear demon-
stration of its desire to assist AM daytimers and to expand
as much as possible the availability of AM service. Given
the distribution of stations already on the air and the na-
ture of existing protection requirements, it is possible, if
not likely, that the new service potential may fall short of
what many affected licensees might otherwise have
wished. Nevertheless, it is a start. BM/E
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Imagine a powerful 35kw system, the

PCN-1435. It's one of 7 brand new PCN-
1460 Series VHF transmitters: 100% solid -
stare to 10 kw, only one tube to 35kw.

Imagine exciters with 30% fewer parts,
giving you 50% improvement in MTBF
(now 30,000 hours). And capable of
stereo sound without modification.

Now... imagine what the new VHF
tralsmitters from NEC car do for you.
Fo' more information call Joe Engle
at 1-800-323-6656.

PCN 1400 SERIES TRANSMITTERS
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NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division
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broadcast
EQUIPMEMT
Cart Playback
System from BSI
Broadcast Systems Inc. has a new
semiautomatic multitransport two -
channel cart playback system. The
NewsCart, with a capacity of 24
transports, allows playback of news
stories, opening/closing videos and
bumpers.

A remote -control panel features
"skip next," freeze, control but-
tons, and two erasable legend strips,
and has a start button for each of the
transports. It can play segments
ranging from three seconds to one
hour per cart, and has a two -second
start.

The computer -controlled News -
Cart provides two channels of audio
playback for natural and edited au-
dio. Included are two high -quality
frame synchronizer/TBCs and im-
age processing for video enhance-
ment, ringing suppression, and
noise reduction. A clock/character
generator is incorporated to provide
timed countdown over preview for
each playback segment.

Circle 250 on Reader Service Card

available in half- and one -inch con-
figurations, with lengths running the
gamut from 4600 to 9200 feet.

Circle 251 on Reader Service Card

Ampex Introduces
New Tape
New from Ampex is the 467 Digital
Audio Mastering Tape, designed to
perform on all multitrack digital

recording systems without requir-
ing individual tape -to -machine
realignments.

The 467 tape, which features a
durable oxide and binder system, is

TEN -XT Monitoring
Station from Grass
Valley
Grass Valley has made available the
TEN -XT monitoring station, which
allows the combination of the TEN-

XL routing switcher with the
Tektronix 1740 or 1750, as well
as the 528 and 1420 waveform
monitors.

The TEN -XT can be used in
transmission facilities, and VTR
and film chain bridges as an input
selector to VTRs or video monitors.
Measuring 10x1, the unit is powered
by a single power supply, and
can be packaged in a Tektronix
016-0115-02 rack adapter or 020-
1241-00 portable case (not supplied).

Circle 252 on Reader Service Card

amplifier).
The 440's compressor control

section features continuously ad-
justable threshold, attack time, and
ratio and release time. An interac-
tive expander control is integrated
with the compressor control
circuitry to reduce residual noise.
Special release coupling makes the
transition from compression to ex-
pansion imperceptible, eliminating
problems associated with the use of
separate single -function units.
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New Porta-Brace Case
Porta-Brace has announced a new
line of products for the Sony
Betacam and other recorder -camera
systems.

The B VW -3 Shoulder Case can
accommodate any configuration of
the Betacam system, and provides
padded protection during transport
and field operation.

Porta-Brace also has a new Quick
Draw camera case, BVV-1 recorder
case, and BVW-20 field player case
for Betacam equipment.

The BVW-3 is available now;
models for other recorder -camera
systems will be introduced in the
near future.
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Valley People Model
440 Limiter/
Compressor
Valley People's new Model 440 is a
single -channel device which offers a
peak limiter, compressor/expander

package, and a Dynamic Sibilance
Processor section, each controlling
a common VCA (voltage -controlled

Klark-Teknik Intro-
duces New Software
Klark-Teknik now has software for
the DN780 Digital Reverberator/
Processor.

The software, Version 1.5, fur-
ther expands the versatility of the
DN780 by incorporating new fea-
tures including gated decay pro-
grams, memory lockout, and remote
slider update.

Gated decay programs include
nonlinear decay, reverse decay, and
a program for vocals called
"Alive." A memory lockout fea-
ture allows a user to protect the set-
tings on one, or a set of memory
locations. The slider update permits
the user to assign any program func-
tion to any fader on the remote con-
trol, thus giving the engineer total
control from the mix_position.

Circle 255 on Reader Service Card
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60 kW Antennas from
Bogner

In order to help reduce the initial in-
vestment for new TV stations,
Bogner has introduced two low-cost
lines of 60 kW transmitting antennas.

The Model B24US is an upgrade
to the 60 kW capacity of Bogner's
medium -power slot antenna line. It
is available for top or side mounting
in all standard patterns, and is listed
at $68,000.

The DUI Series consists of side -
mounted versions of the BUI Series
of regular high -power antennas, em-
ploying the tower as the support
structure. The DUI24 is priced at
$79,500; the DUI28 at $84,500; and
the DUI32 at $89,500 for cardioid or
peanut patterns.
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New Weather
Processor from ESD
Environmental Satellite Data has a
new weather data processor called
the Front End. It collects and pro-
cesses ESD high resolution weather
images and NWS Domestic Data on
an unlimited basis from the Zephyr
Satellite TransmissionService off
Galaxy I.

The front End operates on IBM
XT and interfaces with Colorgraph-
ics, Chyron IV, Dubner, Vidifont V
and other systems. Its continuous
feed from Zephyr eliminates delay
during peak usage. The processor
costs $7500 plus installation and
training.
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Studio

Technologies
Stereo Simulator

A new stereo simulator, the AN -2,
was introduced by Studio Technolo-
gies for effects and sound pro-
cessing. It's designed to produce
convincing stereo sound from any
mono source and can create effects
based on stereo simulation.

The AN -2's stereo signal is
mono -compatible. A prorietary cir-
cuit reduces the harshness of stereo
simulation from delay lines.
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INSTALL 'EM!
FORGET 'EN!

That's exactly what
you can do because our Audio DA
system works - day in and day out.
It works so well we guarantee it for five years.

 CH -20C Rack Frame with dual power supply and auto
changeover holds six transformer or differential DA's.

 Each DA is 1 in - 6 out with individually adjustable
outputs ind +27dBm clip level.

 110dB dynamic range for transformer DA.

ioir.w
TAudiohe

Company

ADM Technology, Inc.  1626 E. Big Beaver Road  Troy, MI 48084
Phone 13131 524-2100  TLX 23-1114
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Emphasize it!

1\f",1-PftCOVII':_:quiteiy,. ° °

etinpitta %of" AUDIO PROCESSOR
 DJ Personality Processor  Phone Line EQ and Noise Suppressor
 Production Tape Processor  Room Equalizer and Gated Mike Control

 Gated Recovery Compressor  Unobtrusive Background Noise Gate
 Four Parametric Equalizers  Mike and Line Level Inputs and Outputs

Free Detailed Brochure Available

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044  (215) 443-0330
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Setting
up a

Remote Feed?
Consider a truly Portable

Colorbar Generator with Source ID
that won't break your back or your
budget.

Conquer that remote location
with ease with the light weight,
compact PSF-777 and do it for under
$1000!!!

PSF-777 features:
 2.1 pounds
 Split -field color bars with field programmable 8

character Source ID

 ID either steady or flashing to insure link integrity
after frame synchronization

 1 kHz audio tone-switchable from -56 dB mic
level, to 0, +4, +8 dB line level

 Operates on 12 to 24 VDC floating supply

00°1781 integrally, mounted dual 9V
battery board for 4 hour operation.

051 Systems, Inc., 12 Linscott Rd., P.O. Box 2176, Wobum, MA. 01888, 617-938-1403
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MINUSCULE.
Until you use it.

The job of a good lavalier
microphone is to be heard and not
seen. So we're introducing the new
MKE 2 micro -miniature electret
lavalier mic-our smallest ever. It
comes with a variety of clothing
attachments and can even be taped
to the wearer's skin. So whether your
talent is fully costumed for an epic
or scantily clad
they'll hardly
know it's
there.

01983 Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N )

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

You'll know it's there,
though. Thanks to Sennheiser
back-electret technology and
an extremely thin, low -mass
diaphragm, the MKE 2 gives you
uncanny transient response, and

frequency response from 40 to
20,000 Hz, all with low sensitivity

to mechanical noises. Which
means you hear clear voices, not

ruffled clothing. See the MKE 2 for
yourself, but be prepared to look closely.

SENNHEISER°
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (NY.)
48 West 38th Street  New York, NY 10018. (212) 944-9440
Manufacturing Plant: 0-3002 Wedemark, West Germany

NOW WITH 2 -YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Dorrough Meter
Features Dual
Functions
The Model 40-A, a new Loudness
Meter from Dorrough, features dual
functions on a single LED display.

The LED bargraph shows nor-
mally weighty RMS material which
directs the operator to hold at center
0 dB; a dot mode for Peak indica-
tion directs the operator to hold at a
normal range of + 13 dB, for which-
ever happens first.

DO10110lNill WUDALIS MIMICS WM. 41.4.

LEDs at the two maximum points
allow the operator to adjust levels
up. Equal loudness is achieved by
riding maximum gain to these points
of reference as the program dictates.

The 40-A is available with left
and right inputs for stereo summa-
tion as a single unit or a rackmount
unit. Console panel replacements
are also available.
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HME Wireless Mic
System
HME Inc. has introduced a new
portable wireless microphone sys-
tem for ENG/EFP and other applica-
tions. Virtually any mic can be used
with the new System 820, and due to
RF shielding and filtering improve-
ments, up to 20 systems can be used
compatibly.

The System 820 incorporates
HME's Dynamic Expansion II,
which allows a useable dynamic
range in excess of 115 dB and full
frequency response. The system
features an ultra -compact transmit-
ter and battery -powered receiver
which can also be powered by exter-
nal dc or available ac adaptor. An
"Auto-Lok" discriminator tracks
the transmitted RF signal to mini-
mize audio distortion and improve
captured ratio performance.

Circle 263 on Reader Service Card
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

Smiles abound as Jim Baker, chief engineer for ABC's New York City O&O
WABC-TV, holds plaque commemorating the station's purchase of the five
hundredth Ampex ADO. Looking on are Mark Sanders (left), Ampex VP and
general manager, Audio -Video Systems division, and Max Berry (right), VP of
broadcasting engineering for ABC Television.

The item in the May Business Briefs on
the SMPTE HDTV working group in-
correctly indicated SMPTE's position
on the subject. Readers are referred to
the lead news story in BM/E's April
issue.
ADM Technology of Troy, MI has
been awarded a $1.5 million contract
by the Board for International Broad-
casting in Washington. The contract
covers the reequipment of the Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty broadcast
center located in Munich, West
Germany. ADM will be responsible for
the design, manufacture, and installa-
tion of equipment for 30 new radio
stations.

Sony Corporation has completed
the integration of its MCI manufactur-
ing facility in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. . . .

Chicago's Streeterville Studios has
been chosen for the third straight year
as the auditioning site for bands and
solo artists competing to appear on the
nationally syndicated talent show, Star
Search. . . . Arnold -Levin produc-
tions, Waltham, MA, has opened Bos-
ton's first interformat Beta -to -one -inch
post -production suite. . . . Counter-
point Studios, New York City, recent-
ly completed installation of two Solid
State Logic Stereo Video Systems in its
Studios A and B. . . . In its west coast
office, Grey Advertising has installed
an in-house video package which is

based around Sony VO 5600 3/4 -inch
VCRs, CVM-1900 19 -inch receiver/
monitors, and custom -designed
Mycomp Technologies control panels.
Work was done by Shoreline Telepro-
duction Systems, Los Angeles. . . .

Lawrence & Schiller Teleproduc-
tions, Sioux Falls, SD, has opened a
new one -inch computerized post -
production facility.

Ikegami has sold 14 cameras to
Tribune Broadcasting Corporation.
The cameras will be used by Tribune -
owned stations WGN-TV, Chicago,
WPIX-TV, New York City, and
KWGN-TV, Denver. . . . Ampex has
installed its five hundredth ADO sys-
tem at ABC New York O&O WABC-
TV. . . . Soundcraft Electronics has
installed a 40 -channel TS 24 fully fitted
with Audio Kinetics Master Mix auto-
mation for Arista recording artist and
producer Kashif. . . . Kavouras re-
cently purchased a Control Data
mainframe computer, which it will use
in conjunction with its real-time
weather data manipulation. . . . Tele-
vision Associates, Mountain View,
CA, has added a Sony Betacam
BVW-40 to its list of editing equip-
ment. . . . A special transportable vid-
eo uplink system built by Cincinatti's
Midwest Corp. in conjunction with
Harris Corp. was recently purchased by
KWTV, Oklahoma City, OK.

Patapsco Designs, Frederick, MD,
recently acquired all the assets of the
BTX Corporation of Bedford, MA.
Products formally produced by BTX
will now be manufactured by
Patapsco. . . . Eastman Kodak has
signed a two-year "exclusive promo
tion rights" agreement with NFL Prop-
erties, Inc. The agreement covers film,
photographic paper, and video-
tape. . . . OSRAM Corporation,
Newburgh, NY, has named Video
Components of Spring Valley, NY as
an authorized national rep for its prod-
ucts. . . . TVC Video, New York
City, has reorganized, acquiring a new
subsidiary, NJ -based Video Dub. Don
Buck, president of Video Dub, will
now become president of TVC Vid-
eo. . . Washington, DC broadcast
programming consultants McHugh
and Hoffman has merged with San
Francisco -based broadcast manage-
ment consulting firm Curran -Victor
to form a joint venture company. The
company will provide consulting ser-
vices to independent and affiliate sta-
tion and group operations.

ADC Magnetic Controls is
changing its name to ADC Telecom-
munications, Inc. . . . A new sales
agency, Light America, Inc., will
now represent Colartran and Peter
Albrecht Corporation.

VideoWorks has completed post -
production work on The Animal Ex-
press, a weekly series produced and
created by the Corporation for Enter-
tainment and Learning, Inc. . . Im-
age Resources, Winter Park, FL, has
finished taping activities at the Daytona
Speedway for a syndicated sports show
out of Los Angeles. . . . California
special effects house Colossal Pictures
has chosen Varitel's new Quantel
Paintbox to design and create a series of
four ID spots for The Movie Chan-
nel . . . The Computer Graphics
New York '85 exhibition will be held
July 10-12 at the New York Coliseum.

Among the personnel changes this
month, CMX Corporation has elected
Joseph Scheuer as its director. . . .

Leader Instruments has appointed
Robert Sparks director of market-
ing. . . . dbx has named Gregory
Green North American sales manager
for professional products. . . . At One
Pass, Scott Ross has been promoted to
VP/general manager.
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Vidifont® Graphics V.
Performance that's picture perfect.
Picture crisp, cean, coordinated graphics that
capture attentkon, provide information and
create a distinct perspective that sets you apart.

Picture the VidifCot Graphics V. Combining the
features and funcikms of character generation,
graphics, animation\and information displays
into a single integrated system. All the creative
tools you need for news, dial -up services such
as satellite weather and sports, commercial
spots, promos, elections and special programs.

Vidifont Graphics V allows mu Itiple-uses access
of up to eight channels. On-line creativity is
combined with off-line input, making iteasy to
update and display new information.

Vidifont. The picture of performance in over
500 TV and production studios around tie world.
Call or write Thomson-CSF Broadcast, Inc.,
37 Brownhouse Rd., Stamford, CT 06902.
Tel. (203) 965-7000.1VVX (710) 474-3346. Telex
6819035 -Answer Back 6819035 TCSB UW.

THOMSON-CSF BROADCAST, INC.
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For the engineer who has everything.
We present the Ward -Beck family of DAs that offers even more!

Engineered to p-ovide flawless performance with complete operational flexibility,
the units may be arranged in numerous combinations within the MF-6B 3'/2- standard
rack mounting frame. Each module is individually self -powered, with a choice of either
actively balanced transformerless circuitry or a fully balanced transformer design, and
features front panel LED level and status indicators. Fully enclosed metal construction,
utilizing a unique combination of custom extrusions, provides maximum RF
immunity. Remote sensitivity is also available.

The M600 Series...created for systems focussing on the future!

First by Design.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.,
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough,

Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Tel: (416) 438-6550.

Tlx: 065-25399.
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